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With Nixdorf, you have error control at your fingertips . .
plus much faster turn - around time, integrity of confidential
data, and automation for your own costing, even your own
invoice!

And because it's Nixdorf, you get the Client Accounting System with simple, reusable magnetic tape cassettes (no more
messy, fragile paper tapes).
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bureau!
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Let's say you have 40 clients and depreciate your Nixdorf
Client Accounting System over 7 years. Based on an average
selling price of $22,000, the cost of your Nixdorf Computer
per client is only $6.55 a month.
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Trisis and conflict are major reflections of our
tumultuous times so the balm to our spirits offered by
the holiday season is particularly welcome. It serves,
ever so fleetingly, as a time of surcease to the passions
and animosities that often divide us and set neighbor
against neighbor. Gigantic problems persist; yet if
we can do our part as businessmen and citizens to
work toward their peaceful solutions then we will
have remained faithful to the warm and joyful spirit
and ideals which ennoble this traditional holiday season.
fin behalf of the officers, directors and staff of the
Association, we send greetings and best wishes for a
happy holiday season and a successful new year.

President, 1973 -74

Executive Director
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THE NATURAL CHRISTMAS TREE INDUSTRY
By Herbert L. Smith
The cutting and decorating of natural Christmas trees is a long -standing tradition. But
the modern natural Christmas tree industry, as the author expla ins, is more complex
than just chopping down trees.
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Yes, Virginia,
Christmas trees are
a business, too.
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EARLY CONTRIBUTIONS TO COST ACCOUNWING
By

Journ

Robert E. Feller
In the author's view, the impetus for developing cost accounti ng was supplied by
managers. He describes several prominent contributors and dis cusses their
contributions.
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THE CONCEPT OF MATERIALITY
By Joseph T. Cote
The problem of materiality has existed for a long time, but has been of major concern
only during the last 20 years. In this article, the author seeks a definition of
materiality. He also refers to six empirical studies for measuring materiality and
offers two alternatives of his own.
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VISIBILITY AND MATERIALITY IN INTERIM REPORTING
By Scott T.

Walker
The author points to a gap in interim reporting which is evidenced by the difference
between actual and reported events. He suggests two alternative methods of
reporting and offers a set of guidelines which will improve the visibility and
materiality of those reports.
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REPORTING FOR UNITED FUND AGENCIES
By

Charles T. Farley
In this article, the author describes how the United Fund budgets and allocates its
funds.
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THE PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
Edward L. Waltemyer
Should a professional business incorporate? In this article, the advantages and
disadvantages of the professional corporation are examined under present tax laws
and sound business logic.
An award-winning article: Certificate of Recognition
By

37

THE REHABILITATION TAX SHELTER
By

Anthony J. Catalano
Section 167(k) of the Internal Revenue Code provides a special election to depreciate
"rehabilitation expenditures" under a favorable life of 60 months using the
straight -line method and no salvage value. The author discusses the elements
required to qualify for this election.
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THE OPERATING LEASE AND THE RISK OF OBSOLESCENCE
By Charles J. Wilson
In this article, the author presents a model which introduces risk into the lease versus -buy decision. It permits the decision -maker to determine the relative costs
associated with purchasing and leasing the asset when obsolescence risk, resale value
risk, and other uncertainties are included as parameters.
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RATIO AND DIFFERENCE ESTIMATION IN AUDITING
By John H. McCray
In this article, the author outlines a basic audit estimation problem applying first the
difference formula method and then the ratio formula method. He presents the
argument that these methods are superior in that they explicitly incorporate available
prior information.
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William S. Jensen
The use of Venn diagrams is suggested by the author as a simple and effective
technique for systematically treating problem identification in single discipline or
multidisciplinary research.
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The question of materiality is "one of the most pervasive issues
resent) a ff ect i n gg th e cr e d i b i l i t Yy of financial s t a t emen t s, " accordp resently

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF ACCOUNTANTS
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

ing to Financial Accou n t i n g St a nd a rd s Board Vice Ch a i rma n John

W. Queenan. Most accountants, management and public, would
agree with this sentiment. Recent signs lead us to believe tha t the
next burning issue may very well be the tenuous question of what
constitutes materiality.
Two months ago, for example, the FASB appointed a task force
to assist it in determining criteria for "materiality" in financial
accou n t i n g a n d r e p ort i n g. M or eove r , a t l e a s t on e fi n a n ci a l or ga n i za -

tion has begun extensive research into the subject. In this context,
Jos ep h J. Cot e's ar t i cl e , "T h e C o n c e p t o f M a t e r i a l i t y" (page 17), is
especially timely. The author reviews the developm ent of the

materiality concept in a perceptive analysis of accounting literature.
He concludes there is n o generally accepted definition of materiality and that the concept ultimately is based upon judgment.
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What is a "tax shelter" ? In his article, "Tax Shelters for Capital
Investm ent —A View on Their Reform," Congressman James C. Cor-

man answers this question and presents his views on the use and
misuse of tax shelters ... Authors Allen, Park, and Pilnick describe
"The Shadow Organization," a complex mesh of social forces which
influence behavior of each and every member of the organization ...
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Technique," illustrates how lease- purchase evaluations can be made
more understandable and less complex.
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Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Accounting for Behavior
The article "Accounting for Behavior" by Fred S. Pattison in
the April 1973 issue OfMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, though
brief, has much to say for the management accountant. In the
past, the behavioral effects of accounting information have been
neglected because there was no way to identify the user of the
accounting information. For instance, identifying the user of
accounting information can be very difficult when one refers to
the general purpose financial statements that are prepared for
external reporting purposes. However, when it comes to the
area of internal reporting, the management accountant is in an
enviable position. Not only does he know who is to receive the
report, but he knows what use is to made of it.
The management accountant could also become more effective if he were to start a more concentrated effort in determining what behavioral action will result from the reports which he
prepares.
Robert T. Erkonen
Assistant Professor
Augustana College
Sioux Falls, S.D.

In conducting an examination, the auditor is interested in
more than just the controls that exist. The auditor is interested
in how those controls are functioning and whether the resulting
financial transactions fairly reflect the financial position of the
enterprise. As Mr. Schomo points out, data processing systems
operate on people- developed programs and until the auditor understands fully how these programs operate, it is not possible to
determine how well the controls are functioning. Testing these
controls goes much further than merely checking off a questionnaire or writing a narrative of the procedures and controls
in effect. The testing function should include (1) procedures
to test the validity of transactions entering the system, (2) procedures to test the processing of the data (whether a test deck
or actual data) through the system, and (3) procedures to
measure and analyze the output.
While much has been written on this subject, this article is
most timely as a result of certain problems at Equity Funding
Corporation. Hopefully, lessons will be learned from this situation which will help all auditors in the future to cope with the
ever increasing demands placed on CPA's and internal auditors
in carrying out their respective functions.
Albert C. Schauer, CPA
Manager, Ernst & Ernst
Kalamazoo Chapter

A Strong Argument for Utilizing the Computer
Mr. Schomo's article in the April 1973 issue Of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING, "Testing Internal Control in an EDP System"
was well written. His explanations of auditing "around the computer" or "through the computer" were very clear. He gives a
strong argument for utilizing the computer as a tool of the
auditor and for the auditor to utilize it in his audit rather than
rely on it merely to provide data.
An example can now be given in support of his argument.
The massive fraud perpetrated at Equity Funding was done because there were no internal controls set up, but rather, employees and top management joined together to manufacture
computer runs showing two phony policyholders for every one
legitimate policyholder. The insurance industry, the stock analysts and the firm's auditors relied on these computer runs as
being legitimate.
Although Mr. Schomo's article is based on testing internal
control, perhaps it would be wise to note that where there is no
internal control, perhaps a firm's auditors should be wary and
be trained to audit through the computer. Unfortunately, not
enough auditors have the necessary training to do this yet.
Louis ]. O'Brien, Jr.
Fox -Wells & Company, Inc.

Kalamazoo, Mich.
FASB: Strongest Reform of Profession
Hurray and Hallelujah for those responsible for promoting
the Financial Accounting Standards Board. Let me be one of
the thousands that say a prayer and send a voluntary contribution to its success.
Not only is this Board necessary to suggest guidelines and
interpret the stormy issues that are surrounding our profession,
but it is also necessary to preserve our identity as a capable, responsible, and independent accounting profession before our
Government steps in with its so- called help and interpretations.
It is also my hope that the Founding Fathers of the FASB
really understand how important their results will be. The
Board must not only resolve the recently highlighted dilemmas
such as dollar devaluation and floating currencies, but it must
attack the long needed nebulous lines of interpretation and set
up guidelines and standards that are firm and clear.
This Board could earn the credit and reputation of being one
of the strongest reforms of our profession, providing it can
establish a good communications and reporting system with all
members so that its resulting standards can be accepted by all.

New York, N.Y.
Edward A. Jevec
Treasurer
Canton Business Machines, Inc.

Hopefully, Lessons Will Be Learned
In his article, "Testing Internal Control in an EDP System,"
April 1973, Mr. Robert G. Scbomo presents some interesting
insights into the problems of auditing "through the computer."
Many of today's automated accounting systems are too complex and transactions are too voluminous to allow an auditor to
rely solely on auditing "around the computer."
6

Canton, Ohio
New -Look Accountant Works in the Future
The May 1973 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING carried
an excellent article by I. Wayne Keller titled, "Concepts, StanMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

dards, and Rules" Of particular interest
to me was Mr. Keller's reference to the
broadening scope of the accountant. For
a very long time, the accountant was
stereotyped as a stodgy individual who
kept a set of books and who reported to
management what had happened after
the fact. This image is in contrast to the
"new- look" accountant who does as
much, if not more, of his work regarding
the future as he does the past.
In referring to the Financial Accounting Standards Board, Mr. Keller indicated that this group must be prepared
to develop answers to the questions:
"What will happen if . . . ?" This approach adds more credibility to the "new look" accountant who is at ease in the
future as well as in the past. I do share
Mr. Keller's concern, however, on the
subject of forward estimates of operating
data and financial positions. The modern
accountant may be comfortable working
with the future, but I think he is quite
squeamish about publicizing his forecasts
in detail for public consumption.
I was particularly excited about the possibilities expressed in accounting for
human resources, accounting for social
performance, and the proficient use of
qualitative measurements as well as quantitative appraisals. I recognize that some
work has been done here and further
exploration is currently underway in these
areas, but the vast potential is virtually
untappedl Teams consisting of accountants,
personnel management,
andworkother
top management
of organizations
in management
with
fists and psychologists
g
g
could penetrate this challenging area and
provide guidelines which could be used

Your company
can profit from

VALUATON
y
y
y

Your company is probably worth more than you think.
And you should know about it for good value management.
Your Marshall and Stevens valuation consultant can
help. He's the Revolutionary— backed by our 40 years
appraisal experience.
He's ready to show you today's new tools and techniques
in valuation. For tax purposes. For merger or sale.
For financing.To insure your insurance. For any reason.
Example: He can show you how to cost out a new
facility using computerized methods that cut a week's
work down to a day. Enable you to cut and control
construction costs. And give you maximum Investment
Tax Credit to boot.
He can show you the new M & S "Simpraisal" which
cuts out a lot of the labor —and expense —for special
purpose appraisals.

by all business
accounting
vital
human
resourcesinand
for socialfor erforP

mance.

Richard A. Duro
Division Controller
The Babcock & Wilcox Co.
Research & Development Div.
Alliance, Ohio

Start the Valuation Revolution in your company.
For your free Revolutionary Kit & Manifesto
call any Marshall and Stevens office. Or write:
1645 Beverly Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90026.

Real Eye Opener
Y
p

Although Harmon S. Bayer did not
mention Ben Franklin in his article,
"Planning for Cost Reductions," April
1973, Franklin's old adage (adjusted for
inflation) "A dollar saved is a dollar
earned" is a good theme for any cost
reduction program.
While managing a business with $20
million in sales, I had the following experience that may be of interest. I asked
our employees to find and report 100 cost
reduction items of $1,000 or more in
Continued on page 52
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FTC Plan to Require Product Line Reporting Meets Strong Opposition
A proposal by the Federal Trade Commission which would require 2,000 top corporations to
file detailed cost and profit data by product lines on an annual basis was overwhelmingly
opposed by industry spokesmen at a public hearing of the Office of Management and Budget. Louis Bisgay, secretary to the Management Accounting Practices Committee, submitted a
letter from Robert J. Donachie, chairman of the MAP Committee, as part of the testimony.
Mr. Donachie wrote in part, "The MAP Committee believes its guidelines provide information for the users of financial statements which allow for adequate and useful measurement of
results and anything beyond these requirements would be burdensome, costly and unnecessary.
Examination of the LB Program reveals that the rules as proposed would require detailed information which substantially exceeds that called for by MAP Statement No. 3. 1 believe,
therefore, that the proposed Line of Business Reporting program is not justified either from
the standpoint of usefulness or the cost incurred in obtaining the information requested."
Among other reasons, the FTC wants the product line information to help it analyze markets
for specific products and the degrees of concentration and profitability in various product
lines. Organizations testifying against the LB Program included the National Assn. of Manufacturers, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the Financial Executives Institute. FEI questioned the relevance of the program to the purposes it is intended to serve, the degree of
confidentiality of data to be compiled, and the cost of the program to the reporting companies as compared with the benefits. "We can only conclude," the FEI statement said, "that
the FTC staff is attempting to embark on a fishing expedition in hopes that this mass of data
will be of some use as a basis for further market intervention." Under law, the Office of
Management and Budget has the final word on what information government agencies may
require from private citizens.
SEC Chairman Calls for Expansion of CPA Functions and Responsibilities
A clue to the thinking of the Securities & Exchange Commission regarding future financial
disclosure requirements was given by Chairman Ray Garrett, Jr., at the annual meeting of
the American Institute of CPAs in Atlanta, Ga. He believes that CPAs should assume responsibilities for the use of financial statement data in summaries, in texts or similar disclosure documents; for interim reports, and for the detection of management fraud "in appropriate
cases." He warned, "If the accounting profession adopts the view that auditors should never
be responsible for detecting management fraud, there is little likelihood that increased imposition of truly onerous and unfair burdens on the accounting profession can be prevented."
Accounting for Business Combinations Added to FASB Agenda
As a result of public concern about the issue, the Financial Accounting Standards Board will
take another look at accounting for business combinations. The decision stems from an open
letter sent by the Board asking for comments on the need to replace, revise or interpret existing
pronouncements of the APB. The new project is in effect a re- consideration of APB Opinions
16 and 17. The business combinations issue drew most of the comment.
First and Oldest Black CPA Firm Celebrates 35th Year
Lucas, Tucker & Co., a black CPA firm in New York, recently celebrated its 35th year of existence at a reunion luncheon with the surviving founder of the firm, Brigadier General Wilmer
F. Lucas, serving as host. The firm is the oldest black CPA firm in the country.
Newspaper Would Cover Education Programs in Computer Field
A newspaper designed to cover educational offerings in the computer and data processing field
will begin publication January 1974. It's titled The Computer Educator.
AICPA Elects New President
Samuel A. Derieux, partner in Derieux, Baker, Thompson & Witt, Richmond, Va., has been
elected president of the American Institute of CPAs.
Ketcham Named at Federal Government Accountants Assn.
Kenneth R. Ketcham, a 44- year -old professional association executive, was named executive
vice president of the Federal Government Accountants Assn.
MA N A G E M E N T ACCOUNTING, %DECEMBER 1973

THE
NATURAL
RISTMAS
TREE
11 DUSTRY
The actual or internal rate earned is significant in decision making
because such rate is sensitive to amounts invested and time
needed to grow a crop of each species.
By Herbert L. Smith
Traditionallv, during Christmas season, evergreen
trees have been used as an adornment, bringing
many Americans the fragrance and freshness of the
forest, joy, and above all the message of "Peace on
earth, good will toward men." Historians have
traced the custom of decorating trees back to Germanv in about the year 1500. Approximately 300
years later they were first sold commercially in
America by ox sled loads out of the Catskill
Mountains.
Today, the more popular species of trees for
Christmas grown in high volumes in America are
not domestic and thus require professional cultivation such as annual shearing and pruning for symmetry, conical shape, and density. Harvests must be
large or at least adequate to support the costs of
trucking trees from fields to a shipping yard and to
support the expense of sorting, grading, and bailing
trees individually with net wrap by specialized
machines. To be practical, today's Christmas tree
yard often becomes a center for a region having a
40- to 50 -mile radius.
Because the natural growth rate of the trees is
MAN AG E M E N T ACCO UNTI NG / DECE MBER 1973

slow and further retarded from shearing for shape,
the growing cycle for the trees can be 10 years,
which commits land under cultivation to about 10
times the acreage required for a single year of
production. These factors have caused a shift from
small fanning practices on an off- season part -time
basis to managed plantations.
The plantation industry, accounting for increasing portions of annual natural tree sales in the range
of 35,000,000 has four major functions: growing the
trees, wholesaling, shipping to markets, and retailing on lots. Although some of the largest firms conduct all four phases, much of the business falls into
a segment basis.

Tree Growing
The decision to invest in a plantation dictates
financial analysis and determination of the probable
rate of return on the investment. A nominal rate of
return has been defined as the rate that will attract
and maintain a supply of capital and entrepreneurial
ability. Although rates ranging from six percent to
10 percent (even lower in instances of established
and stable earning power) have been considered
nominal, tree growing, as a speculative venture, re-

H. L. SMITH
Louisville Chapter
1948, is Plant Manager,
Reynolds Metal Co.,
Louisville, Ky. He is a
Past President of the
Louisville Chapter and
a member of SCMS.
Mr. Smith, who
attended Northwestern
University, is a
member of the
Michigan Tree
Growers Association.
This article was
submitted through the
Louisville Chapter.

"Tree farming
is not unlike
any other
business . . . "

quires a minimum return of 15 percent. Tree growing is considered speculative because of such inherent risks as fire, drought, disease, heavy snow,
and theft. And possible lack of skilled cultural maintenance labor at critical periods adds to these
hazards.
The entrepreneur choosing a long -range program,
needing relatively small equity capital, and preferably
little or no capital representing debt, should acquire
a plantation in the early years of tree growth. Additional debt capital will be essential later to finance
annual tree maintenance. The debt capital at more
costly interest rates will penalize the final R.O.I.
Generally, acquisition investment in the very early
years is less because maturity value of the trees is
then lacking, notwithstanding compound interest
accruing to the longer duration.
Exhibit 1 illustrates estimated 1972 "on the
stump" market values of Scotch Pine trees in increasing annual increments. The matured nine -year
market value of $1,334 per acre ( for the trees) will
serve as an index.

The financial study, approached on an analytical
and conservative basis, would relate satisfactorily to
the market value for trees shown in Exhibit 1. Now,
additional analysis would be desirable.
FURTHER ANALYSIS

What amount of net annual income received at
the end of each year, if invested at six percent compound interest, will accumulate to a total of
$1,060.35 in nine and a half years? The answer,
from annuity tables in reference books or at most
banks, results in $92.27 per year. This data may be
compared with similar compilations concerning
other species for ranking of income:

Species
Scotch Pine
White Spruce
Douglas Fir
Blue Spruce

Total crop
period
9 years
12 years
18 years
22 years

Net
Average
income
net
at end of
income
crop period per year
4
2
3
3
1
1
2
4

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Although there are four or five popular species of
plantation -grown trees and consumer demand for
each will vary geographically, the Scotch Pine has
outnumbered all others in recent years and therefore was chosen for this analysis. The financial
analysis, as shown in Exhibit 2, will encompass
these typical guidelines:
1. Rotation —nine years
2. Spacing in planting -6x6 feet (1,210 trees /acre)
3. Area in roads and fire lanes -10 percent
4. Net trees per acre -90 percent of 1,210 = 1,090
trees
5. Survival -85 percent of 1,090 = 926 trees
6. Interest rate —six percent
7. Stumpage price per seven -foot tree —$2.10
8. Surviving trees sold -80 percent of 926 = 741
trees
Exhibit 1
SCOTCH PINE TREES "ON THE STUMP"
1972 MARKET VALUES PER ACRE
$1,500
1,200
d

900

Wholesaling

Y
i

600
300
150
0

1

2

3

4

5

Years of Growth
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The actual or internal rate earned is significant
in decision making because such rate is sensitive to
amounts invested and time needed to grow a crop
of each species. The rate is determined by using
higher and higher interest rates in accumulating
costs until accumulated costs exactly equal accumulated returns. The interest rate at which costs balance returns defines the actual internal rate earned
by the investment required. This rate is done
through a computer application. Ranking in this
instance, as quoted by the American Christmas
Tree Journal, is (1) Scotch Pine, (2) White
Spruce, (3) Douglas Fir, and (4) Blue Spruce.
Product mix and long -range planning are indeed
important to the grower, particularly in consideration of extended cycles in years. Other aspects are
market demand (now shifting to spruce) soil,
amount of capital available, desire for early or frequent incomes, and increase in land annexations
where property values become too high to justify
fanning.
Tree farming is not unlike any other business in
that constant administration is required along with
increasing demands for new technology, better and
less costly methods. In our era this can be accomplished best collectively through associations
dedicated to the task of working jointly with university and government research.

6

7

8

9

Wholesaling predates the Yule delivery season by
months to stabilize markets and maintain order at
the grower's level. The procedure identifies types of
trees moving to the market place, and these trees
must then be tagged conspicuously by a white,
flag -like tape at the tree tip to signal for a spray of
moisture retention. Of real consequence, only the
tagged tree is cut at harvest. However, no tree is cut
unless sold.
Whereas wholesaling would suggest, on the surMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

face, added expense, economies through better use
of plantation labor, reduced trips back into fields
for erratic selling, and prompt delivery, often limited
by early snow, tend to offset the added costs. This
does not consider the assistance to the customer
in pooling orders for freight economies and timely
deliveries and shifting, late in the selling season,
unsold trees between accounts out of stock and the
overstocked. Finally, surplus trees are frequently
trucked by the wholesaler to charitable groups at the
expense of the wholesaler as a community service.
Shipping to Markets
Christmas trees are classified as perishable by
common carriers, who are thus not compelled to
accept them for transit; any carrier may haul. This
has resulted in unreliability in meeting critical shipping dates. A satisfactory alternate lies in leasing
semi - trailer equipment to be operated privately. The
two -way costs are competitive with truckers' charge
of about $1.00 per loaded mile. Count discrepancies
and claims are almost eliminated, as well as expensive stop -off fees for pooled cargo.
Retailing
Retailing can be highly profitable, with earnings
nearing 100 percent of cost, in view of the short
period of operation. However, success is in direct
ratio to the seller's updated knowledge of the industry becoming sophisticated by buyer demand for
better quality trees and species year after year.
Ordering types, sizes and quantities in subsequent
years for the same location is simplified by experience and repeat trade.

Most natural Christmas trees sold today are grown
on plantations like this one.
(Photo courtesy of the American Christmas Tree Journal)

1. One acre of young, growing trees, produces daily
the oxygen requirements for 18 people.
2. Many acres of Christmas trees are now under
cultivation (450,000). They provide green belts,
and cover for wild life and utilize land areas that
might otherwise be barren wastes. This includes
preventing erosion.
3. Discarded trees taken to landfills decompose
rapidly and return to soil.
Continued on page 27

Conclusion
Counter to criticism, possibly through misunderstanding, by conservationists, the natural tree industry adds to the environment in several ways:
Exhibit 2

SCOTCH PINE COSTS AND RETURNS - NINE -YEAR ROTATION

=

Basis
$30 Yearly
Annual (leasing)
$23 per M X 1,090
$25.07
$15 per M X 1,090
$16.35
$15
Yearly -$12.
3rd year, $.01 /tree X 926
$9.26
4th year, $.01 /tree X 926
$9.26
5th year, $.02 /tree X 926
$18.52
$27.78
6th year, $.03 /tree X 926
7th year, $.04 /tree X 679
$27.16
=

=

=

=

=

=

Administration costs and taxes
Interest on $75 land value
Cost of seedlings
Cost of planting seedlings
Weed deterrent at planting
Spraying for insects
Shearing and pruning

Trees sold and returns received

8th year, 1/3 = 247 X $2.10 = $518.70
9th year, 2/3 = 494 X $2.10 = $1,037.40

Invested
Expense
*Interest classification to end of
factor tax purpose 9 Years
$344.73
11.4913 $344.73
51.71
51.71
.6895
42.36
1.6895
27.62
1.6895
25.34
25.34
1.6895
118.77
9.8975
118.77
13.14
13.14
1.4185
1.3382
12.39
12.39
1.2625
23.38
23.38
1.1910
33.08
33.08
1.1236
30.52
30.52
1.1910
1.1236

$ 617.77
1,165.62

Total returns
Total costs

$1,783.39
723.04

Net income from one crop
9 -year rotation period
Statistics only Expense classification /tax purposes
'Interest factor used to incorporate compount interest expense

$1,060.35
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$653.06
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EARLY CONTRIBUTIONS
TO COST ACCOUNTING
In each important area, management was in the lead, either
asking the questions or writing the text and becoming expert in
the new area.

By Robert E. Feller
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Experts disagree on the origins of cost accounting.
This article will not develop cost accounting per se
but instead will note the turns and improvements
in cost accounting contributed by men of management. Thus we must have the thread of the development of cost accounting, but that thread will be
kept at a minimum as the literature on the broad
subject of the history of cost accounting is voluminous. Two or three quotations will give the reader
the right frame of reference. A. C. Littleton said,
"... it is, in fact, of quite recent origin, essentially
a product of the 19th Century, which has been greatly extended and developed in the 20th.... Cost
accounting is therefore one of the many consequences of the industrial revolution. "' Paul Garner,
another researcher (a specialist in cost accounting),
said, "... the beginnings of industrial accounting
can be traced back to the period when capitalistic
processes of production began to be substituted for
domestic enterprise putting -out and handicraft
methods, rather than from the period of the Industrial Revolution." '
Pre- Capitalist Methods
To substantiate this claim, Garner quotes examples of early costing. He mentions the Fugger
accounts and the DelBene firm records. The Fug gers gained title to silver and copper mines through
loans and established their books and records so
as to give more than the normal financial records
of the day. One could see the beginnings of cost
accounting information in these accounts as early
as 1577. DelBene was engaged in wool manufacturing. Its records included direct recording of prime
costs together with other information of sufficient
value for one authority to state that they are "... as
far as is known, the origins of industrial cost accounting."' These accounts are recorded as far
back as 1318. On these records, the "central work
shop data" were eventually separated into different
sets of books.

12

Numerous other, references relate isolated cost
accounting examples, but these records deal primarily with the exception rather than the rule since
double -entry bookkeeping was not yet fully practiced during these periods. Separate cost records
were kept on many joint ventures. It was necessary
to keep track of each person's investment and the
returns on that investment despite the fact that
they were placed in a common pool (the ship's
hold) for the voyage and return.
Prior to 1885, most costing techniques, if used,
were used merely for pricing purposes. Details of
pricing were considered extremely confidential and
were seldom if ever made public since a competitive
disadvantage would ensue. Sir John Mann stated,
"Individual managers who had evolved cost methods
suited to their own needs generally kept these
secret. "' Despite the general lack of literature on
the subject there were a few isolated books.
Factory Accountants
The earliest published English recognition of
differences between "factory accounting" and commercial accounting was by John Collins in 1697.
Two others during this period are worth noting.
Although the authors are not recognized as prominent management writers, they were empiricists
who managed their own firms successfully and contributed their works (in French) to assist others.
EARLY FRENCH CONTRIBUTORS

The first of these two men was Anselme Payen,
who launched several industrial empires and in 1814
was the head of an important sugar beet factory in
Vangirard. He wrote Essai Sur La Tennuss Livres
Dun Mallufacturies, published in Paris in 1817.
Two of his illustrations, which appear to describe
job order and process cost systems, are a carriage
manufacturer's costs and a glue factory's costs. Two
' A. C. Littleton, Accounting Evolution to 1900, American Institute
Publishing Company, N. Y., 1933, pp. 320 -321.
' S. Paul Garner, Evolution of Cost Accounting to 1925, University
of Alabama Press, 1954, p. 3.
i Ibid., P. 15.
* Ibid., p. 30.
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1. Installation and relocation costs should be capitalized rather than expensed, and recovered over
time.
2. Departmental and process classification were
added.
3. In all but name, work in progress was carefully
described.
4. Inventory should be priced at the average cost
for the year (at the end of the year), with
monthly estimates used until they can be adjusted to year -end actual.
AN ENGLISH CONTRIBUTION

A well -known management writer cast a fainter
light on the cost accounting area during this period
of secrecy. His work was in English and appeared to
be far ahead of its time. But it was not as well accepted as food for stimulating progress and thought
as it should have been. Charles Babbage, in his work,
On the Economy of Machinery and Manufactures,
describes with precise mathematical accuracy the
cost of manufacturing pins. This work is broken
down into its various component costs and is reproduced in Exhibit 3: Babbage commented that:
"If a method could be contrived of diminishing by one fourth the time required for fixing
on the heads of pins, the expense of making
them would be reduced about thirteen percent; whilst a reduction of one half the time
employed in spinning the coil of wire of
which the heads are cut, would scarcely make
any sensible difference in the cost of manufacturing of the whole article. It is therefore
obvious, that the attention would be much
more advantageously directed to shortening
the former than the latter process."'

Exhibit 1
CARRIAGE PRODUCTION — JOURNAL IN KIND
Carriage 1
2
Carriage 1
2
Carriage 1
2
3
Carriage 1
2
3
Carriage 1
2
3
Carriage 1
2
3

................
................
................
................

.... .... .... ....
.... ... ... ... ...
.... ... ... ... ...
... ... .. ... ... ..
.... .... .... ....
... ... .. ... ... ..
.... ... ... ... ...
.... ... ... ... ...

" /bid., pp. 44-45.
° Ibid. p. 53.
T Charles Bahbage, On the Economy of Machinery and Manufactures, Charles Knight, Pall Mall East, London, 1832, p. 184.
° Ibid., p 203.
° S. Paul Garner, Op. Cit., P. 123.
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475
400
440
310
222
340
100
205
70
65
55

Carpenter's
Memo

407

Smith's
Memo

875

.... ... .... ... ...

Factory W arehouse
Carriage 1
Amounting to . . . . . . . . . . 1 , 9 7 5
Carriage 2
Amounting to
1,177
Carriage 3
Amounting to
512

..........
..... ..... 7,328

... ... ... ... ... ..

Lumber
Merchant's
Memo

972

W heelwright's
Memo

645

Saddler's
Memo

190

... ... ... ... ... ..

.... ... .... ... ...

345

.... ... ... ... ... 200
.... ... ... ... ... 30
.... .... .... .... 3,664

Painter's
Memo

... ... ... ... ... ..

575

... ... ... ... ... .. 3,664

Enterprise is
discharged of
accountability
by the transfer
to warehouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 , 6 6 4
7, 328

Exhibit 2
CARRIAGE PRODUCTION — JOURNAL IN MONEY
Debit
The business is
accountable for

....

3,664

The warehouse receives
3 carriages
3,664

.......

Secrecy Ends
At the end of the "secret period" a government
employee, an army captain, broke the silence ( the
government having no pricing secrets to keep).
Henry Metcalf, an ordnance officer, wrote Cost of
Manufactures in 1885. In manv respects his work
was original, and he would have to be rated as one
of the major contributors to cost accounting literature. Garner' quoted from his work 14 times in the
Evolution of Cost Accounting to 1925. Only two
other management men were more frequently referenced. Metcalf recommended the use of materials
transfer, suggesting that prices be added to the

305
102

A buys carriage
No. 1

...........

B buys carriage
No. 2

...... .....

C buys carriage
No. 3

...........

Cash

....... .......

Paid the above
mechanics

Carpenter
Smith
Lumber merchant
Wheelwright
Saddler
Painter

..........
....... ......
....
.........
...... ......
.... .... ....

The business is
discharged of

.....

Credit Profit Loss
407
875
972
645
190
575
3,664
3,664

2,045

Warehouse is discharged
by carriage No. 1
1,975

1,095

Warehouse is discharged
by carriage No. 2
1,177

637

Warehouse is discharged
by carriage No. 3
512

3,664

3,777

Buyers A, 8, C

3,777

3,664

Cash

........ 18,546

...

.... ... .... ...

70

82

125

195

82

195

82

3, 664
18,433
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typical examples of the former's cost records are
reproduced here in part ( see Exhibits 1 and 2) .
These two exhibits reproduce Payen's work for a
journal in kind and a journal in money.'
The other contributor was a practical business
man, M. Goddard, who manufactured glassware.
His book, written in 1827, was titled Traite General
et Sommaire De ]a Comptabilite Commerciale. It
offered the following suggestions and innovations:'

"The division
of work
should create
similar
divisions of
accounts."

Exhibit 3
PIN MANUFACTURING COSTS
English Manufacture
(236) Pins, "Elevens," 5,546 weigh one pound; "one dozen" - 6,932 pi ns w ei gh
twenty ounces, and require six ounces of paper.

Name of the process

1. Drawing wire

Cost of
making
1 lb. of
pins
Pence

Workmen

Man

.3636

1.2500

3

3

225

Woman
Girl

.3000
.3000

.2840
.1420

1
0

0
6

51
26
319

Workmen

(224)

.........
(225)
.....

2. Straightening wire
3. Pointing

Time for
making
1 lb. of
pins
Hours

Price of making
each part of a
single pin, in
millionths of a Penny

............(226)

Man

.3000

1. 7750

5

3

4. Twisting and cutting
heads . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 2 2 7 )

Boy
Man

.0400
.0400

.0147
.2103

0
5

4 1/ Z
4 1/ 2

5. Heading

Woman

4. 0000

5. 0000

1

3

90 1

Man
Woman

.1071
. 1071

.6666
.3333

6
3

0
0

121
60

Woman

2. 1314

3.1973

1

6

576

7. 6892

12. 8732

6.

(228)

.............
T inning or whitening
(229)
...

7. Papering

............

(230)

cards for the record to be more complete. This
suggestion was partially adopted and used by Taylor
for approximately ten years although it was opposed
by other writers. It later developed into a bill of
materials.
Metcalf also recommended that individual time
cards be used by employees. These cards would include: the worker's number, the symbol for the
job or jobs in which he worked, his fingerprint, and
his name. Another original recommendation by this
author concerned "indirect expenses" which he
stated should be listed under two headings:
1. Those like rent, insurance, salaries, etc. (fixed
costs )
2. Those having a closer relation, i.e., a direct ratio,
to the number of men employed (variable costs)
Metcalf tried hard but unsuccessfully to reconcile his cost and financial records as the following
quotation indicates: "I have vainly tried to find
some simple current method of reconciling the cost
sheet with the cash accounts since this would establish the aggregate truth of the cost sheet before the
highest court of audit." 10 Although this sounds like
an effort that failed, other writers up to this time
had never admitted trying.
Another innovation, at least with respect to
publication, appears to be the strong recommendation by Metcalf of a movement away from prime
costs and toward labor hours for the allocation of
indirect cost. Although he mentions that this method was used by William Sellars and Co. (a prominent firm), no one else had previously published
such a recommendation. Another important contribution by Metcalf was the establishment of departmental cost centers, recommended in 1886 in a
paper entitled the "Shop -order Systems of Ac14

earns
per day
S.
d.

3
38

2, 320

counts" presented to the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. This paper was the outgrowth of a comment in his book in 1885 on shop
order, essentially a job order costing method.
Twentieth Century Writers
ALEXANDER H A MI L T O N CH U R C H

The management writer with one of the earliest
influences on cost accounting, who was also one of
the earliest contributors to its writings, was Alexander Hamilton Church. Beginning in 1901, he
started several articles and ended up with the most
comprehensive coverage of overhead on record. He
firmly insisted upon establishing a difference between the cost of production, i.e., prime costs (materials and wages) and shop charges (depreciation,
power, space, taxes, etc.) , on the one hand and
general establishment charges on the other. He
considered it necessary that separate accounts be
maintained if there was any natural division of
work. The division of work +should create similar
divisions of accounts.
In 1910, Church changed an earlier opinion
on selling expenses (one that he had originally
made reluctantly) and decided that selling expense
did not belong in manufacturing expense at all and
should be separately closed to profit and loss.
He created the "scientific production center"
technique to allocate overhead and with its acceptance became an authority for about ten years.
His work was accepted as the greatest step forward
up to that time. He used his production factors land, power, buildings, etc. -to allocate on a logical
basis floor space, equipment value, and other costs
to production centers in order to minimize arbitrary allocations. When allocating from production
10

Ibid., p. 162.
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centers to the actual product, normal hours were
selected as the basis. This resulted in unallocated
cost with a supplemental rate, which added to the
complexity of his method.
Church also suggested but did not emphasize
including the labor element of cost in a machine
hour charge for highly mechanized operations. The
idea was picked up and developed later by a cost
accountant. In 1917, Church had the clearest exposition of waste, scrap, spoilage, and by- products.
Despite his adding nothing new here, he covered it
carefully and recommended that by- products could
either be credited at the sale price, less cost of recovery in the manufacturing account, or the original
cost could be divided on the basis of the relative
weight of the by- product to the main product if
these figures were available.

"...no manager, no accountant, knows where he "This has

EDW ARD T. ELBOURNE

Emerson's work, in which he emphasizes efficiency, was converted to a practical cost accounting
application by G. Charter Harrison, and seems to
have established the latter's reputation forever in
cost accounting circles. The work of Emerson and
Harrison firmly established our concepts of variance
analysis, although it was not called by that name.
This has contributed to the establishment of control and fixing of responsibility on the various persons involved when manufacturing costs differ from
the standard.

Another important contributor to cost accounting
was Edward T. Elbourne. He gave one of the most
comprehensive summaries of labor costing in his
book published in 1921. This book, Factory Administration and Cost Accounts, contains eight
methods of "Time Bookkeeping ":
1. The worker could book his time daily on a chalkboard or on a daily time sheet or card.
2. A clerk could take down on a time sheet the
time according to the worker's own verbal statement each day.
3. The foreman could book each worker on a time
sheet.
4. The worker himself could book his own time
on a job ticket by writing down the times "on"
and "off."
5. The worker could stamp the times "on" and
"off" on a job ticket for each job by means of
a mechanical time recorder.
6. The foreman could issue a new job ticket to
each worker on each change of job.
7. The foreman could make out a job- advise slip
at each change of job, giving the necessary particulars to the wages office.
8. A clerk could book the time on job tickets from
actual observation"
HARRINGTON EMERSON

An outstanding contribution was given to cost
accounting by Harrington Emerson -the concept
of standard cost. An original writing in 1908, reprinted in 1913 as part of Emerson's Twelve Principles of Efficiency, sums up the problem: "In the
great industrial problem, we set up ideals, we measure against them actual performance and we ascertain efficiencies." " As a manager, Emerson (with
engineering background) was quite familiar with
efficiency. However, as he stated it, "...one of the
tasks of modern scientific management, of efficiency
and standard practice engineering ... isto convert
efficiency records into cost records since the language of cost is understood by all, the language of
efficiency only by a few." "
As an indication of the comprehensive quality of
Emerson's review of efficiency, he states that:
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

stands unless his records show him as to every
operation:
1. The standard quantity of material
2. The efficiencies of material use
3. The standard price of material unit
4. The efficiency of price
5. The standard quantity of time units required
6. The efficiencies of time
7. The standard rate of wages for work of the
character done
8. The efficiency of wage rate
9. The standard quantity of time for equipment
10. The efficiencies of time use of equipment
11. The standard equipment rate per hour
12. The efficiencies of equipment use" "

contributed
to the
establishment
of control. . ."

C. E. KNOEPPEL

C. E. Knoeppel made a valuable contribution in
his graphic presentation of the "profitgraph," a forerunner if our present -day breakeven chart. He also
attempted to establish control accounts in 1906 for
some 500 accounting records. Knoeppel used seven
control accounts:
0
1. Repairs
2. Heat, light, and power
3. Stockroom
4. General expense
5. Labor and materials (prime costs)
6. Selling expense
7. Supervision and records
His system would have worked; however, for
some unexplainable reason he chose to credit the
subaccounts with expense and to debit the control
accounts once each month with the total. This
proved quite cumbersome and resulted in the method's not being used to any degree. He did, however, establish that control accounts could be used.
In an earlier effort, Knoeppel divided his expenses
only three ways:
1. Shop expenses -heat, light, power, repairs
2. Administrative expenses - supervision and recording
3. Selling expenses
11

Ibid., p. 120.
n Harrmn ton Emerson, "The Twelve Principles of Efficiency," The
Engineering Magazine, New York, 1913, P. 215.
1s Ibid., P. 211.
11 Ibid., pp. 233.234.

is

"Taylor also
strongly
recommended
the use of
fob cost
accounting
to the
railroads . . . "

After making these divisions, he then turned around
to combine all three types of costs to get his total
cost.

He very seriously cautioned that despite his
recommendation the costs should not be compiled
if they were not going to be used."

a manager with a cost of $30 for a certain product
discovered he could buy one for $26 from a competitor. He immediately ordered production stopped
and started buying. He then asked Gantt how the
competitor could sell for $26. Gantt requested a
list of his costs which were: labor $10, material $8,
and overhead $12 for a total of $30. Gantt inquired about production level and discovered it was
less than 50 percent of capacity and then pointed
out that overhead at full capacity would only be
$5, which creates a cost of $23 for production
compared with $26 for purchase. He then startled
the owner by asking him what happened to overhead while he was buying the article at $26 and it
just then occurred to the owner that his overhead
had shifted to another article, placing it in the same
situation as the first. Gantt thus adequately demonstrated his knowledge of the concept of contribution to fixed costs and profits or the marginal costing concept. It was Gantt's firm conviction that
idle time should not be a factor of production.

HENRY L. GANTT

L. P. ALFORD

Another outstanding figure, although he did not
receive as much attention from historians in the
cost area, was Henry L. Gantt. In listing the advantages of cooperation between cost accounting
and production personnel, Gantt said, "The accounting department ceases to be a critic and becomes an active assistant to every foreman and
superintendent ... amounts cease to be simply records of production; they become potent factors in
helping the production department to greater efficiency." 1e
Gantt further stated that there were only two
theories or types of cost accounting; either cost
should include all the actual costs to produce an
article whether needed or not, or cost should include only expenses actually needed. Specifically,
"... when costs are figured on the second basis great
activity immediately ensues to determine why machinery is idle and to see what can be done to put
it in operation ... nonproducing machinery is a
handicap to the company." ' 1
Gantt envisioned a development in cost accounting that had not yet been realized when he stated:

Another major contributor to the publication
of cost accounting information was L. P. Alford.
His contributions were more indirect than those of
his predecessors since he did considerable editing
and publishing. He was in fact so good that his
secretary is quoted as saying he could dictate final
copy in any one of the several fields, and that no
revisions or corrections need be made prior to their
publication. This ability extended itself to reviewing the works of others, and he accordingly edited
management's handbook and a cost and production
handbook as well as some efforts of his own. He
is noted for emphasizing the importance of standard costing and its implications in the control of
management. "Alford saw in costs the basis on
which are built policy determination, budgeting
procedures, sales programs, profit programs, and the
... overall control of business." " He was responsible for the publication of some of Harrison's work
on standard costs in which Harrison gave the five
following principles underlying the use of standard
costs:

FREDERICK W. TAYLOR

Frederick W. Taylor, among his other accomplishments, modified Church's production factor center method and developed what he called the
"cost number or cost factor" basis. With his system, Church's supplementary rate is not needed.
Taylor also strongly recommended the use of job
cost accounting to the railroads to determine the
cost of:
1. First -class freight for one mile
2. Low -class freight for one mile
3. Passenger cost per mile

"There is, however, another step in cost keeping that has not yet been taken. In fact, it is
so difficult that, as far as I have been able
to observe, nobody has done anything about
it.... But we want a measure of the value of
management in general.... Our real problem
is that of devising a cost system that will reduce these differences to figures (differences
between a going plant operated under efficient
management and a similar plant without
good management) .. . In a sm uch as these
differences are fundamentally due to differences in the controlling spirit, the figures obtained will be a financial measure of the value
of leadership." "
To illustrate the necessity for producing at near
capacity, Gantt referred to a factual situation where
16

1. Predetermine cost
2. Recognize that variations are normal
3. Perform an analysis of variance
4. Apply the law of exceptions (to cost)
5. Apply the law of operating rates to control costs
In addition, Alford developed the KMH method
of allocation (a complicated formula involving man hours) after studying volumes of statistical data in
this area. He was intending to use the KMH as a
standard unit of measurement so that people could
more easily understand small divisions of time. We
Continued on page 27
1s

Frank Barkley Copley, Frederick W. Taylor Father of Scientific
Management, Harper and Brothers, N. Y., 1923, P. 375.
Alex W. Rathe, Gantt on Management —Guidelines for Today's
Executives, American Management Association, N. Y., p. 152.
1T
Ibid., P. 153.
1e
Ibid., p. 159.
se William Julian Jaffe, L. P. Allord and the Evolution of Modern
Industrial onagement, New York University Press, N. Y., 1957,
p. 270.
16
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THE CONCEPT OF
MATERIALITY
"The question of what is material has puzzled a great many
people over a great many years, yet nobody is prepared to define
it so that it does not ultimately rest on someone's judgment." '

By Joseph T. Cote
The legal profession has a doctrine called de minimis
non curat lex, which means that the courts will not
consider insignificant matters. Similarly, the accountant makes no attempt to record trivial events
where the work of recording them is not justified by
the usefulness of the results. If the accountant attempted to be comprehensive and communicate all
economic events affecting the firm in his reports,
financial statements would be cluttered with much
useless information. On the other hand, failure to
disclose an item in a financial report or to choose
one method of presentation for an item over another
based on the judgment that the item is not material
could mislead users of the report if they felt that
disclosure or a particular presentation was essential.
We might surmise then that a careful analysis of
what the concept of materiality means and how it is
best measured is of paramount importance.
Development
Materiality has been a part of accounting terminology in this country for a long time. In the section
on "Disclosure of Contracts," the Accountant's
Compendium, first published in 1898, stated,
"Every prospectus issued by or on behalf of a
company ... must state: The dates of and parties
to every material contract, and a reasonable time
and place at which any material contract or a copy
thereof may be inspected." 2 (Emphasis added.)
Yet remarkably enough there has been little written
about the concept concerning its meaning or its
measurement until relatively recently.
Accounting Research Bulletin No. 1, issued in
1939, indicated that the pronouncements of the
committee on accounting procedure were not applicable to "immaterial" items. Also, in some of the
succeeding bulletins, for instance, in ARB No. 23
relating to accounting for income taxes, and in
ARB No. 32 relating to income and retained earnings, the committee placed special emphasis on
materiality, significance, and consequence. Accounting Research Bulletin No. 32, issued in 1947, was a
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ruling on the all- inclusive concept versus the current
operating performance concept of reporting income.
It stated that only material extraordinary items
could be excluded from the determination of current year net income.3 In effect it allowed enterprises to exclude from current net income all extraordinary items that they deemed material enough
to impair the significance of net income included,
although these items could be on the statement of
retained earnings. This was significant because, if a
corporation was looking for maximum earnings to
impress stockholders, it could include "nonmaterial"
extraordinary credits on the income statement and
put "material" extraordinary charges on the statement of retained earnings. As a result of this manipulative possibility, concern over the definition of
the concept arose.
Measurement
In Regulation S -X, promulgated originally in
1940 and amended numerous times since then, the
Securities and Exchange Commission defined "materiality" as follows: "The term `material' when
used to qualify a requirement for the furnishing of
information as to any subject, limits the information
required to those matters as to which an average
prudent investor ought reasonably to be informed
before purchasing the security registered." * This
rule, however, was not precise enough to allow a
restrictive application of ARB No. 32. Yet the SEC
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Carmen C. Blough, "What is Net Income? And Why ?" The
Virginia Accountant, October 1949, p. 13.
' Sidney Stanley Dawson, London —Gee & Co., 1908, p. 156. While
this compendium was written in England, we can consider it a
of the beginnings of the accounting profession in the United
States. Essentially, this is because the profession in this country
was only an infant i n the late 19th century and most of the better
known account ants practicing at t hat time were born in E ngland.
Consequently, most of the books on accounting were also written by
Englishmen.
(For a pene
trat
ing and
oyable
description
of
the U.S. profession's
early
years,
readvery
ThisenVise
of the
Accounting
I

K

Profession: From Technician to Prolessional, Vol. I, by John L.
Carey, AICPA, N. Y., 1969.
' It is never very clear when AICPA pronouncements discuss extraordinary items whether or not "extraordi nary" implies "materiality." Can an item that is not material be extraordinary?
' Rule 1 -02(g) Regulation S -X is the principal accounting regulation of the SEC in its administration of the Securities Act of 1933,
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 1935, and the Investment Company Act of 1940.
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"... material-

ity seems to
run from pure
judgment at
one end to
pure
prescription
at the other."

definition does focus on something rather fundamental to a consideration of materiality and that is
the "average prudent investor." In order that financial statements be judged fair or misleading they
must be used by someone and for some purpose. Of
primary concern is the impact of the reporting of an
economic event on the decision of an investor. The
investor is generally considered the user who relies
most heavily on published financial reports and thus
a materiality measure must take the investor into
consideration.
It seems, therefore, that the functional definition
continuum for materiality seems to run from pure
judgment at one end to pure prescription at the
other. At one end we are told that materiality is
entirely subjective and at the other end of the
continuum we would have a materiality measure by
fiat. The fact remains that no generally accepted
guidelines have been established for judging materiality.
Importance
The whole question of what is material and what
is not has gathered a lot of space in the nonaccounting press in recent years.s This concern is essentially
the result of the potential abuses, nurtured by leaving materiality up to individual judgment. This
allows individual accountants a certain amount of
undesirable freedom in the presentation of financial
data. If accountants do not act to curb even the
potentiality of abuses, they will have more to worry
about than increased press coverage. Let us then
turn to where the importance of the materiality
concept is really brought out into the open.
The SEC has issued rulings that affect the amount
of work an accountant need perform. If not his
livelihood, then the livelihood of the enterprise he
works for depends in part on the measure of materiality used. For example, SEC Release No. 4010,
issued in 1958, reads in part, as follows:
"Notice is hereby given that any financial
statement which designates as earned surplus
or its equivalent or includes as a part of equity
capital (even though accompanied by words
of limitation such as 'restricted' or 'appropriated') the accumulated credit arising from
accounting for reductions in income taxes for
various items including those under sections
167 and 168 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954, filed with this Commission dated as of
December 31, 1958, or thereafter, will pursuant to the administrative policy on financial
statements announced in Accounting Series
Release No. 4, be presumed by this Commission 'to be misleading or inaccurate despite
disclosure contained in the certificate of the
accountant or in footnotes to the statements
provided the matters involved are material.' "
( Emphasis added.)
The powers of the SEC both real and potential
are great and consequently the implications of such
a ruling are likewise great. For example, an ac-
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countant who includes in earned surplus what he
judges to be an immaterial accumulated credit arising from accounting for reductions in income taxes
could be issuing "misleading" financial statements,
if the SEC deems the credit to be material. One
need only consider the powers of the SEC to
imagine the possible ramifications.
Additionally, the growing legal liability of accountants in all fields (industrial, public accounting,
government, etc.) as evidenced by recent court
opinions increases the magnitude of possible repercussions for making a wrong judgment with regard
to materiality. One clear example is the Barchris
Construction Corporation case in which the judge
created a special section of his opinion just to cover
"materiality." 11 The case involved alleged material
misstatements of fact on a registration statement
filed with the SEC. For our purposes the interesting
part of this case, in which the treasurer and controller of the Corporation as well as the Corporation's auditors were charged, was the judge's determination of what was "material."
A summary of some of the misstatements noted
in the text of the court's opinion appears in Exhibit
1. The judge reasoned that 1960 sales were not
materially misstated because they had increased 256
percent from 1959 sales. He ruled that it would not
make any difference to the average prudent investor
whether sales were up 256 percent or the misstated
276 percent. Along the same lines, he reasoned that
the average prudent investor would not care that
net operating income was up from 1959 by only
$1,055,093 instead of $1,301,698, and that earnings per share, while still approximately twice the
$33 of 1959, were not something more than twice.
The judge also ruled the contingent liabilities immaterial because there were other contingent liabilities of $3,969,835 also reported in the footnote
and the misstatement compared to total contingent
liabilities was an insignificant 7.38 percent. In judging the current misstatement, the judge made the
following observations:
"As per balance sheet, total current assets
were $4,524,021, and total current liabilities
were $2,413,867, a ratio of approximately
1.9 to 1. This was bad enough, but on the
true facts the ratio was worse. As corrected,
current assets, as near as one can tell, were
approximately $3,924,000, and current liabilities approximately $2,478,000, a ratio of
approximately 1.6 to 1.
Would it have made any difference if a
prospective purchaser of these debentures had
been advised of these facts? There must be
some point at which errors in disclosing a
company's balance sheet position become mae See "I t 's N ot M at e ri al !" Forbes, April 15, 1971; "Why Accountants Need to Tell a Fuller St ory," Business Week (February 6,
1971) ; and "Questions Raised by One Annual Re port," Fortune,
December 1970.
Escott, et al. v. Barchris Construction Corporation, et. al., U .S .
District Court, Southern District of New York, 62 Civ. 3599
(1968). Reprinted by R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company, Chicago,
1968.
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Exhibit 1
SUMMARY OF SOME JUDICIAL DECISIONS ON MATERIALITY IN THE
BARCHRIS CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION CASE

Item

Judge's
decision

7.68
16.48
15.38

immaterial
Immaterial
Immaterial

$4,524,021
750,000

$3,914,332
$1,125,795

$609,689
$(375,795)

15.58
(33.38)

Material
Immaterial

terial, even to a growth- oriented investor. On
all the evidence I find that these balance sheet
errors were material...." 7
It is obvious that the judge in this case used his
own personal judgment in deciding which amounts
were material and which were not. The criteria he
used would appear in some instances to be quite
unique. This we can state without judging the correctness of his decisions. For whether or not the
judge was right, the ambiguity and importance of
the materality concept is clear.
In the Continental Vending Machine Corporation case, Continental's public accountants were
indicted and convicted of making materially false
statements and concealing and omitting material
facts in regard to Continental's 1962 Annual Report.,, Once again, the court decided which statements and facts were material. Can the accounting
profession continue to regard the definition of this
concept so lightly when the impact of a wrong
materiality decision can be so great?
Empirical Studies
Although there has been much concern, there
has been very little research on materiality reported
in the literature. What may be the first substantive
research on the concept was conducted by S.M.
Woolsey in 1954.9 In the study, based on ARB No.
32, ten questionnaire cases were used to obtain
information concerning the basis for decisions on
materiality. Each of these cases contained a situation on which the respondent was requested to
express an opinion as to whether certain figures
involved were material or not material. Since the
relevant portion of ARB No. 32 pertained to extraordinary items, the materiality of extraordinary
items was dealt with in the cases. Among the conclusions reached in the study were the following:

$

$653,900
$246,605
.10

$

$8,511,420
$1,496,196
.65

$

$9,165,320
$1,742,801
.75

$

1960 Income statement
(a) Sales
(b) Net operating income
(c) Earnings per share
Balance sheet 12 -31.60
Current assets
Contingent liabilities*
*Disclosed by a footnote.

Overstatement
(understatement)
Percent
Dollars

Correct
figure

As per
prospectus

must set some
rules or
abandon the
concept."

materiality is 5 to 15 percent of current income
( before tax) .l o
This study did not attempt to formulate a new
measure of materiality but rather it attempted to
arrive at some consensus of opinion among practicing accountants as to what constitutes a material
amount. This study does provide some authoritative
support for future decisions but it provides no real
measure of materiality. Woolsey concludes the article detailing his study with the statement: "The
last and most significant point is that personal
judgment must remain the vital element in making
decisions on materiality." 11
Delmer P. Hylton in his study asked 23 trained
accountants the following question: "A firm with
sales of $30 million and total assets of $20 million,
of which cash and receivables and inventory were
$2.5 million each, had an error in its inventory of
$100,000. Net profit was $2 million. Can the
$100,000 error be dismissed as immaterial for purposes of published financial statements? 12 Eighteen
of the respondents felt that the $100,000 was immaterial. When the identical circumstances, with
the exception that the error was in the cash account,
were presented to the group, they voted 12 to 11
that the item was material. The study was not
designed to be scientifically predictive, but rather it
attempted to illustrate that with regard to materiality: "(a) There is a difference of opinion, and
(b) something more than the amount is considered
by many in determining the answer to a question of
materiality." is Hylton offered a possible set of
"rules." He then concluded that the profession
must set some rules or abandon the concept.
In 1970, Leopold Bernstein reported on a study
he had done which concerned materiality.1 4 He
r Unitedp
Ibid., States
21. v. Simon, st al., Federal Securities Law Reports,

9

1. In determining materiality, relative amounts are
given more consideration than actual dollar
amounts.
2. By a strong majority, respondents have indicated
that the most important relative is the amount
of the loss to current income.
3. A suggested centralized bracket for determining
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U.S. Court of Appeals, 2nd Circuit, Commerce Clearing House,
Inc., Chicago 1969.
Sam M. Woolsey, "Development of Criteria to Guide the Accountant in ] udging Materiality," The Journal of Accountancy, February 1954.
so Ibid., p. 168.
11 Ibid., p.
173.
lr Delmer P. Hylton, "Some Comments on Materiality," The
Journal of Accountancy, September 1%1, p. 61.
11 Ibid.,
p. 62.
14
"Reporting the Results of Operations —A Reassessment of APB
Opi nion N o. 9," The Journal of Accountancy, July 1970.

9
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"... little or
no predictive
value was
found."

examined the published reports of 145 companies
that had included extraordinary charges or credit on
their income statements. Nearly 50 percent of the
extraordinary items presented were less than 10
percent of income before the extraordinary item;
some were less than one percent. Bernstein concluded that the lack of definition of the concept of
materiality continues to result in a great variety of
interpretations as to what is and what is not material. His study was conducted in order to illustrate
that there are a number of problem areas that need
to be coped with by the accounting profession. One
of these is materiality.15
Another researcher, Fred Neumann, attempted
"... to determine the boundaries of materiality in
the disclosure (in corporate annual reports) of
changes made in the application of generally accepted accounting principles (descriptive accounting
changes) ." 1 6 He examined a sample of 300 annual
reports to see "... if a change in accounting principles was made and whether the auditor disclosed
it." Alternative sources were also employed to determine whether companies made the changes but did
not disclose them. The materiality of the effects of
the changes disclosed and those not disclosed in
annual reports was then compared to determine the
standard of materiality for deciding whether to disclose an accounting change.17 Materiality was
measured "... as the percentage relation between
the effect of an accounting change on net income
afte r t axes an d th at on n et income itse lf. ... The
findings indicate that the disclosure and qualification
of such changes did not follow this measure in a
uniform manner." 13 Specifically, of the companies
making changes resulting in a five to ten percent
variation in net income, 57 percent considered them
material, while 43 percent considered them immaterial.
Neumann recommended, much the same as
Hylt on h ad , th at ".. . ei th er mat er ia li ty mus t be
more clearly defined, at least for consistency
changes, or it must be removed as a minimum
criterion. " 1 0

Paul Frishkoff, whose study was essentially descriptive, decided to focus his experiment on the
portion of an auditor's report which requires the
auditor to comment on consistency.20 He gathered
material from actual auditors' opinions and imputed from a large number of independent variables the factors which influenced the audit opinion
on consistency. In total, he read 2,218 annual reports for 1963 and detailed 17 independent variables. Using regression analysis, only one independent variable was significant at the 0.25 level
of confidence —the absolute effect of an accounting
change divided by net income. This, of course, is
the variable most accountants might have expected.
Yet in using this variable in attempting to classify
new observations, little or no predictive value was
found. While Frishkoff's study is much broader
than this brief summary might indicate, he found
no even remotely uniform notion of materiality and
concluded with this last statement: "I hope at least
to have aroused some doubt in the minds of those
20

who believe that materiality is a problem -free area
of accounting." 21
The Rose group22 hypothesized that "People do
respond to data stimuli as to sense stimuli, that
difference thresholds are measurable for data stimuli,
and that these stimuli obey the Weber- Fechner
Law." 2 3
Scientifically stated, the application of the Weber Fechner Law would assume that a change is material when the relationship between the two numbers equals or exceeds k:
oI
I

=k

where Al is the change in the value of a stimulus;
I is the value of the stimulus; and k is a constant.
This is the same as saying that a k percent change
in net income is material. For example, if net income must increase from $10,000 to $11,000 before
it is judged different (or increased by a material
amount), then net income will need to increase

from $100,000 to $110,000 before a difference is
noted. In both cases the materiality threshold was
a 10 percent increase .2 4
In the Rose group study, one hundred and
twenty-one students enrolled in an M.B.A. program participated in two experiments designed to
deduce from their responses —to slides, showing
earnings per share (EPS), debt /asset ratios, and acid
test ratios, and to a questionnaire —how much of
a change in EPS was necessary before they would
perceive that difference. Experimental results
showed that the change in the intensity of a
stimulus needed before it can be detected is about
6.5 percent. The authors caution, however, that it
is impossible to generalize from these experiments
to real world situations. They hope to undertake
further research, but do "... feel that the 'puzzle
of materiality' is one stop closer to resolution." 25
Only in this last study do the authors appear
optimistic about the resolution of the problem of
materiality. Yet they admit the inapplicability of
their results to real world situations. The other
studies do little more than emphasize the problem.
is ]bid., pp. 58-61.
1e Fred Neumann, " The Auditing Standard of Consistency," Empirical Research in Accounting: Selected Studies, 1968, Supplement
to Vol. 6, Journal of Accounting Research, pp. 1 -17.
i7 Ibid., p. 2.
is Ibid., p. 11.
la Ibid., p. 12.
70 Pa u l Frish ko ff
An Em p iric a l In v es tiga tio n of th e Co n c e p t of
Ma t e r ia li ty in Account
Emp i ri ca l Resea rch in A c c o u n t in g :
Selected St u d ie s, 1970, Su p p le m e n t to Vo l. 8, J o ur na l of Ac co u n ting Research, pp . 116 -129.
11 Ibid., p. 129.
r r J . Ro se, W . Be a ve r , S. Be ck er , a n d G . So r t e r , " To w a r d a n
Em p ir ic a l Me a s u r e of Ma t e r ia lit y , " Em piric al Re se a rc h in Acco u n tin g : Selected Studies 1970, Su p p le m e n t to V o l . 8, J o ur na l of
Acc o u n tin g Resea rch , p p . 138 -148.
zs Ib i d . , p . 141.
s Fo r a d isc u s sio n o f th is la w s ee Se lw y n W. Be c ke r , " Discu ssio n o f
th e Ef fe ct of Fr eq u e n c y of Fe e d b a c k o n Att it u d es a n d P e r f o r m an ce , " Em piric al Re se ar ch in Acc o u n tin g : Selected Studies 1967,
S u p p le m e n t t o V o l. 5 , J o u r n a l o f A c co u n t i n g Res ear ch , p p . 22 7 - 8.
u I b i d . , p. 147. K e n n e t h P . Jo h n so n , h o we ve r , feels t h a t " T h e
an aly sis of th e experimental d a t a
. , seem s in sufficien t
. to
justify th e au t h o r s o p t im is m th a t th e wo rk ca n b e d es crib ed as a
step to wa rd a n u n d e r st an d in g of th e co n c ep t of m a t e r ia li t y . "
(,Joh nson , " Discu ssio n o f T o w a r d a n Em p iric a l Me a s u r e of M a t e ri al it y, " p . 15 4. )
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Materiality definitely poses a problem. The importance of the problem is growing. The practicable
solutions offered are few. Leaving the measurement
of materiality completely up to individual judgment should not and cannot be an acceptable
alternative. An inflexible prescription denies the
existence of varying individual circumstances and is,
likewise, unacceptable. What other alternatives are
there?

Recommendations
There are two possible solutions to the measurement problem. While they are relatively diverse
one from the other, they are both worth considering. First, let us develop the idea of the average
prudent investor. The materiality of an item according to the SEC is measured by its effect on the
decision of the average prudent investor to buy,
sell or hold a security. Consider the situation, then,
where a large number of prudent investors are asked
to make an investment decision regarding some
datum that is affected by the materiality of a particular item. The average of their responses would
be the response of the "average prudent investor."
Maybe we should detail the idea a little more
by taking a look at a specific materiality decision —
the presentation of an extraordinary item. All extraordinary items, if material, should be reported
separately on the income statement such that a
sub -total "Income before extraordinary items" is
presented.26 It has often been argued that income
before extraordinary items and the earnings per
share calculated therefrom are the most important
criteria in the investment decision.21 We would
like to continue with this assumption. Obviously,
there are a lot of events that affect an investment
decision and income before extraordinary items is
only one of them. The amount of such income,
however, is closely related to the presentation of an
extraordinary item and, thus, well suited for our
analysis.
Consequently, the investment decision of a
prudent investor, and more importantly, the investment decision of the average prudent investor will
be affected by the presentation of extraordinary
items. There must be some amount by which income before extraordinary items for any given
company could decrease before it would result in a
change in the investment decision of the average
prudent investor. (A decrease by just less than that
amount would not change his decision.) The
amount of decrease that just changes the decision is
what we will call the minimum material amount
(m). All amounts less than in are immaterial; all
amounts greater than in are material. Analogously,
there is some minimum material amount that net
income could increase so that it would again lead
to a change in the investment decision. For simplicity we shall assume that the minimum material
decrease is equal to the minimum material increase.
Let us expand this idea now with the aid of
Exhibit 2. In this Exhibit, p is the income before
extraordinary items and in is the minimum material
amount, such that when p decreases to (p — m) or
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increases to (p + m) there will be a change in
decision by the average prudent investor. But how
is it that we determine m? Actually, in is nothing
more than the average of the minimum material
amounts for various individual prudent investors.
Thus, there is a distribution of minimum material
amounts around m.
Consider a group of n prudent investors. Let y,
correspond to the minimum material amount for the
n). Let Y
i'th prudent investor (i = 1, 2, 3
... let us asbe the average of the y,'s. In addition,
sume that the y,'s are normally distributed. This
would lead us, introducing the statistical measure
for a confidence interval, to the following formulation:
m =Yi (1—

«
2

)tn -I

"Materiality
definitely
poses a
problem."

Sy

Vn

where t is the value of a t- distribution with n — 1
degrees of freedom and a level of significance of
a; Sy is the standard deviation of the sample
of prudent investors. In this construction Y approaches in as n increases. In other words, the
average minimum material amount, Y, approaches
the true minimum material amount, m, as we take
an average of more and more prudent investors.
Alpha, a, is used to arrive at a desired confidence
interval. This confidence interval for the purposes
of the model must be prescribed. This could be
done by, say, the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) . _Obviously, the more confident we
want to be that Y approximates m, the greater our
n must be.
For purposes of illustration, let us now consider
how the above model would work. Consider a
given enterprise with a $100,000 net income before
extraordinary items. Assume also that the FASB
has promulgated that we must be 90 percent sure
that an item is not material before including that
item in net income before extraordinary items. We
could then approximate in by finding a sample
No. 9 (effective for all fiscal periods
According toAPBOpinion
31 1966) all extraordinary items, with
beginning
after
December
only a few exceptions, must be reported separately on the income
statement.
x See, for example, Leopold A. Bernstein, "Reporting the Results
of
Operations,
—A Reassessment
of APB
Opinion No. 9," The
Journal
of Accountancy,
July 1970,
p. 60.
He comments that
manyreporting media and services exclude 'extraordinary
items' from reported results and that, as a consequence, the designation of an item as extraordinarydoes make an important difference in the assessment of such results."
R8

Exhibit 2
AVERAGE PRUDENT INVESTOR'S MATERIALITY
RESPONSE PATTERN
Rate of
change

P— m

P

P +m

Income

21

"Why make a
materiality
decision ?"

of prudent investors, say 30, and asking them to
indicate at what variation in net income before
extraordinary items they would change their decision to buy, sell or hold securities of the enterprise. They would be given all information concerning the enterprise (earnings history, financial
ratios, etc.) that they felt was necessary to make an
informed decision. As a result, the variables in the
model could be calculated, perhaps as follows:
We are informed that yl = $10,000, y2 =
$15,000, y 3 = $ 5,000, . . ., y3, , = $ 20,000; from
which the mean = Y = $12,000;and
Sy =

,(y,❑—❑Y) 2

=

$

3,000

n -1
By substitution in the model we would get

2)

in = $12,000 ± (1 — '

t29 ($3,0001V30 )

Using a t- distribution table we get:
in = $12,000 -} 1.697 ($3,000/5.48)
in = $12,000 ± $929
From this answer we can then conclude that we
are 90 percent sure that any extraordinary item
below $11,071 is immaterial. Conversely, any item
above this amount would be considered material.
Let us now turn to some limitations we have left
out of the foregoing discussion.
Where do we get the n prudent investors to give
us the y,'s? This, unfortunately, is a question not
easily answered. Statistically, if n is as large as 30,
we would get a very good approximation. The next
question, of course, is would it be feasible to have
30 prudent investors decide every materiality issue?
The answer is most assuredly, no. But could a rotating panel of 30 accountants decide all important
materiality issues? Could an organization find within
its employ 30 "prudent investors" to make the
decision? Perhaps the memberships of the National
Association of Accountants, The American Institute
of CPA's, the American Accounting Association
and /or other organizations could be asked to make
these decisions on a rotating basis. Maybe the computer could be programmed to simulate the decisions of average prudent investors.
Do investors know what variation in income
would result in a change in their investment decision? Maybe. Unless an investor actually makes a
decision, we cannot determine objectively what
decision he would make. The average prudent investor's decision model may not be at all structured.
It would take considerable time to have such a
large number of people make each important materiality decision. There already exists a considerable
problem in the timeliness with which organizations
get their financial data into the hands of users. This
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recommendation might also add to the problem.
Most assuredly there are shortcomings to the
above proposal, many of which you might name
that have not been listed above. But, can these
shortcomings be overcome? Do the benefits exceed
the costs? Ultimately, couldn't we create a decision
bank on the computer, a library of all past decisions?
Couldn't, then, this decision bank act as the "average prudent investor" for all future decisions?
Wouldn't the benefits include the increased objective evidence for each major materiality decision
such that the courts and the SEC could less frequently impose their own interpretations? Is this
proposal practicable? Maybe the perceived benefits
warrant further investigation.
A second recommendation is simpler to describe.
Why not just ignore the materiality issue for many
decisions. For example, the decision to capitalize or
expense minor asset purchases could be solved by
capitalizing all asset purchases. Why make a materiality decision? The traditional argument against
capitalizing such assets has been the cost of subsequently accounting for depreciating the assets.
But, with most of the bookkeeping functions of
most large enterprises now operating on the computer, the cost would certainly not be as great as in
the past. In fact, how sure are we that if all asset
purchases were capitalized and depreciated, the
resultant financial statements would not be materially different than those statements prepared under
the current practice of expensing certain "immaterial" asset purchases? How about a field study to
examine the costs of capitalizing all asset purchases
and to see if the results would be "materially" different than present practices? Research in this area
could be especially revealing.
Whether or not we could ignore materiality in
classification or disclosure decisions is questionable.
We certainly couldn't disclose "everything" or there
would be a severe data overload. Of course, we
would be faced with a materiality decision in our
definition of "everything." Yet with the availabilit}'
of high -speed data processing equipment, we can no
longer talk about cost as such a prohibiting factor
in many situations, either.
Summation
We have examined the development of the concept of materiality and shown that the concept has
existed for a long time but has been of major concern only during the last 20 years or so. During that
time, however, there has been no clear -cut definition
of the concept promulgated. Definitions proposed
have run the gamut from saving that materiality
rests solely on judgment to saving that materiality
should be prescribed as a fixed percentage of a specified base.
Whether or not a measure of materiality can ever
really get away from judgment remains to be seen.
Even if it can't, however, it is still useful to provide
more and more aids to guide judgment. That has
been one of the purposes of this article.
❑
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VISIBILITY AND MATERIALITY
IN INTERIM REPORTING
The users of interim reports believe that the sum of the interim
reports will equal the annual report.

By Scott T. Walker
In the past, annual external reporting has received
the most attention from business and the accounting profession. This is because firms operate in an
environment which incorporates many annual features. Business and economic affairs are organized
on the basis of an annual planning period. Reports
to the Internal Venue Service, the Securities and
Exchange Commission, and other governmental
agencies are on an annual basis. Budgeting, cost behavior, as well as depreciation and amortization are
also conceived and calculated in annual terms.
However, investment decisions are made at various times throughout the year and not just at yearend reporting dates. There is, therefore, a need for
additional current information at periodic intervals
during the year. This information takes the form of
interim financial reports, the majority of which
are quarterly reports showing results for an interval
shorter than a year. These interim reports are necessary to fulfill the objective of financial reporting and
thus facilitate the efficient operation of the financial
markets. But the shorter reporting time period only
adds to the complexity of the visibility problem.,

Visibility
Most financial statements would be completely
responsive to investors' needs if financial reporting
was characterized by perfect visibility. With perfect
visibility the accounting system would be continuous and without error, providing complete and
perfect information. But this is not the case. Perfect
visibility of a firm's accounting activities occurs only
once in a firm's life span —at liquidation. At any
point other than liquidation, the life spans of some
of the entity's activities will be incomplete, and
visibility would not be perfect. In order to respond
to the information needs of the investors who must
operate within a specific decision time frame,
periods of time shorter than the entire life span of
' James W. Edwards, Geraldine F. Dominiak and Thomas V.
Fledges Interim Financial Reporting, NAA Research Study, National Association of Accountants, N. Y. 1972.
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the entity must be selected to provide intermediate
measures of income.

Assumptions
Users of interim reports can be expected to make
at least three assumptions when making investment
decisions. These are: (1) the four interim reports
and the annual report will articulate; (2) all information relating to a quarter will be disclosed in
that quarter's financial report; and (3) the interim
base will remain integrated.
By assuming that the interim and annual reports articulate, users assume the simple principle
of additivity of numbers. The users of interim reports believe that the sum of the interim reports
will equal the annual report. This relationship is
not only assumed for the net income figure but
for all the accounts, including ordinary and extraordinary items. Thus, by taking the four quarterly
reports, they believe that an annual report could
be constructed.
Secondly, users assume that all information relating to a quarter will be made available in that
quarter's financial report. If a loss occurs during the
third quarter it should be reported in the third
quarter's financial report. If a gain occurs in the first
quarter it should be reported in the first quarter's
financial report.
Finally, users assume that the interim base will
remain integrated. For example, a user makes an
investment decision based on information contained in the interim reports. Once the decision has
been made to buy, to sell, or to hold, the investor
cannot change his mind. He does not expect the information on which he based his decision to change
either. Thus, the user is dependent upon the financial information which he finds in interim reports.
Unlike management or creditors, the stockholder
must rely primarily on information from external
reports and depends on the integrity of the interim
base.
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Uses for Information
The information contained in the interim reports
23

"...

investors
have become
quite sensitive
to even the
smallest
divergence
from predicted
results."

is used for different purposes by different investors.
Among the major uses are: (1) evaluating the performance of management in acting as a fiduciary of
the funds entrusted to it and investing such funds
to produce a profit; (2) making comparisons of the
enterprise's performance in relation to other investment opportunities; (3) using the interim results in order to help predict annual results and 12month to 18 -month running results; (4) assessing
the value of an investment in the enterprise by consideration of its past performance and present financial condition; and (5) evaluating current trends in
order to forecast the future prospects of the firm,
including evaluation of risk factors which may affect
future earnings. However, without regard to the
question of which of the uses of information is being employed, users basically look at an interim
period as a separate accounting period and view the
interim period results as standing alone.
In summary, the beliefs of investors who need
interim financial information for any major use and
who view the interim period as standing alone are
such that the majority of users assume articulation
of interim and annual reports, assume that all
financial information with regard to any particular
quarter is disclosed in that quarter's report, and base
their decisions which cannot be changed at some
later date upon interim financial reports without
expecting them to change. However, interim reports do not presently justify these assumptions and,
therefore, do not effectively respond to the needs of
investors.
Lack of Responsiveness
This lack of responsiveness is caused by the problems of visibility which tend to shift recognition
among interim periods and alter earnings patterns.
These problems have emerged for at least two
reasons. First, there are few explicit guidelines
which must be followed in preparing interim reports. And second, the financial market is extremely
sensitive to information contained in interim reports.
A lack of uniformity and consistency has resulted
because there are few guidelines for interim reporting. In the majority of instances four interim reports
are not made available. Only the first three interims
and the annual reports are released; the fourth interim report must be determined by the investor
as the difference between the sum of the first three
interims and the annual. Ordinary adjustments and
year -end estimations of items which were not totally
visible in the quarter in which they appeared thus
fall into the fourth quarter's results. This causes
unusual fourth quarter results and makes the fourth
quarter report more of a "catch -all" category rather
than a report for the fourth operating period.
Another result of the lack of guidelines is
"smoothing" of interim results in order to keep the
market from reacting adversely to information contained in interim reports. The interim results are
used to analyze variability in income by reference
to corresponding periods for prior years and to
confirm trends for periods longer than one year
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and, thereby, serve as a basis for a company's
price /earnings ratio. Present thought is that a companv's earnings curve should rise in a smooth,
unbroken curve. Companies whose curves run flat
or follow a fluctuating course are hit hard in their
price /earnings ratio. With the extremely high
price /earnings ratios which have existed for the past
several years, investors have become quite sensitive
to even the smallest divergence from predicted results. Therefore, a firm is likely to seek those acceptable avenues which hold these divergencies to a
minimum.
With less visibility, more incomplete operating
cycles, and few explicit reporting guidelines, results
reported for an interim period are more likely to be
changed at a later date. For example, in the first
quarter a company reports an eight percent increase
in earnings over the corresponding quarter of the
previous year. Later in the year the company makes
a retroactive adjustment of its depreciation expense
causing the earnings for the first quarter to fall to a
seven percent increase over the previous year's first
quarter. Because he was dependent upon the information contained in the first interim report, the
investor was forced to make his decision on information which was later changed. Had the investor
known that the earnings increase was only seven
percent he might have chosen a different and more
advantageous alternative. It also makes it easier for
the company to improve on a seven percent increase
if it does not disclose the adjustment in its interim
reports or in its comparative statements in future
periods.
Other deviations from principles that are applied
to annual reporting are common in interim reporting. The general rules for revenue recognition that
apply for annual periods are not always applied to
interim period reporting, although the use of the
realization principle presents few problems in assigning revenues to interim periods. Also, considerable variety exists in the methods of accounting
for expenses in interim periods. The practices
adopted for interim period expense recognition
appear to be influenced as much by management
systems of responsibility and control as by accounting principles. And reporting for inventories in
interim periods causes valuation problems, one reason being that physical counts cannot be made
every quarter. As a result, ordinary expenses and inventories, and many times revenues, are estimates
rather than exact figures.
Another major problem area is the inconsistencies
between interim and annual disclosure practices.
According to the report of the Financial Analysts
Association to the Accounting Objectives Study
Group,' three major problems of disclosure in interim reporting are: (1) unexplained changes in
accounting method, (2) retroactive adjustments
during the year, and (3) inconsistent treatment of
extraordinary items particularly relating to materiality. In all disclosure problems a question of
' Financial Accounting Policy Committee, "Objectives of Financial
Accounting and Reporting from the Viewpoint of the Financial
Analyst," Statement to the AICPA Accounting Objectives Study
Group, Financial Analysts Association, N. Y., 1972.
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materiality will exist, and the appropriate base for
making a materiality decision for interim reporting
has not been developed. It has, however, been proposed that materiality in interim financial reports
should be based on annual net income.

Example
Exhibit 1 shows the manner in which recognition
is shifted among interim periods and earnings patterns are altered when this annual standard is applied to interim periods. In the example, we will
use a three -year period for a company which has a
seasonal fluctuation in its activities, and we will
assume that the accounting system has perfect
visibility. In Set 1 (Annual materiality base), materiality is based on five percent of annual net income and in Set 2 (Interim materiality base), it is
based on five percent of interim net income.
In Set 1, ordinary income for Year One and Year
Two are equal. It would appear that there was no
increase in earnings when materiality was based on
annual net income. However, when materiality was
based on interim net income as in Set 2, ordinary
income for Year One was $1.06 and in Year Two
was $1.13, an increase of $0.07, or 6.6 percent increase in earnings. However, net income for the
two years was equal because of a $0.04 extraordinary
gain in Quarter Three of Year One and a $0.03
extraordinary loss in Quarter Three of Year Two.
These differences do not show up when materiality
is based on annual net income and the earnings
patterns are altered as a result.
When materiality is based on annual net income,
Quarter Three indicates widely fluctuating results in
ordinary income. It ranges from $0.16 in Year One
to $0.09 in Year Two. However, when materiality
is based on the interim net income, ordinary income remained at $0.12 for all three years. The
only difference indicated is the extraordinary gain
of $0.04 in Year One and the extraordinary loss of
$0.03 in Year Two. The application of an annual
standard thus results in unresponsive reporting,
especially in the view of the investor. He views the
interim period as standing alone and depends on
the integrity of the interim base.

" . . . material-

The Question of Adjusting and
Reporting Ordinary Income
Ordinary items, also, can reduce the responsiveness of interim reports. For instance, the, reporting
of income, especially for the short period of time
encompassed by an interim period, requires estimations. These are the "best estimates" that can be
provided by management and should be considered
reliable and sufficient in preserving the integrity of
the interim base. Also, there are ordinary items
which may be determinable only on an annual basis
(such as certain income taxes and bonuses on yearly
profits) . At year -end the correct figures for ordinary
items which have been estimated in previous quarters and those ordinary items which are determinable
only on an annual basis will become determinable.
The question arises as to the proper method of
adjusting or reporting these ordinary items. Consider a one -year period for a firm and assume that it
had complete information about ordinary items and
did not have to estimate. Assume that one aspect of
income was determinable only on an annual basis.
The results for the year are shown in Exhibit 2.
However, a firm does not have complete information. The fourth quarter results are not published, and they have to be determined as the difference between the results for the first three
quarters and the annual results. If we assume that
the management's "best estimates" for the first
three quarters were as follows:

ity in interim
financial
reports should
be based on
annual net
income."

Quarter
1
2
3
Ordinary income (estimated)
.24 .27 .33
Difference between "best estimates"
and results with perfect information .01 .03 (.02)
and that the year -end results would remain at $1.10,
then subtracting the sum of the first three quarters,
$0.84, from the annual results would yield $0.26 as
the ordinary income for Quarter Four, a $(0.02)
difference than with perfect information. This is
because the adjustments of estimations of $0.01 for
Quarter One, $0.03 for Quarter Two, $(0.02) for
Quarter Three, and the $(0.04) item which was

Exhibit 1
ANNUAL VERSUS INTERIM MATERIALITY
Set 1 (Annual materiality base)

Quarter
Ordinary income
Extraordinary income
Net income

Year 3

Year 2

Year 1
1

2

3

4

Total

1

2

.33
0
.33

.37
0
.37

.16
0
.16

.24
0
.24

1.10
0
1.10

.35
0
.35

.40
0
.40

3

4

Total

1

2

3

4

Total

.09
0
.09

.26
0
.26

1.10
0
1.10

.37
.10
.47

.43
0
.43

.12
0
.12

.23
0
.23

1.15
.10
1.25

Set 2 (Interim materiality base)

Quarter
Ordinary income
Extraordinary income
Net income

1

2

3

4

Total

1

2

.33
0
.33

.37
0
.37

.12
.04
.16

.24
0
.24

1.06
.04
1.10

.35
0
.35

.40
0
.40
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Year 3

Year 2

Year 1

3
.12
(.03)
.09

4
.26
0
.26

Total
1.13
(.03)
1.10

.37
.10
.47

2

3

4

Total

.43
0
.43

.12
0
.12

.28
(.05)
.23

1.20
.05
1.25

25

"Interim
financial
reporting
should be
impartial . . . "

determinable only on an annual basis are shifted
into Quarter Four and substantially change its results. Allowing adjustments of items from previous
quarters and items determinable only on an annual
basis to fall into the fourth quarter can shift recognition among quarters and alter earnings patterns. It
does not preserve interim base integrity and, therefore, does not respond to investors' needs.
Two Alternatives
Two possible alternative methods of dealing with
these adjustments and items follow. The first would
be to adjust prior period results as shown in Exhibit
3. By adjusting prior period results, ordinary earnings patterns for all quarters are altered. This
method would not respond to investors' needs because it ignores the dependency of the user upon
the interim base as originally stated.
Another approach to the problems arising from
leaving to compute the fourth quarter results as the
difference between the first three interims and the
annual reports is to publish the fourth quarter

Exhibit 2
EXAMPLE OF COMPLETE INFORMATION
Quarter
Ordinary income
Ordinary item determinable
only on an annual basis
Total ordinary income

1

2

3

4

Total

.25

.30

.31

.28

1.14
(.04)
1.10

Exhibit 3
ALTERNATIVE ONE
Quarter
Ordinary income (estimated)
Retroactive adjustment of
estimations
Pro rata allocation of item
determinable only on an
annual basis
Total ordinary income

1

2

3

4

Total

.24

.27

.33

.28

1.12

.01

.03

(.02)

25

.30

. 31

.28

(.01)

(.01)

(.01)

(.01)

.24

.29

.30

.27

.02
1.14
(.04)
1.10

Exhibit 4
ALTERNATIVE TWO
Quarter /Category
Ordinary income (estimated)
Adjustments of prior quarter
estimations
Quarter 1
Quarter 2
Quarter 3

1

2

3

4

.24

.27

.33

.28

5

Total
1.12

.01
.03
(,02)
.02

Ordinary item determinable
only on an annual basis

26

(.04)

Total fifth category items

(,02)

Total ordinary income

1.10

results just as the first three are published and have
a special fifth category for adjustments of previously
estimated ordinary items and the reporting of ordinary items which are determinable only on an
annual basis. The annual report would appear as
shown in Exhibit 4.
The annual report would include an articulation
narrative explaining the addition of the five categories to equal the annual total and an explanation
of the reasons for the adjustments. The use of the
fifth category recognizes that the interim period
stands alone, and it preserves the integrity of the
interim base. It allows for the analysis of and reliance upon ordinary earnings trends given the
"best estimates" of management. At the same time
it provides the information necessary to allow the
user to adjust previous interim results according to
his own needs.
Some would argue that the fifth category would
be used by management to "smooth" results just as
not reporting the fourth quarter results is used
presently. However, the fifth category in the annual
articulation could serve as a check on itself in that
users of financial information could make use of
the information about the amount and frequency
of adjustments in evaluating the performance of
management.
Guidelines
Interim financial reporting should be impartial
and it should respond to the needs of investors
without regard to the consequences that might
result from the decisions of those whom it influences. As illustrated above, annual guidelines are
not sufficient for many areas of interim reporting.
Therefore, in order to respond to the needs of investors who view the interim period as standing
alone and to help overcome the problems in interim
reporting (problems of articulation, disclosure and
integrity related to the lack of visibility in interim
measurements which tends to shift recognition
among quarters and alter earnings patterns when
annual guidelines are applied) , the following guidelines for interim reporting should be a minimum:
1. Financial statements for all four interim periods should be made available.
2. A fifth category for financial reporting should
be established. The fifth category would be
used for year -end adjustment of previously estimated ordinary items and those ordinary items
which are determinable only on an annual
basis.
3. All items should be reported in the quarter in
which they occur. If an item is not totally visible it should be estimated. If the item cannot
be estimated, then it should be disclosed in the
footnotes to the interim financial statements.
4. Extraordinary items should be disclosed quarterly as well as annually, and materiality should
be based on the quarter.
5. The four interim reports, the fifth category for
adjustments and estimates, and the annual
report should articulate.
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6. The annual report should include a recapitulation of interim reporting. This would reflect the
contribution of each quarter and would help
meet the need for articulation. The investor
could see the effects of any restatements, adjustments, or changes in accounting policy.
Each
interim report should include data for
7.
the quarter and year to date as well as comparative data for at least the previous year.
8. Any change in accounting principle or practice
should be fully explained in the quarter of the
change. Whenever possible, accounting changes
should be adopted during the first interim period. But when this is not possible, the accounting change should not be retroactively applied
to the previous quarters of the year.
9. Disclosure of the tentative nature of interim
information should be included in interim reports, particularly the arbitrary nature of measurement and allocation procedures in interim
periods.
10. A financial narrative should accompany all interim reports. It should include explanations of
accounting policies and allocation procedures

and any other information which might help
the investor interpret the reported results.
Conclusion
Extraordinary items may shift recognition among
interim periods and alter earnings patterns when
materiality is based on annual net income. Therefore, financial statements would respond to investors' needs better if materiality was based on interim
net income. Since ordinary items may also alter
earnings patterns, the use of a fifth category for the
year -end adjustment of estimations in previous quarters and ordinary items which are determinable only
on an annual basis would recognize the dependency
of users upon interim reports as originally stated
and would preserve the integrity of the interim
base.
The above guidelines and recommendations will
not solve all of the problems associated with interim
financial reporting, but they will help to improve
interim reporting so that the gap between actuality
and reported events will become more narrow and,
therefore, more responsive to investors' needs. ❑

"The annual
report should
include a
recapitulation
of interim
reporting."

THE NATURAL CHRISTMAS TREE INDUSTRY
Continued from page 11
4. Eighty-five million seedlings are planted annually
replacing those trees harvested on a better than
two -for -one basis.
5. The Scotch Pine, a dominant species, does not
develop into a desirable tree after approximately
ten years of growth. The bottom branches, by
that time, deteriorate giving reason to remove the
entire tree.

Economically, the 35 million tree harvest annually generates $90 million at the wholesale level
and $210 million at retail, contributing substantially
to local, state, and Federal taxes.
As a final alternate, should a decision be reached
not to enter the tree business, the land purchased
could lie fallow. As a commodity becoming scarce,
land value probably would increase ten percent per
year. And let us remember we are not truly land
owners but stewards with a responsibility.
❑

EARLY CONTRIBUTIONS TO COST ACCOUNTING
Continued from page 16
do not readily comprehend without some mental
exertion a series of figures given in tenths, hundredths, or millionths of minutes or hours. The
development of this method was so complex that
few persons understood it and it never gained wide
acceptance.
Conclusion
The main thrust for new ideas in cost accounting
was generated and publicized by the previously mentioned men of management to meet the challenges
of size that followed the industrial revolution. This
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is as it should be. A competent manager with his
finger on the pulse of industry should cry out when
the pulse grows faint due to cloggings of inefficiency,
inadequate records, and a lack of knowledge that
cause him to make decisions without adequate cost
information. In each important area, management
was in the lead, either asking the questions or, if
personally competent, writing the text and becoming (at least for a time) expert in the new areas.
That these managers were later surpassed in acceptance by men whose total specialization lay in
the field of cost accounting in no way diminishes their important contribution in leading the
charge.
❑
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REPORTING FOR
UNITED FUND AGENCIES
For the purpose of uniformity in supplying budget information,
the agencies are required to submit their budget requests on
forms furnished them by the United Fund.

By Charles T. Farley
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Although the United Fund dollar represents a small
percentage of the total expenditure for local health,
welfare, and recreation services, the agencies receiving United Fund support administer a large percentage of the nontax money expended for these
services. United Fund budgeting, therefore, is focused on the community as a whole on maintaining
a service program and a system of reporting which
serves the entire community. It takes into consideration the needs of the community, the attitudes
of the contributing public, and the financial resources of the agencies requesting the funds. Programs of other agencies, both governmental and
voluntary, not associated with the United Fund are
included to determine what services are available to
meet community needs.
For some agencies, the United Fund is the only
source of financial support. With other agencies, the
United Fund dollar represents a small percentage of
total expenditures for health, welfare, and social
services. In general, the United Fund has a budget
balancing function in the financing of member
agencies. This emphasizes the importance of budgeting and planning of health and welfare services for
the entire community so that a relatively limited expenditure can produce the best results.
The Annual Campaign for Funds
The United Fund is primarily engaged in raising
funds for member agencies and judiciously allocating these funds to meet the community's health and
welfare needs. It is customary in most instances
for the campaign to be conducted in one year and
for the funds to be expended in monthly or quarterly allocations to the agencies throughout the following year. The budgeting and accounting for these
activities can best be illustrated by describing the

operation of a typical United Fund Agency and its
relationship with its member agencies.
Prior to the start of the fund raising campaign,
usually during May or June, the agencies are asked
to submit estimates of their needs for their next
fiscal year to the General Budget Chairman of the
United Fund. These estimates are in summary form
(see Exhibit 1) and are accompanied by a written
explanation of the increases or decreases over the
current year if they are substantial in amount. At
this first step, the purpose is to obtain a total needs
figure for campaign purposes. Proposed expansion of
programs entailing additional staff may be referred
to the Community Council, the planning agency
associated with the United Fund, for study and
recommendation. During July and August the general budget committee of the United Fund submits
estimates of total needs to the Executive Committee
of the Fund and the campaign goal is established.
During September and October, the agencies submit detailed budgets and program material to the
United Fund, whose staff reviews this material, confers with the agencies as needed, and prepares
budget folios on each agency for the United Fund
budget panels. For the purpose of uniformity in
supplying budget information, the agencies are required to submit their budget requests on the forms
furnished them by the United Fund. The use of a
uniform budget form is necessary to comply with
the standard classification of accounts adopted by
the United Community Funds and Councils of
America. Agencies are asked to develop their own
classification of accounts to conform with this
classification in order to facilitate budget analysis.
The forms provide for the following information:
1. Actual figures for the last complete fiscal year
2. Figures for the current fiscal year based on figures
to date
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Executive Committee
Budget Chairman
Budget and Allocations Committee
Panel 1
Area Social Agencies
Children's Home
Children's Aid Society
American Red Cross
The Salvation Army
Community Services
Family Counseling
Panel 2
Local Health Agencies
Visiting Nurse Assn.
Mental Health Assn.
Retarded Children
Homemaker Service
United Cerebral Palsy
Panel 3
Character Building Agencies
Y.M.C.A.
Y.W.C.A.
Youth Center
Boys' Club
Boy Scouts
Girl Scouts

Responsibilities Defined
The responsibilities of the Budget and Allocations Committee are defined by the United Funds
and Councils of America as follows:
1. To define and identify the problems toward
which agency services are directed and then to
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Expenditures
Current Service Operations

$78, 839
2,408
2,208
1,100
2,000
1,300
800
3,844
200
3,900
300
185, 000
100

2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
3100
3200
3400
3500
4100
4200
4300
4900

Salaries
Emp. health & retirement benefits
Payroll taxes
Prof. fees & contract serv. payments
Supplies
Telephone & telegraph
Postage
Occupancy (buildings & grounds)
Outside printing, art work, etc.
Local transportation
Subscriptions & refer. publications
Specific assistance to individuals
Organizations dues
Awards & grants
Equipment & other fixed assets
Miscellaneous
Total
5000 Dues /Support pay. to nat'I organ.

$18,250
605
620
375
450
200
305
825
125
790
180
75
48, 950

$94, 363
3,130
3,025
1,500
2,000
1,300
800
5,160
400
3,800
200
205, 220
200
400

2,150
5,851

$290,000

$71, 750

$321,498

$14, 040

$3,510

$18,521

239, 960

64, 000

252, 996

24,000

950

32,000

$278,000

$68, 460

$303,517

Net Deficit: (A) minus (B)

$12,000

$3, 290

$17,981

United Fund Allocation

$12,000

$3, 000

$17, 981

(A) Total Expenditures
Support/Revenue For Current Operations
100
300
500
700
800
900
1000
1100
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700

Contributions - general
Special events
Bequests, non - endowment
Associated organizations
Allocated from other united funds
Unassociated, non -fed. fund rais. org.
Fees & grants from gov. agencies
Membership dues individuals
Program service fees
Sales of supplies & serv. local units
Sales to the public
Investment income
Miscellaneous revenue
Transfers from current fund or borrow
(B) T otal Support/Revenue

Agency President
Agency Executive

Exhibit 2
BUDGET RECAPITULATION
The Community United Fund
BUDGET & ALLOCATIONS COMMITTEE
Proposed Budget of Voluntary Service, Any City U.S.A. for 1970

Recapitulation
Net surplus or (deficit)
Beginning of period
Total support/revenue
Other than United
Fund
Allocation from the
United Fund
Total income
Total expenditures
Net balance or (deficit)
End of period

1968
Actual

1969
Revised
budget

$100

$100

1969
1970
9 Months Proposed
actual
budget
$100

-I- o r -

$100

$241,622 $278,000 $208,500 $303,517 -x$25, 517
17,981 -i-$ 5,981
9,000
12,000
12,000
$253,622 $290,000 $217,500 $321,498 ( $ 3 1 , 4 9 8
$253,622 $290,000 $217,500 $321,498 -F$31,498
$

The responsibilities of the Budget and Allocations Committee are second to none in the United
Fund. It must consider community needs and
establish priorities based on these needs after taking
into consideration the overall funds available as a
result of the campaign. To accomplish this the
committee is broken down into budget panels, the
number of which is determined by the number of
agencies associated with the particular United Fund.
The following organization chart illustrates the
structure of the Committee:

3 Months
Proposed
actual
Approved
budget Thru March 31 budget
1970
1969
1969

$

The Budget and Allocations Committee

Agency: Voluntary Service, Any City, U.S.A.
Actual Year T hrough: March 31, 1970

$

The budget forms prepared by the agency's staff
are reviewed by its board of directors and formally
approved before submission to the United Fund.
(See Exhibit 2.) When the budget forms are received by the United Fund, its staff assembles them
by budget panel groups whose responsibility is to
review these requests with the agencies and recommend to the Budget Chairman of the United Fund
an allocation that will enable the agency to provide
its services for the new budget year.

Exhibit 1
PRELIMINARY BUDGET

$

3. Budgeted figures for the current year
4. Proposed figures for the new budget year

$100

$100

$100

$100

To T he Community United Fund
This budget was considered and approved by a quorum of our Board of
Directors who were present at a meeting on
W e accordingly submit the sum of $
_as the am ount our agency
requests from the For ks of the Delaware United Fund in order to balance our
total operating budget for the year
Signed:

President
Treasurer
ive
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look at those services to measure their cost and
effectiveness
2. To use United Fund monev to balance the community's budget for a total program of services
which includes all tax - supported and voluntary
agencies
3. To gear the spending of the United Fund dollar
to a long -range plan which takes into account
changing needs and changing ideas as to how
needs should be met
4. To deal equitably with the financial needs of the
particular group of agencies the United Fund is
currently supporting
S. To see that the funds contributed to United
Fund campaigns are used in the best interests of
the community and that the agencies operate in
the most economical and efficient way possible
6. To work actively with the Community Health
and Welfare Council and to cooperate and plan
with tax - supported local, state and federal agencies
Budget Panels
It is customary for each budget panel to consist
of a panel chairman, vice - chairman, and six or more
panel members, depending upon the number of
agencies the panel is responsible for. These panels
represent a cross section of the community including contributors, management, labor and professional groups. They have the responsibility for reviewing agency budgets, meeting with the agency
boards and staff, and recommending to the general
budget chairman a suitable allocation that will enable the agency to provide its particular services.
The panel's recommendation is reviewed by the
General Budget Chairman and the Executive Committee of the United Fund, who determine the final
disposition of funds to the agencies based on campaign results.
Once the allocations are agreed upon, payment
is made to the agencies monthly or quarterly depending on the arrangement between the particular
agency and the United Fund. Periodically, the
agencies are required to submit quarterly reports
of actual support revenue and expenses for the
current quarter and projected figures for the following quarter. The payments to the agencies are
charged against their allocation for the year, and
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they may not exceed their approved budget without
special review and approval by the Executive Committee of the United Fund.
If an agency does not need the full allocation at
the end of the vear, it must return the unused
portion to the United Fund after allowing for an
agreed upon working balance. Such balance normally reverts to the United Fund either through a
remittance or by treating the surplus as a payment
against the succeeding year's allocation. The United
Fund cannot assume responsibility for unauthorized
deficits in agency service operations.
It should be pointed out that the formal agreement drawn up between the United Fund and the
agency usually requires that the agency provide
annually a statement of its income and expenditures
and a statement of financial condition prepared by
an independent certified public accounting firm.
Conclusion
Voluntary health and welfare agencies receive
their support from a variety of sources: donations
from the public, service fees from tax supported
government agencies, governmental grants, endowments, and gifts restricted for specific purposes.
In the past, with each agency recording and reporting in a different manner, contributors and purchasers of services found their financial reports incomplete and misleading. They did not show, for
example, from what sources the agency obtains its
income, how much is spent to provide its services,
and how much is spent on supporting services such
as administrative costs and campaign costs, if anv.
Furthermore, this information was not presented in
a uniform and understandable manner.
Then, too, many agencies report on a cash basis
instead of an accrual basis. Pledges and fees for
services that the agency has coming at the year end,
when not disclosed because the agency is reporting
on a cash basis, can be very misleading to the
reader.
To correct these shortcomings in accounting and
reporting, "Standards of Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Voluntary Health and Welfare
Organizations" were adopted by the United Community Funds and Councils of America. The budget
forms exhibited and described are in conformity
with the Standards.
❑
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THE PROFESSIONAL
CORPORATION
The determining factors for incorporating are the more liberal
tax provisions related to corporate retirement plans.

By Edward L. Waltemyer
The controversy of whether a professional business
entity such as a group of lawyers, doctors, accountants, or any other group of persons providing professional services should incorporate has been
debated by financial specialists and advisors. Invariably, the two sides consist of a positive approach
to incorporation being taken by specialists who are
also salesmen of retirement plans funded by life
insurance or mutual funds and a negative approach
to incorporation being proffered by financial advisors in the legal and accounting profession. This
leaves the intended incorporator in a state of confusion as to which advice to follow and results in a
general feeling of uncertainty in whichever course
of action he may take.

Background
The issue over recognition of professional corporations existed as long ago as 1935 when the IRS attempted to tax a business trust as a corporation in
the famous Morrissey case., This case established
that if a business entity, not a corporation, resembled a corporation in its operation, it would be
taxed as a corporation.
Problems further developed in 1954 with the
Kintner case' when a group of physicians filed their
tax returns as a corporation and claimed a deduction
for contributions to a qualified retirement plan.
Their position was upheld by the courts and the IRS
was forced to reverse its prior stand in the Morrissey
case.
After losing the Kintner decision, the IRS decided to allow each state the authority to determine the taxable status of a business entity. Immediately, each of the state legislatures passed
professional corporation association laws; each state
now has such a law. Under this pressure, the IRS
on August 8, 1969, issued TIR -1019 stating that
"Organizations of doctors, lawyers and other professional people organized under state professional
association acts will, generally, be treated as corporations for tax purposes."
It would appear from the reluctance of the IRS
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

to issue such a statement that the taxpayer has won
a major tax victory. However, after the enactment
of the Revenue Act of 1969, this victory was quickly
reversed into apparent defeat. At that time, the
government enjoyed its first victory in the professional corporation area with the Roubik cases under
section 482. That quick and complete reversal led
many to believe that the professional corporation
would not survive. But before burying the professional corporation, its advantages and disadvantages
should be examined thoroughly under present tax
laws and sound business logic.

Advantages
LIMITED LIABILITY

It is generally known that the liability to creditors
or injured parties cannot exceed the assets of an incorporated business, whereas unincorporated business entities are liable up to and including all
personal assets of the individual and each of his
partners. This disadvantage is usually covered by
liability insurance, but the possibility always exists
that enough insurance coverage may not be maintained. In most states, the extent of liability for
malpractice on the part of the practitioner cannot
extend beyond him to other members of the incorporated business. This can be a very important
reason for incorporation, depending on the particular circumstances.

E. L. WALTEMYER
York Chapter 1967, is
a partner in the firm
of Seligman, Friedman
and Company in York,
Pa. Mr. Waltemyer is
a graduate of York
Junior College. He
received a
Certificate of
Recognition for this
article (1972 -73).
This article was
submitted through the
York Chapter.

DEFERRED COMPENSATION

At present, the usual determining factors for incorporating are the more liberal tax provisions related to corporate retirement plans. Individual practitioners are limited by H.R. 10 to a retirement plan
contribution of 10 percent of their income but not
exceeding a maximum contribution of $2,500. Beginning in 1971, this limitation on deductions also
covers sub - chapter S corporations. An incorporated
practice can contribute as much as 25 percent of its
covered payroll without a maximum limitation and
can, in fact, contribute as much as 30 percent under
I
2
2

Morrissey vs. Comm., 296 U.S. 344 (1935).
U.S. vs. Kintner, 216 F 2d 418 (1954).
U.S. vs. Roubik, 53 TC 364 (1969).
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must be
operated as
a corporation . . . "

the carryover provisions of Section 404 (a) (7) .
The advantages of incorporation are shown in
Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1 shows the incorporated individual with
$12,196 more spendable cash, but this may not
always be true in reality. The $16,700 spent to
provide the same coverage as the corporation is
usually not spent on an outside retirement plan but
is instead used by the individual for personal living
expenses. The corporation's reducing this personal
living expense cash sometimes creates a hardship on
the individual in that he cannot reduce his mode
of living to permit such a retirement fund contribution. If he can become accustomed to such a
reduced mode of living now, he will better appreciate his retirement years.
FRINGE BENEFITS

There are several major fringe benefits available
to incorporated businesses that must be considered.
A corporation can pay tax deductible premiums for
health insurance on the lives of its employees and
their dependents. This benefit extends to plans on
stockholder - employees for hospital, major medical,
or disability income policies. Neither payment of
premiums on such policies nor receipt of benefits
from the plan are taxable to the individual. Group
life insurance benefits up to $50,000 of protection
may also be provided to stockholder - employees. This
benefit is tax deductible by the corporation and not
taxable to the stockholder- employee. Incorporation
extends such other benefits as the sick pay exclusion,
a $5,000 death benefit exclusion paid to a beneficiary, coverage under workmen's compensation,
and disability insurance plans. The fringe benefits
individually are small items for consideration but
collectively can become important in making a final
decision of whether or not to incorporate.
CONTINUITY OF LIFE

Generally, upon the death of an individual who

Exhibit 1
CASH FLOW BENEFITS OF INCORPORATION
Unincorporated
$100,000

$

19,200
80, 800

$

2,500
97,500

—0—

4,000

97, 500
43,680

76, 800
31, 484

53, 820

$

Net before taxes'
Federal income taxes

$

Less: Fringe benefit deduction
(disability, health and life
insurance)

Incorporated
$100,000

$

$

Net income from business
Less: Allowable retirement
plan deduction

45,316

—0—
--0—

Net spendable cash

33, 120

45,316

$

16,700
4,000
$

Less: Amounts needed after
taxes to provide same
coverage as incorporated business:
Retirement plan
Fringe benefits

USE OF A FISCAL YEAR

The availability of using a fiscal year is not a
major consideration but should be mentioned when
advantages are discussed. There may be some initial
tax savings through the use of a short year. Also,
the possibility exists that a year end can be selected
that will enable the accountant to devote more
time to year -end tax planning, thereby saving tax
dollars.
STOCK BENEFITS

One should also consider the 85 percent dividend
exclusion on dividends received from investments
in other domestic corporations. Individuals are
taxed in full on dividend income, after exclusion.
Large investment holdings may present other problems which will be discussed later under disadvantages. Stockholder - employees may also avail themselves of stock option plans to which they would
not otherwise be entitled were the business not incorporated.
Disadvantages
COSTS OF INCORPORATION

Initial legal and accounting costs are always incurred upon incorporation. These costs, usually
from $1,000 to $2,000, are tax deductible but do
present an initial expense that may take several
years to recover. In addition to these initial fees,
annual fees will be incurred for the keeping of
corporate minutes and the filing of various annual
corporate reports for both federal and state government agencies.
The business must be operated as a corporation
and may be subject to penalty if this rule is not
strictly and religiously adhered to by the incorporators. The IRS has recently found success with this
attack in the Roubik case combined with Section
482, which allows re- allocation of income among related parties to clearly reflect income. To ensure
corporate status, a board of directors must be elected, and written corporate minutes of board meetings must be maintained. In addition, changes must
be made in accounting systems, and a thorough
revision in business name to corporate name must
be performed on checking accounts, billing invoices,
stationery letterheads, insurance policies, telephone
directory listings, various licenses, etc.
TAX DISADVANTAGES

r

The illustration assumes that all available money is withdrawn from the
corporation as salary and does not take into account any standard allowable
deductions and exemptions permitted by federal income tax laws.

practices by himself or as a partner in an unincorporated business, the individual practice or partnership dissolves with the resulting loss of goodwill
that had been accumulated by the business.
Through incorporation, a business has better
chances for continuing whether by sale to outside
interests or through a buy -sell arrangement with
other members of the continuing professional corporation. Such a plan can even be instituted and
financed by the corporation.
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With the exception of the major deferred retirement plan savings and the small fringe benefits
Continued on page 40
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NOW...
Burroughs technology

� � . . � � o f f e r s small
computer

users the
management
information and
control advantages

available tc
large computer users

L

e

j
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through leadership in advanced systems design ...

BURROUGHS
... provides complete, ready -to- install systems for better business
management ... including outstanding small computers, operating system software,
and Business Management System application programs.

W

p

1

SERIES L BUSINESS MINICOMPUTERS
... the most widely used such systems in the
world... are ideal for companies which have
outgrown their present accounting systems.
Easy -to -use Series L's store data on randomly
accessed magnetic memory records which permit
both visual reference and electronic data retrieval.
Options include a magnetic memory record
reader, a line printer, cassette tape stations, 96and 80- column card equipment, and computer compatible magnetic tape for data collection.
A typical L 8000 System costs $25,000, or may
be leased for $725 monthly.

B 700 SYSTEMS represent a major step up in
processing power and productivity, and retain
Series L operating simplicity. B 700 Systems are
designed to provide a direct transition from semia u t o ma t i c t o fu l l y a u t o ma t i c d i sk a n d ma gn e t i c

tape files.
Burroughs "audit entry" concept makes data
input easy and promotes accuracy. Data entered
through the console is verified and edited
automatically; the console printer creates a
detailed audit trail. Advanced peripheral units
are available for these systems.
B 700 purchase prices average $50,000; lease
prices average $1,250.
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Now, the operating and control information every business needs is
available in a complete, ready -to- install small- system package.
What makes it possible? Burroughs family of technologically advanced small
co mput ers and Burroughs Business Management Syst em applicat ion programs.
These small but powerful computers incorporate many of the features and
capabilities found in Burroughs larger computer systems. They are easy to
work with, even for the first -time computer user. Their modularity permits
easy expansio n right in st ep with your data processing requirements.
To complement these computers, Burroughs offers Business Management Systems —
interrelated application programs designed to handle the job of capturing,
recording and classifying data, and to provide full -range operating and control information.
Wit h a Business Management System, the Burroughs small comput er
user can realize immediate productivity, without the delay that new
program development entails and at a small fraction of the cost.
This combinat ion of Burroughs small comput ers and Business Management
Systems can help you run your business more profitably now, and in the future.

B 1700 SYSTEMS satisfy business management
requirements and can serve engineering and
production, as well. Like Burroughs larger scale
computers, the B 1700 Systems operate on
multiple data processing jobs at the same time.
Their advanced features include "virtual memory"
operation for high system efficiency, and a Master
Control Program for system self- management.
These powerful, 4th - generation systems are
priced in the $100,000 range, and may be leased
for about $2,500.

li l M I I A I I I IN:111
I I I I AI I AI: II VI IY NI 1.11111

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS from
Burroughs BMS T"^ library include application
programs designed to coordinate management
reporting functions with the accounting activity.
The user can select individual program products,
or a complete BMS system, developed by
Burroughs for his line of business.
This integrated business programing concept
saves time and money, particularly for the
organization that does not normally employ a
professional data processing staff.
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BURROUGHS
has brought together
a complete system package
Contact your nearest Burroughs office for
a demonstration.
Or, for additional information, mail your
business card to Mr. Jack Arbour in care of
Burroughs, Detroit 48232.
Or, just call Burroughs Information
Center anytime at (313) 356 -8442
and tell us what you want to know. We'll
reply promptly.
on

... that includes sale or lease of the equipment;
licensing of application program products and
Business Management Systems; training in the
use of equipment, system software and
application programs; business forms and
supplies; and maintenance of hardware
and software.
The small computer user can look to
Burroughs as a complete source for his data
processing requirements.

Burroughs

THE REHABILITATION
TAX SHELTER
This tax shelter is a result of the large depreciation deduction
taken during the initial sixty -month period.

By Anthony J. Catalano
To solve the nation's critical shortage of low income housing, Congress added Section 167(k) to
the Internal Revenue Code with the passage of the
Tax Reform Act of 1969. The intent of Congress
was to stimulate the private sector of our economy
to invest in certain "rehabilitation projects" by providing a tax shelter to high income individuals
through the form of accelerated depreciation write off of certain rehabilitation expenditures.

The Qualifications
Section 167(k) provides a special election to
depreciate certain types of capital expenditures
called "rehabilitation expenditures" under a favorable life of 60 months using the straight -line method
and no salvage value. This special election applies
only to "rehabilitation expenditures" incurred with
respect to low income rental housing after July 24,
1969, and before January 1, 1975. There is both a
floor and a ceiling on the amounts which can qualify
for this special election. In general, in order to
qualify for the 60 -month write -off, the following
elements must be present:
1. Rehabilitation expenditures within the meaning
of Section 167(k) of the Internal Revenue Code
2. Rehabilitation expenditures on low income rental
housing
3. Rehabilitation expenditures that come within
the prescribed limitations
4. A proper election
REHABILITATION EXPENDITURES

For any expenditures to qualify as rehabilitation
expenditures, they must be capital in nature and
have a useful life of five years or more. The expenditures must be attributable to the rehabilitation
of an existing structure.'
Any expenditures attributable to a building which
are for new construction do not qualify as rehabilitaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

tion expenditures. However, expenditures will qualify if the foundation and outer walls of the existing
building are retained. Other relevant factors to be
considered may include the amount paid to acquire
the existing building and the amount of material
remaining from the existing building. In general,
each case will be determined upon the basis of all
the facts and circumstances.2
Expenditures for the enlargement of the total
area occupied by the dwelling units in the rehabilitation building do not qualify as rehabilitation expenditures. However, expenditures which are attributable to the construction of a related facility such
as a garage, sidewalk, or parking lot will not be
considered to be an enlargement of a buildings
Expenditures made for the purchase of land or
incurred to purchase the existing building or any
interest in the building (such as a leasehold interest) do not qualify as rehabilitation expenditures.
Expenditures attributable to a commercial unit
(such as a drugstore or grocery store) do not qualify
as rehabilitation expenditures. However, the expenditures need not actually be made on a dwelling
unit in a building provided they are not attributable
to a commercial unit. For example, expenditures to
pave a parking lot for the use of tenants may
qualify.¢
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LOW INCOME RENTAL HOUSING

In general, for the rehabilitation expenditures to
qualify, the dwelling units in the building must be
held for occupancy by families and individuals of
low or moderate income. If any dwelling unit fails
to qualify as low income rental housing at any time
during the 60 -month election period, any election
with respect to any rehabilitation expenditures attributable to such unit shall be considered revoked.5
Any dwelling unit rented during the taxable year
r I. R. C. sec. 167(k) (3) (A).
a Treas. Reg. sec. 1.167 kk -3 a
s Treas. Reg. sec. 1.167 k -3 a
'T re as. Reg. sec. 1.167 k -3 a

2)).
3) .

I )) .
Tr e a s . Re g . sec. 1 . 1 6 7 ( k ) - 3 ( b ) ( I ) ( i) .
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must be occupied by families or individuals of low
or moderate income. The occupants of a dwelling
unit shall be considered families or individuals of
low or moderate income only if the adjusted income
of such occupants does not exceed 90 percent of the
income limits prescribed by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development for occupants of
projects financed under section 221(d) (3) of the
National Housing Act.,, In any event, dwelling units
rented to students will not qualify unless the
students are entitled to file a joint tax return; therefore it appears that married students can qualify.?
The term "adjusted income" means the gross income for the certification year of the occupants of a
dwelling unit reduced by the amount of any trade
or business expenses allowed as deduction for the
vear14 or the total annual income of each member
of the family or each individual from all sources for
the certification year reduced by the sum of (a) five
percent of such income, (b) all unusual or temporary income received during the certification year,
(c) the total annual income for the certification
year of each family member who is a mi nor and
who proposes to live in the dwelling unit, and (d)
$300 multiplied by the number of family members
who are minors and who propose to live in the
dwelling uni ts The certification year is the year
immediately preceding occupancy or the date on
which the property attributable to the expenditures
allocated to the dwelling unit occupied by a person
is placed in service.10
An income certification covering each person who
proposes to live in such a dwelling unit must be secured from the tenant. If the dwelling unit is rented
to a new tenant during the 60 -month election period, the landlord should secure income certifications from the new tenant covering each person who
proposes to live in the dwelling unit. The adjusted
income is not affected if the person covered by income certification earns additional income. The income certification should state the gross income and
deductible business expenses for all persons covered
for the immediately preceding taxable year. This
income certification must be sworn to before an
official authorized to administer oaths (such as a
notary public) and should be maintained by the
landlord as part of his books and records. If the dwelling unit is not rented for some period
during the taxable year, beginning after the date the
property attributable to rehabilitation expenditures
is placed in service, it will be considered low income
rental housing only if at all times during such period
the rental at which the unit is offered indicates that
such unit is held for occupancy by families and
individuals of low or moderate income. If the rental
at which such unit is offered does not exceed 30
percent of the low or moderate income level, the
units will be considered low income rental housing.72
A dwelling unit means a house or apartment used
to provide living accommodations in a building or
structure; such unit must contain the facilities generally found in a principal place of residence (such
as a kitchen and sleeping accommodations) . The
term dwelling unit does not include any unit in a

hotel, motel or inn, or other establishment in which
one -half of the dwelling units is used on a transient
basis. Generally, a dwelling unit will be considered
used on a transient basis if the normal rental term
is less than thirty days. 13
PRESCRIBED LIMITATIONS

In order for the rehabilitation expenditures to
qualify there is a minimum amount which must be
expended in a certain period of time and a maximum amount which can qualify. Such expenditures
must exceed $3,000 as to any dwelling unit over a
period of two consecutive taxable years and may
not exceed $15,000 with respect to any one dwelling
unit.14 The amount in excess of $15,000 may qualify
for reasonable depreciation allowances as other depreciable assets based upon their useful lives.
Note that the minimum and maximum of rehabilitation expenditures are predicated on a per
dwelling unit basis. Expenditures which are attributable to more than one dwelling unit must be
allocated to the individual dwelling units in the
same ratio as the area of each dwelling unit bears
to the total area of all dwelling units to which the
expenditures are attributable. Rehabilitation to
common areas such as stairways, halls, and entrances
must be allocated among all the units. If the building contains any commercial units, the expenditures
must be allocated also to the commercial units.la
As a result of the allocation requirements, the
project must maintain detailed records to permit
specific identification of the rehabilitation expenditures paid or incurred as to each dwelling unit.
Through such detailed records not only will the
project be in a position to support its allocation, but
it will also be in a position of selecting the most
advantageous items for election if the qualified expenditures exceed the maximum amount allowable.
PROPER ELECTION

The election is made by attaching the statement
to the income tax return filed for the first taxable
year in which the taxpayer computes the depreciation deduction using the 60 -month useful life allowed under section 167(k) of t he Internal Revenue Code.16 Internal revenue regulations under
section 167(k) set forth in detail the requirements
of the election statement.
This election must be filed not later than the
time prescribed by law (including extensions thereof) for filing the return for the taxable year in which
the property is placed in service providing the expenditures meet the requirements in that year,
taking into account expenditures of the preceding
year for the purpose of the $3,000 minimum
amou nt limitatio n. 1 7

"
4

Treas. Reg. sec. 1.167(k) -3(b) 2 ) ( i ) .
Treas. Reg. sec. 1. 1 67 ( k )- 3 (b ) (2 ) ( ii ) .
s Treas. Reg. sec. 1.1fi7(lck )-3((b) ( 3) (i)
Y Treas. Reg. sec. 1.167(
-3(b) (3) (su).
10
" TTreas.
r e a s . Reg.
Re g . sec.
sec. 1.167(k
1.167 k --33b))
1c).((3)) i1
11
1'
14
16

Treas. Reg. sec. 1.167(k 1 b) (3
Treas. Reg. sec. 1.167(( k -3 b

3

1 (i ii ).

I. R. C. sec..167 (k) (2) (A) and (B).
Treas.
1.167 k --4 cd .( 1 ) .
Tr e a s . RReg.
eg . ssec.
e c . 1.167
Tr e a s. Re g . s ec . 1.167 k - 4 a

11
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The election may be revoked automatically or
voluntarily. The election is automatically revoked
with respect to any rehabilitative property if at any
time during the taxable year one of the following
events occurs: (1) a unit is rented to a person or
persons outside of the definition of low or moderate
income; (2) a unit is not held for occupancy by
families and individuals or low or moderate income;
(3) more than one -half of the dwelling units in the
building are rented on a transient basis; or (4) expenditures which are required in order to meet a
$3,000 minimum amount limitation for the preceding taxable year are insufficient. This automatic
revocation is deemed to occur on the first day during
the taxable year in which the dwelling unit does not
meet the requirements. This revocation will not
affect prior taxable years if in those years the requirements were met. An election revoked by failure
to meet the requirements may not be reinstated.18
The election may be voluntarily revoked at any
time prior to the time prescribed by law ( including
extensions thereof) for filing a tax return for the
last taxable year in which any portion of the 60month election period falls. Revocation is made by
filing a statement in writing with the Internal
Revenue Service Center with which the election is
filed. This revocation will not affect prior taxable
years. The revocation shall be effective on the date
specified th er ei n a n d ma y a pply to a n y pr op er ty

attributable to rehabilitation expenditures allocable
to any dwelling unit in the building or structure or
to all such property. Elections revoked voluntarily
may not be reinstated.la
Once the election is revoked, automatically or
voluntarily, the taxpayer may not compute the depreciation deduction using the 60 -month write -off
for any portion of any taxable year, beginning after
the date on which the revocation is effective. The
taxpayer may continue to use straight -line depreciation, but must use the estimated remaining useful
life and salvage value of the property (determined
without regard to the special 60 -month useful life)
at the date such revocation is deemed to occur. If
the taxpayer wishes to adopt another method of
depreciation following revocation of election, such
method is considered a change of accounting method and requires the consent of the IRS."
It appears that the straight -line method of depreciation using the property's remaining useful life
determined without regard to the special 60 -month
write -off election will be the only method of depreciation which will be accepted after revocation.
The Investor
As can be seen from our prior discussion, the tax
shelter is a result of the large depreciation deduction
taken during the initial 60 -month period. Therefore,
for the investor to avail himself of this large depreciation on his personal income tax return, the
vehicle which is employed is a partnership. Furthermore, in order for the investor to limit his liability,
the partnership will generally be a limited partnership.
Whenever a limited partnership is created, there
M A N A G E M E N T ACC OU NTING /D EC EMB ER 1973

always exists the possibility that the entity will be
classified as an association taxable as a corporation
rather than a partnership. If the partnership is classified as an association, the investors will not get
any pass- through of the tax benefits from the project. Hence, the vehicle must be scrutinized very
carefully in order to assure its characteristics, as
outlined under the Internal Revenue Regulations,
are very definitely those of a partnership and not an
association.21
Furthermore, if a corporation is used as a sole
general partner in a limited partnership, the net
worth of the corporation should be scrutinized to
determine whether it falls within the prerequisites
estliblished by the Internal Revenue Service as a
guideline in order for the entity to qualify as a
viable limited partnership." Although the IRS has
set forth certain prerequisites before they will rule
on the question of limited partnership status, these
prerequisites serve only as a guide and are not to be
considered the ultimate determining factor. Every
entity should be examined in view of its particular
facts and circumstances to determine whether said
entity is a limited partnership or an association taxable as a corporation.
In general, a partner can deduct his share of the
partnership losses to the extent of his basis in the
partnership." The partner's basis in the partnership
is the amount of money and the adjusted basis of
property contributed." Any increase in the partner's
share of the liabilities of the partnership, or any
increase in the partner's individual liabilities by
reason of the assumption by such partner of partnership liabilities, is considered as a "contribution" of
money by such partner to the partnership." Such a
"contribution" would increase the basis of the
partner's interest in the partnership. In the case of
a limited partnership, a limited partner's share of
the partnership liabilities cannot exceed the difference between the limited partner's actual contributions credited to him by the p artnership and the
total contributions which he is obligated to make
under the limited partnership agreement."
A mortgage liability assumed by a limited partnership does not increase the basis of a limited partner
not liable to creditors beyond the original contributions even though he agrees to indemnify general partners for payments exceeding their pro rata
share of liabilities. However, where none of the
partners are personally liable for the partnership
liability (such as on an unassumed mortgage, a
mortgage without recourse), all the partners, including limited partners, are considered to share in the
liability in the same proportion as they share in the
partnership profits."
Although the rehabilitation project may be producing tax losses, the losses can be utilized only to
'"

Tr e a s . Re g . sec. 1.167 k -4 ( d

"The e l e c t i o n
may be
voluntarily
revoked at
any time prior
to the time
prescribed by
la w. .. "

2

39 Treas. Reg. sec. 1.167 k -4(d
1
f0 Treas. Reg. sec. 1.167(k 4(d) 3 .
s' Treas. Reg. sec. 301.770 .3(b).
ss Rev. Proc. 72 -13, C. B. 1972 26.
" I. R. C. sec. 704(d).
s� �I.�R.�C. sec. 772.
" I . R. C. sec. 752.
7°Treas. Reg. sec. 1.752 -1(e).
" Ibid.
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just a few the extent of the partner's basis in the partnership
as indicated above. Hence, the determination of the
of the partner's basis is of vital importance along with the
procurement of non - recourse financing.
problem areas
which Conclusion
There is no doubt that Congress on the one
should be hand has created a substantial tax shelter for the
wealthy and prudent investor. However, on the
considered." other
hand Congress has also created a potential
"...

tax monster and economic gremlin for the unwary
and unsophisticated investor. Any investor, before
entering into a rehabilitation tax shelter, should be
aware of and consider the following problem areas:
the accelerated 60 -month writeoff rehabilitation expenditure is considered a preference item;" the
project could produce excess investment interest
which may not be deductible by the investor;"
foreclosure or certain dispositions within 16 years

and 8 months will cause the accelerated depreciation
to be recaptured as ordinary income;" a potential
disallowance of the tax shelter loss deduction if the
investor engaged in the project "not for profit" but
only for tax shelter;" the investor could incur tax
liabilities which exceed the cash distributed to him
in any given year or years; problems often arise from
lack of liquidity and marketability of the investment. The foregoing are just a few of the problem
areas which should be considered. Therefore, no investor should undertake a perilous rehabilitation tax shelter investment without consulting his financial
and legal advisors as to the total impact such investment may have on his particular tax and financial
posture.
❑
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I. R. C. sec. 57(a) (2).
- I. R. C. sec. 57(b).
HD I. R. C. sec. 1250 (a) (1) (C) (iv).
11 I.R. C. sec. 183.

THE PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
Continued from page 32
available, any other tax advantages are usually small
or non - existent. The new maximum tax at 50 percent on earned income as compared with the corporation's top tax bracket at 48 percent is a negligible difference which may be more than offset by
state income and franchise taxes.
POSSIBLE ACCUMULATED EARNINGS PROBLEMS

It is much easier to withdraw funds from an
unincorporated business than from an incorporated
business, assuming funds are available for withdrawal. Withdrawing funds from an incorporated
business can present several problems. If cash is not
withdrawn as salary and left to accumulate within
the corporation, it may be penalized at the rate of
271/2 percent on these accumulated funds in excess
of $100,000.
If funds are withdrawn as salaries, the "reasonableness of salary" factor may become important.
Therefore, not taking enough salary or taking too
much salary can both present serious situations
which a professional corporation cannot condone,
or it can expose itself to a serious attack from the
I RS.
PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANY PROBLEMS

The professional corporation is also exposed to
the vulnerability of personal holding company
status, on which income the IRS levies a penalty
tax of 70 percent. This possibility occurs since
amounts received under contracts to provide per-
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sonal services are classified as personal holding company income. The personal holding company problem will most often arise in small groups or one -man
professional corporations where more than 25 percent of the corporation's stock is owned by one
individual. Needless to say, the prohibitive 70 percent penalty tax on such income, if pressed into
attack by the IRS, can create a serious pitfall for
the professionally incorporated person.
Other problem areas of incorporation include the
additional payroll tax cost for both social security
and federal and state unemployment tax coverage
upon which the stockholder - employee will never
collect. Multiple corporation limitations may prevail
for stockholder - employees who may also be shareholders in other controlled corporations. The requirements for liquidation of a corporation are more
complex and cumbersome in that various resolution
and dissolution forms are required. It may be easier
to obtain capital gain rate privileges upon sale of a
corporation, but the use of the installment sales
method may present problems in withdrawing the
sales proceeds from the corporation.

Conclusion
In deciding upon whether or not to incorporate,
each advantage or disadvantage must be carefully
discussed and weighed. At present, the advantages
would seem to outweigh the disadvantages, but
with the possibility of enactment of new tax legislation in this area, the future of the professional
corporate association is definitely clouded and may
be doomed to extinction.
❑
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THE OPERATING LEASE
AND THE RISK
OF OBSOLESCENCE
For management, the decision is a choice between accepting the
risk of obsolescence by purchasing the asset or eliminating a large
portion of that risk by leasing the asset.

By Charles J. Wilson
The operating lease has been analyzed often in
the literature but the risk reduction feature of this
financial instrument is usually ignored. This is unfortunate since, to the lessee, risk reduction is probably the most important aspect of the operating
lease. It is the purpose of this article to present to
the potential lessee a method of accounting for risk
(in particular, obsolescence risk) when comparing
the cost of the operating lease to the cost associated
with purchasing.
Leases can be placed into two distinct categories:
the financial lease and the operating lease. The
financial lease is actually an alternate form of financing the purchase of an asset. Under this type of
lease, the lessee agrees to make a series of payments
to the lessor, the sum of which equals or exceeds
the purchase cost of the asset. For this reason, the
financial lease is sometimes referred to as a "full
payout" lease. In general, neither party may cancel
a financial lease and the payments are spread over
the asset's expected useful life. The lessee assumes
the same risks that a purchaser would since the "full
payout" feature implies that the lessor assumes no
portion of the obsolescence risk. He is essentially
supplying a loan to the lessee to purchase an asset
to which the lessor will maintain title. The decision
regarding the financial lease —the lease- versus -borrow decision — involves the comparison of the cost
of leasing to the cost of borrowing.
The operating lease, on the other hand, is a
contract which is cancelable by the lessee, and the
payments and terms are such as may preclude the
lessor's receipt of a stream of payments equal to the
purchase price of the asset. Because of this, an
alternate name for the operating lease is the "non full payout" lease. The lease- versus -buy decision beMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

comes one in which management chooses between
purchasing an asset and leasing it over a particular
term at some predesignated rental schedule. As a
consequence of the operating lease being a "non -full
payout" lease and cancelable by the lessee, the lessor
assumes, in full or in part, the risk of obsolescence.
The operating lease decision has been generally
presented as an investment decision in which the
present value of the costs associated with leasing
(usually merely the lease payments) is compared
with the present value of the costs associated with
purchasing (purchase price, maintenance costs, etc.
less the depreciation tax shield and the salvage
value). However, what of the manager who finds the
cost of purchasing to be less than the cost of leasing? He may purchase the asset, and shortly thereafter find that another piece of equipment has been
developed which makes his asset instantly obsolete.
The value of the asset drops to its junk value thus
producing a cost which had not been considered in
the original decision. Even if the asset becomes
gradually, rather than instantly, obsolete there are
additional costs introduced which are not incorporated in the simple investment decision.
Many authors have considered models to aid
in the lease- versus -buv decision. In general, the
models presented in the literature are basic investment decision models using net present value or
internal rate of return. With this type of model,
the decision - making process is largely abrogated
since, at least with equipment that carries a high
probability of early obsolescence, leasing will always
be more costly than purchasing., This is due to the
lessor's attempt to dampen the effects of obsolescence by charging overall higher rents or by
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' This, of course, must be qualified for there mgy be cases, using
the net present value of the costs, where an abnormally high cost
of capital and /or an unusual repayment schedule may make leasing cheaper.
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"... the firm is

uncertain as
to the time at
which
obsolescence
occurs."

charging much larger rentals in the early periods of
the lease. The most significant function of the
lessor, therefore, is the absorption of a major part
of the risk of early obsolescence.z For management,
the decision is a choice between accepting the risk
of obsolescence by purchasing the asset or eliminating a large portion of that risk by leasing the asset.
The Basic Model
The underlying framework of the model to be
presented follows the procedure outlined by R. F.
Vancil.3 First, the present value of the stream of
costs attributable to leasing is calculated. This
stream consists of the after -tax rental payments or:
T - 1

PVC 1, =
t

E (I — T)R(t)(I +
-o

p) -t

where
T = Corporate tax rate on profits
R (t) =Lease payment in year t
p = Cost of capital
T = Term of lease.

The summation is taken from 0 to T — 1 rather
than from 1 to T since lease payments are usually
due at the beginning of the year rather than at the
end as are debt payments.4 Also, the assumption
is made that the lessor pays all maintenance costs,
insurance, etc., although the R(t) term could be
modified to include those instances where the
lessee pays some or all of the ancillary costs.
The present value cost of purchasing is more
complicated. If an outright purchase for cash is
considered, the costs consist of the purchase price
and the after -tax stream of maintenance costs, insurance, property taxes, and other costs incidental
to owning a piece of equipment. The costs are
reduced (increased) by the tax shield afforded by
depreciation, capital loss (gain) and by the residual
or salvage value of the asset if it is sold at the end
of the project's life. This can be written as: 5

Risk and Leasing
In the subsequent development of the model,
attention will be focused primarily on two types of
risk —the risk associated with obsolescence and the
risk associated with the uncertainty regarding the
resale value of the asset at any time during the
project's life. Obsolescence risk has a greater impact than resale value risk but it is much more
difficult to ascertain. Resale value risk can be estimated or can be measured by the variance of historical data. Resale value risk become less important
as T becomes larger since (I +p) - T becomes smaller.
In addition to the two types of risk, two types of
obsolescence will be also incorporated into the
model. These will be designated military aircraft
obsolescence (MAO) and improved version obsolescence (I VO) .6 Under MAO, the asset becomes
suddenly and totally obsolete; as a result, it must be
replaced (repurchased) immediately by a totally
new asset if the company is to continue operating
profitably. The value of the equipment drops rapidly
from a high resale price to junk value.
With IVO the equipment need not be replaced
immediately but the firm is penalized if it continues to operate with a non - optimal piece of equipment. This penalty takes the form of increased
costs over the remaining life of the project.
Under both types of obsolescence, the firm is
uncertain as to the time at which obsolescence occurs. In order to incorporate this uncertainty into
the model, the model must be altered so that it is
probabilistic rather than deterministic. Using technological forecasts, historical data, or subjective
I udgment, estimates of the probability (pt ) of obsolescence of the asset must be derived for each year
of the project's life. These are subject, of course, to
the constraint:
T

E pt = 1
t = 1

Next a cumulative probability function is found:
Is

T

F(k)

PVCP = Po+ E [(I— T)M(t)— TD(t)](1 +p) - t

_ I Pt
t

t = 1

—(S(T) —[S(T) — BV(T)]Tg)(1 +p)

- 1

- t

where
Po = Purchase price of the asset
M(t) = Costs in year t associated with ownership
D(t) = Depreciation in year t
S(T) = Resale price in year T

9
R. F. Vancil Leasing of Industrial Equi¢ment, McGraw -Hill
.Book Co., N. V., 1963, p 55. The author somewhat contradicts
this statement later (p. 75) when he says the operating lease decision is an investment decision.
r Ibid.
' Since the tax benefits accruing to leasing may be considered to
come at the end of the year, a more accurate formulation would
be:

PVCL

T

BV(T) = Book value in year T =Po — I D(t)
t v 1

.rg= Capital gains tax rate for corporations

—

T i
I . 0

t

R(t) (1

+ P) - t

— E , rR(t) (1 + v) '
l

5

If, however, the asset is purchased in installments, the present
value cost of owning becomes
PVCP — DP +

E
t _ t

, I(t) + (1 — r)M(t)

—r[D (t) + i(t) }(1
+ PY '
- BVmlre)(l

Thus far the model has assumed certainty and
the lease- versus -buy decision - making procedure
would consist merely of comparing the present
value cost of leasing with the present value cost of
purchasing and selecting the cheaper of the two.
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- ism - [

+ P )-T

where
DP
Down payment
Installment payment in
rt
Interest portion of ins lment payment in year t.
I )
e These are based upon descriptions used by D. E. Peterson in A
Financial
Quaatitatiue
Frames
k forpp.
Irwin, Homewood,
IIIor
. 1969,
376-377.Management, Richard D.
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of year k or the additional costs begin in year k+ 1
depending upon which type of obsolescence is con sidered.7
Once the year of obsolescence has been found,
the present value cost of purchase (in the case of
an outright purchase for cash) under MAO can
be written:

If a random number, P, is drawn from a uniform
distribution extending from 0 to 1, the year of
obsolescence, k, can be found by solving for it in
the inequality:
F(k -1) < 4, < F(k)
It is assumed that the repurchase occurs at the end

It

PVCn = Po + E [(1— T)M.(t) — TDo(t)](1 +

p ) -t

+

[

Pa — Jo](1 +

p) -t

t = 1

T

[( 1—T ) Ma(t)— TDa(t— k)](1 +p)-`— {Sa(T —k) — [Sit (T— k)— BVa(T— k)Jr,)(1 +p)

+X
t =k

"... the cost
of purchasing
is greatly
increased by
the occurrence
of obsolescence."

-T

+ 1

where
Pa = Replacement cost of asset
Jo = Junk value of original asset
The introduction of a repurchase cost which
differs from the original purchase cost permits the
consideration of price level changes whether caused
by inflation, technical advancement, or any other
reason. Since the future repurchase cost cannot be
known with certainty, this becomes one of the

secondary areas of uncertainty mentioned earlier.
Another area of uncertainty is the resale value of
the asset. Uncertainty as to the value of these two
parameters can be introduced into the model by
assuming them to be .normally distributed stochastic
variables with the mean and variance of each of
these distributions estimated or calculated from
historical data.
The present value cost of purchase under IVO
(again for the cash purchase situation) is:

k

PVC, = Po + E [(1—,r )M(t)— TD(t)](1 + p ) - 1
t =1

T

+ E

[( 1— T)M(t— k)- 7D(t— k) +Oiv](1 +p) -t — { S(T) —[S(T) — BV(T)]7.O}(1+p)

-T

t =k +1

where
O,Y = After -tax obsolescence costs
The after -tax obsolescence costs parameter must
also be considered a random variable since it is a
function of the difference in operating costs with
the current asset and improved asset. Since the form
of the improvement cannot be known with certainty, the operating cost difference and, consequently, the after -tax obsolescence costs are uncertain. Also, as under MAO, the resale values will be
altered with the onset of obsolescence.
Once the model is constructed, repeated simulation runs may be made using the same input data
set. For each run, new values are selected from the
appropriate distributions for k, S(t), and Pa in the
case of MAO and for k, S(t), and On, in the case
of IVO. At the end of each run a check is made to
determine if the present value cost of purchasing
exceeds the present value cost of leasing. A count
is kept of the number of times this occurs and the
probability of its occurrence can be computed by
dividing the count by the total number of replications.
Although the assumption has been made that
leasing completely eliminates the risk of obsolescence, the present value cost of leasing will be affected by this risk. If the asset is found to be subMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

jest to obsolescence, the lessor may not be inclined
to lease it a second time at the same rental terms as
in the original lease. Again the utilization of a random variable whose distribution parameters are estimated or based on past experience is required to
introduce the uncertainty of after - obsolescence lease
payments into the model.
A Simulation of the Lease - versus -Buy Decision
The model outlined above was written in Fortran
IV and exercised on the IBM 360/67. An example
operating lease evaluation was performed using the
input data in Exhibit 1. The inputs are the same
as those used in an example by Vancil.8
In addition to the basic data set, seven different
obsolescence probability distributions were considered in the example study of the lease- versus -buy
decision. These distributions are outlined in Exhibit
2 and the results of the simulation for each distribution are shown in Exhibit 3.
The simulation results show that the cost of purchasing is greatly increased by the occurrence of
obsolescence. In the case of no obsolescence (the
only uncertainty is that associated with the resale
value), it is highly unlikely that the present value
cost of purchasing will exceed the present value cost
T
The assumption of only one obsolescence per project life is made.
" Vancil, Op. Cit., p. 81.
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500
2,830

500
2,830

500
2,830

4
230
750
2,000
500
2,830

$

Year
3
230
1,125
3,000

$

2
230
1,500
4,000

$

1
230
1,875
5,000

$

Maintenance cost
Depreciation (SYD)
Resale value
Standard deviation
of resale value
Lease payments

$

Exhibit 1
INPUT DATA FOR OPERATING LEASING EVALUATION

Exhibit 2
PROBABILITY OF OBSOLESCENCE
5
230
375
1,000

Dist

500
2,830

Number of repl ications = 100
Project life - 5 years
Cost of capital = 10 percent
Corporate tax r ate = 52 percent
Obsolescence type = Mi l i t ar y aircraft
Mean purchase pric e = $6, 250
Standard deviation of purchase price = $0
Sal vage value = $625
Junk val ue = $25

Exhibit 3
SIMULATION RESULTS WITH BASIC DATA SET
Cost of purchasing
(PVC P)
Mean
S. D.
$3,884.87
201.74
3,983.46
1,983.81
4,787.16
1,612.62
5,495.80
622.72
5,662.39
620.73
5,909.51
540.87
5,924.06
546.88
$

Dist
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

Cost of
leasing
(PVC P)
$5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34

Probability
that
PVCP > P VC L
<0.001
0.190
0.180
0.290
0.420
0.610
0.650

Exhibit 4
SIMULATION RESULTS WITH CERTAIN RESALE VALUE

Dist
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

Cost of
leasing
(PVC' )
$5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34

Cost of purchasing
(PVC P)
Mean
S. D.
$3,844.82
- 0 3,945.66
1,992.44
4,743.97
1,568.84
5,491.46
547.35
5,669.20
555.07
5,888.14
507.21
5,931.16
492.80

Probability
that
PVCP ' PVCi
0.000
0.140
0.130
0.250
0.410
0.520
0.590

Year
1

2

3

4

5

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

II

.05

.10

.20

.30

.35

111

.05

.10

.25

.40

.20

IV

.05

.15

.30

.50

.00

V

.10

.20

.40

.30

.00

VI

.10

.30

.60

.00

.00

VII

.20

.40

.40

.00

.00

1

of leasing. When the threat of early obsolescence
becomes very large (as in the case of distributions
VI and VII), the present value cost of leasing will
generally be lower than that of purchasing.
If it is desired to examine the effect of the risk
of obsolescence alone, the resale values may be
made certain (i.e., the standard deviation of the
resale value set equal to zero). If this is done the
results obtained are as given in Exhibit 4. It can
be seen that the uncertainty with regard to the
resale value does increase the probability of the
purchase cost exceeding the lease cost in those instances where obsolescence is a factor. But early
obsolescence itself is sufficient to cause purchasing
to be more costly than leasing.
The effect of the depreciation method can also
be examined using the simulation. For example,
the model was exercised using straight -line rather
than sum -of- the - year's digits depreciation and the
results shown in Exhibit 5 were generated. Here
the probability of the present value cost of purchasing exceeding the present value cost of leasing
is greatly increased. This verifies a statement often
made in the literature- leasing loses the advantages
of early cash flows (even under certainty) when an
accelerated depreciation schedule (e.g., sum-of-theyear's digits) is used.
Conclusion

Exhibit 5
RESULTS OF SIMULATION WITH STRAIGHT-LINE
DEPRECIATION AND CERTAIN RESALE VALUE

Dist
1
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
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A

Cost of
leasing
(PVC L)
$5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34
5,664.34

Cost of purchasing
(PVC P)
Mean
S. D.
$3,985.19
- 0 4,339.28
2,282.18
5,271.05
1,808.49
6,121.86
604.32
6,341.29
605.57
6,612.46
477.33
6,656.76
459.59

Probability
that
PVC, >PVC,
0.000
0. 281
0.440
0.540
0.720
1.000
1.000

In this article, the author has presented a stochastic model which introduces risk into the lease versus -buy decision and provides for more than just
a basic investment analysis in the evaluation of an
operating lease. It is hoped that the decision -maker
who is considering an operating lease can take this
model (or some modification of it), apply his own
estimates of the probabilities involved, and determine to his satisfaction the relative costs associated
with purchasing and leasing the asset when obsolescence risk, resale value risk, and the other uncertainties which were discussed are included as
parameters.
❑
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RATIO AND DIFFERENCE
ESTIMATION IN AUDITING
The reduced confidence interval obtained using ratio and
difference formulas instead of the simple (mean) estimation
formula is due entirely to the increased efficiency of these
formulas which also provide an objective measure of the degree
of internal control.

1. H. McCRAY

An auditor usually chooses that formula and that
method of sample selection that will be the most
efficient for the time (cost) allocated to his sample
design. Currently, the most popular combination
has been to use the simple (mean) estimation formula and random sampling. Frequently, this sample
design has been loosely referred to as simple random sampling. Also, auditors almost always stratify
the account being audited. However, in this article
we will discuss two other sample designs that use
either the ratio or difference estimation formulas,
and which always use random sampling as the
method of selecting the sample.'
In order to understand exactly how ratio or difference estimation fits into an audit sample design,2
it is instructive to look at the two basic components
of a sample design. The two basic components are
(1) the estimating formulas and (2) the method
of selecting the sample. These components may be
further broken down as follows:
Estimating formulas
Simple (mean estimation) formulas
Ratio estimation formulas
Difference estimation formulas
Regression estimation formulas
Composite estimation formulas
Other estimation formulas
Method of selecting the sample
Random sampling
Stratified sampling
Cluster sampling
Multi -stage sampling
Double sampling
Rotational sampling
Other sampling methods
Any sample design can thus be used by choosing
one of the estimating formulas and one of the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

methods of selecting the sample. However, there
are four basic reasons why the ratio and difference
formulas should be used. First, it will be shown
that the confidence interval obtained using ratio
or difference formulas is usually significantly smaller
than the confidence interval obtained using the
simple (mean) estimation formula. Second, the
ratio and difference formulas provide a way of
measuring the degree of internal control which is
not possible with the simple estimation formula.
Third, anticipated differences between the audited
item value and the reported item value provide a
logical criterion for stratification. Fourth, both ratio
and difference estimation procedures explicitly incorporate prior information into the sample estimates.s

The Ratio and Difference Models
In the ratio and difference formulas presented
below, the formulas will be applied to an auditing
estimation problem .4 The characteristic being estimated is an inventory account balance. The primary variate y, is the audited value of the items
selected by the auditor and the auxiliary variate x,
is the client's reported item value.5
The proposed designs can be illustrated by assuming that an auditor is interested in estimating a two
tail 95 percent confidence interval for the balance
of a client's inventory. We shall assume further
that the auditor has made test counts of an inventory. A partial listing of the results, and other information totals, are presented in the Audit Sample
Worksheet, Exhibit 1. The first two columns are
similar to schedules normally prepared in the course
of observing a client's inventory for following up on
the test counts. Columns 3 through 7 are prepared
using a calculator and the data from the first two
columns. From an internal control point of view an
additional column might be added in which a brief
explanation can be made as to the reason for non-

1. H. McCRAY
Blue Grass Area
Chapter 1972, is
Associate Professor,
Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, Va.
Professor McCray
holds a B. S. degree
in Accounting from
the University of
Virginia and a Ph. D.
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This article was
submitted through the
Blue Grass Area
Chapter.

All footnotes appear at the end of the article.
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There is an
additional

benefit from

using the
difference
formula

.. ,"

zero differences in Column 3 and whether or not
these indicate a weakness in internal control which
might warrant a revision of the scope of the audit.

_

n

SE (d) =

Difference Estimation
The objective of the difference estimate is the
same as the simple (mean) estimate —a two -tail 95
percent confidence interval for the account balance.
The interval estimate using simple (mean) estimation depends entirely upon the audited value of
items selected by the auditor, i.e., the y ;'s. For difference estimation the interval is computed using
both the audited
y; values of items selected by the
auditor and the corresponding x ; values as reported
by the client. The difference, d,, of these two
values is used to estimate the confidence interval
required.
The point estimate of the total inventory value is
given by the following formula :6
Yn =X +Nd
where
X = Reported dollar value of inventory
N = Number of items in account
d = Y_ (y, — x;) /n
1_1

y, = Audited item value
x, = Reported item value
n = Sample size
From the data in Exhibit 1:
Tn

where the tern:

= 800,000 + 16,000 (-1.79)
= 771,206

A
The standard error of this estimate, SE(Yn),
is computed by finding the standard error of the
mean difference SE(d), and multiplying it by the
total number of items in the account N.

n

d;2 — (Z d;)2 /n
, n1
,_
n (n -1)

n
1

_

N

From the data in Exhibit 1:

SE( n) = 820.38
The auditor can then conclude that based upon
the work indicated above, he is 95 percent confident that the
ac puntorbalance
is within
the
-± correct
1.96 SE(Yn),
$771,206
-- 1,610.
interval n

Y

REDUCTION IN CONFIDENCE INTERVAL ESTIMATE

If the mean estimation formula is used as with
simple random sampling, then the 95 percent confidence interval would be: NY ± 1 . 9 6 N S E ( Y) ,
and from the data in Exhibit 1 it would be
$791,728 ± 68,800.
The reduced confidence interval obtained using
the difference formula instead of the simple formula is due entirely to the increased efficiency of the
difference formula. Th e same audit sample data
were used for both computations. Intuitively, it
stands to reason that in most audit situations the
variability of differences, d ;'s, is smaller than the
variability of the reported account values, x,'s. This
is true because the absolute differences between the
x,'s and d ;'s are usually quite large. Also where
there are strong internal controls there are very few
differences between the audited and reported item
values. If there are no irregularities in the client's
account, then the average difference is zero, and the
standard error of the estimate is zero. Under these
circumstances difference estimation could not be
used.
A MEASURE OF INTERNAL CONTROL

There is an additional benefit from using the difference formula instead of mean estimation. T o

SE(Yn) = N SE(d)

Exhibit 1
AUDIT SAMPLE WORKSHEET
(1)
Sample item
value as
determined
by auditor

(2)
Sample item
value as
reported by
client

(3)
Column (1)
minus
column (2)
d,
—2.22
—1.71
—2.40

(4)
Column (1)
times
column (2)

(5)
Column (1)
squared

Y'
1,667.97
3,951.79
4,364. 52

(6)
Column (2)
squared

Xi '

(7)
Column (3)
squared

(y — X X
4. 93
2. 91
5.77

1
2
3

yl
40.84
62.86
66. 06

43. 06
64.57
68.47

50

16.47

18. 71

—2.24

308. 01

271.11

349. 94

5.02

2,474.15

2,564.13

—89.98

138,577.38

134, 200.98

143,122.25

168.37

Totals

Xi

Xiyi
1,758.62
4,059.06
4,523.25

1,854.20
4,169.24
4,687.74

Number of it ems i n above sam ple, n = 50
Number of items in account, N = 16,000
Reported dollar value of the inventory = $800,000.
— 8 9 . 9 8 - 5 0 = $ 1 . 79 9 6 0 0
X = $800, 000 - . 16, 00 0 = $ 50. 00
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Exhibit 2
MEASURE OF INTERNAL CONTROL
Item Number
6

3

4

5

Inventory A
Reported sample values
Audited values
Differences
SE(i1) = 49.36

60
61
+1

70
75
5

80
80

90
94
4

100
101
1

Inventory B
Reported sample values
Audited values
Differences
SE(d) = .50

60
60
—

70
70
—

90
90
—

100
105
5

illustrate, look at the two small samples from two
different inventories with item values as indicated
in Exhibit 2. A few calculations will show that the
standard deviation of the audited item values for
both accounts are approximately equal and large.
Unfortunately, if we only look at the standard
deviation of audited item values, we cannot infer
anything about the degree of internal control surrounding the account. However, if we look at the
sample standard error of the average difference, we
see that it is $49.36 for inventory A and $30 for
inventory B. We can then infer from the differences
in the standard error of the average difference that
inventory B appears to have a better working system
of internal control than inventory A. Hence, when
difference estimation is used, the auditor also obtains objective sample evidence in the form of the
standard error of the average difference as to the
reliability of the client's internal control.
There are two minor shortcomings of the difference formula which should be noted. First, it is
assumed that the client's reported balance, X, is
known. In auditing, this is usually a safe assumption. Second, in order to compute the standard
error of the mean difference there has to be at least
one difference in the items sampled. Otherwise,
the standard error of the mean difference is zero,
and a confidence interval cannot be computed.
Since we cannot safely assume that the differences
are normally distributed, a sample should contain
at least 30 non -zero differences, d,'s, before the
difference formula is used. In audits of banks, savings and loan institutions, and public utilities where
there are sophisticated internal controls, the auditor
may not find any differences in small samples. In
these cases an auditor should either take a larger
sample or use the mean estimation formula As
previously noted, if there are no differences in the
population (account), then the difference formulas
cannot be used at all.

.7

A BASIS FOR STRATIFICATION

Although a general discussion of stratification is
beyond the scope of this article, the reader should
note that if a stratified sampling plan is used with
difference formulas, the variability of the stratified
estimate will be reduced significantly if items are
stratified according to the degree of internal conMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

8

9

10

200
201
1

600
660
60

900
920
20

2,000
2,000

3,000
3,500
500

200
200
—

600
600
—

900
900
—

2,000
2,002
2

3,000
3,000
—

trol. This conclusion is based on the assumption
that there is a high degree of correlation between
items that are under poor internal control and items
which have significant difference between the reported and the audited item value. Since the client
frequently segregates for control purposes the items
in his inventory based on the dollar value of the
items, it appears that the auditor can use these
control groups as his strata. With these strata an
auditor should obtain a reduced confidence interval
estimate since stratification is based on the characteristic being measured.
We can, therefore, argue for the use of difference
estimation on the grounds that (1) a smaller confidence interval is obtained (greater efficiency) , (2 )
an objective measure of the degree of internal control is obtained and (3) the anticipated differences
in items which can be related to the auditor's
evaluation of internal control is an efficient criterion
for stratification.
,,

80
81
1

7

—

2

—

1

"As With
difference
estimation,
ratio
estimation
has the same
objective. . ."

Ratio Estimation
As with difference estimation, ratio estimation
has the same objective —a confidence interval estimate of an account. Like difference estimation, ratio
estimation uses both the audited and reported values
of items selected by the auditor. Unlike difference
estimation, where there are as many differences as
there are items selected, the ratio point estimate
uses the aggregate of the audited item values and
reported values to compute one ratio estimate, A.
If there are no irregularities in the account, then the
ratio R equals one and the variance of this estimate
is zero. The reader should note that a sample estimate of R which is close to one does not necessarily
indicate strong in ernal control. The standard error
of the ratio SE
is the best indication of the
degree of internal control.
Like difference estimation, the confidence inerval is computed from the point estimate and the
standard error of the point estimate. The ratio point
estimate of the total inventory value is:s

(YR)

1R

=RX

where
^

R=

A

A

y,

E

xi

,_,
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"...the
sample should
always contain
at least 50
non -zero
differences."

From the data in Exhibit 1:

solution. The second answer is a statistical one.
It can be shown that the ratio estimate is a best
linear unbiased estimate if the relation between
yi and x, is a straight line through the origin and
the variance of y, about this line is proportional to
12
x

_ 2,474.15
R — 2,564.13 = •9649
A

Y. = .9649 ( 800,000) = 771,926

Use of Prior Information

The standard error of this estimate, SE(YR), is:
SE (Y.) = XSE(R)
where SE (R) _

t_t

;2

v

n

— 2R I x

y

^

E

+ R2
i =t

n(n — 1)

x;

1— n

N

X

From the data in Exhibit 1:
SE(YR) = 1,600.
Using the ratio formulas the auditor can estimate
the account balance- and a 95 percent confidence
interval. With the ratio formulas the auditor is 95
percent confident that the account balance is within
the interval: YR ± 1.96 SE(QR), or $771,926
3,140.
As would be expected, observations can be made
about the ratio formulas that correspond to observations about the difference formulas outlined
above. Specifically, the ratio estimate: (1) usually
results in a smaller confidence interval (greater
efficiency) than simple random sampling, (2) provides an objective measure of the degree of internal
control, and (3) can provide a good basis upon
which an account can be efficiently stratified. The
ratio formulas have the identical shortcomings of
the difference formulas, i.e., X should be known
and the problem of zero differences between the
audited and reported item values. Since for small
samples the sample estimate of the standard error
of the ratio is somewhat erratic, the sample should
always contain at least 50 non -zero differences.
For comparison the results of the three estimation
formulas and their standard errors are as follows:"

Simple
Difference
Ratio

Standard error
Estimate
of account balance of the estimate
$35,100
$791,728
820
771,206
1,600
771,926

Since the ratio and difference formulas give approximately the same confidence interval, one may
logically ask which is the best. There are two
possible auditing answers. First, it has been suggested that the auditor compute both the ratio
and difference estimate and use the one with the
smaller confidence interval. This solution really
avoids the question but may be the best practical
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The ratio and difference models presented above
are far superior in most cases to simple random
sampling which depends entirely upon the sample
data of the auditor, i.e., the value of items as determined by the auditor y;'s. Does it not seem odd to
ignore the client's reported item values x;'s and reported balance X? In both the ratio and difference
formulas, the client's reported total X and the reported item values, x,'s, are explicitly included. The
estimates, YD and YB , discussed above, can be
thought of as nothing more than the result of
adjustments to the a priori reported balance X,
which should be a good first approximation for the
auditor's estimate. Auditing theory supports the
argument that with internal control assumed to be
adequate, the client's figures are good first estimates
of the account balance.13
Conclusion
When ratio or difference formulas can be used,
the efficiency of an audit sampling plan is greatly
increased. These formulas also provide an objective
measure of internal control.
1

Ratio and difference estimation are but two approaches for
integrating available information into an estimation model. The
U.S. Bureau of the Census uses a model similar to ratio estimation
which efficiently incorporates additional available data into the
sample design. See U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, "T he Current Population Survey Reinterview Program,"
1963, Technical Paper No. 6 and "T he Current Population Survey, A Report on Methodology," Technical Paper No. 7.
2
See An Auditor's Approach to Statistical Sampling, AICPA,
N. Y., 1967.
3
One may logically ask why the formulas have not been used more
if they are so superior to the simple estimation formula. The answer lies partly in the fact that the formulas are computationally
awkward. With the advent of the computer and the pocket calculators this objection is now disappearing. See Sampling Aids for
Auditors (Computer Program Library Users Guide) General
Electric Corporation, 1969. For a review of other audit software
see: Donal d L. Adams and John F. Mullarkey, "A Survey of Audit
Software," The Journal of Accountancy, September 1972.
4
For other applications of ratio estimation see Herman Burstein,
"Ratio Estimate —A Useful Sampling Technique," New York Certified Public Accountant, November 1967.
s When estimating a characteristic about some pri mary variate y t ,
it pays to use an auxiliary variate xi which is highly correlated
wit h yt. The result is often a reduced confidence interval for the
estimate.
e Morris H. Hansen, William N. Hurwitz and William G. Madow,
Sample Survey Methods and Theory, Vo l . I, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., N. Y., 1953, pp. 457 -465.
3
Another recently developed sampling procedure developed by
Haskins & Sells can be used when there are no non -zero differences
in the sample. However, the theory of the H & S procedure has
not been published. See Rod Anderson and A. D. Teitlebaum's
"Dollar -Unit Sampl ing," CA (Canadian Chartered Accountant),
April 1973.
6
Herbert Arkin, Handbook of Sampling for Auditin and Accounting, McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc., N. 1., 1963, p. IA.
9
William G. Cochran Samp /in Techniques, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., N.Y., 1963, pp. J0 -33 and 163 -188.
10
Ibid., p. 30. This estimate of the account total is slightly biased
if the regression of y t on xi does not go through the origin, but
for samples larger than 50 the bias is negligible.
11
The reader should note that in most cases the auditor will
stratify his account to reduce the standard error. Consequently, the
comparison of these standard errors is somewhat unrealistic. However, even when stratification is used, the gains from ratio and
difference estimation compared with mean estimation are generally
quite
large.
12
Ibid., p. 166.
13
R. K. Mautz and Hussein Sharaf, The Philosophwf Auditing,
American Accounting Association, Iowa City, Iowa, 1961, p. 42.
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PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
IN ACCOUNTING RESEARCH
As accounting research moves more into problems and away
from techniques, researchers must become aware of available
alternatives and of implications of each problem situation.

By William S. Jensen
Professional accounting journals provide compelling
evidence of the increased interest in the multidisciplinary aspects of accounting and the various social
sciences. This trend may be explained, in large part,
by three major factors:
1. The perception in our society and, more importantly, in the accounting profession of increasingly severe and interdependent problems
2. The absence of any intellectual discoveries or
breakthroughs that have had a great impact upon
methodology in accounting research
3. The near exhaustion of any possibilities for enlightened research within a traditionally narrow
frame of reference
A careful study of the various areas for problem
classification should provide a general framework for
the accounting researcher. There appear to be two
major directions for all problems —either toward education or toward research. In both of these categories there are two sub - classifications — either the
problems are pure in nature (the motivation for
tackling them does not stem from the demands of
some outside agency) or they are goal oriented
(an applied problem area because there is a specific
need and that need is communicated to the researcher). In this article, an attempt will be made
to create a simplifying taxonomy for the complex
relationships which may occur in future accounting
research.
A Definitional Base
Research, in general, may be defined as a systematic method for testing the truth or validity
of propositions. It is a search for knowledge. There
can be little doubt that disciplinary technique is a
valuable ingredient in this process; but problem
identification and solutions are its ultimate goal.
Accounting research might be characterized as emMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

phasizing techniques rather than problem identification and solutions. If the accounting discipline
is to grow and mature it will be mandatory for it
to discard this constraining framework. Accountants
must look at problems more and techniques less.
Further, it is necessary that they realize that accounting is too narrow for many purposes; a broader
multidisciplinary conceptual base is required.
The concept of multidisciplinary effort has been
much touted and misunderstood by many. Although they are not necessary for the argument of
this article, the following definitions are included —
they are arbitrary but they may provide a common
ground for discussion and future development of
the topic:
MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH

Multidisciplinary research represents the combined research efforts of representatives from more
than one discipline on some problem. The different
disciplines may work in parallel fashion, or the output from one discipline may become inputs to
another. Multidisciplinary research may be quite
useful in solving a problem, yet the research may
require little change in the basic conceptual framework for single disciplinary research. An example
of this might be the combined efforts of psychology
and managerial accounting in the evaluation of the
budgeting decision process for the business firm.

W. S. JENSEN
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of Accounting and
Chairman of the Dept.
of Bus. Admin. at
Lewis & Clark College.
Professor Jensen holds
a B.A. degree from the
University of
Washington, an M.S.
degree from Columbia
University, a J.D.
degree from the
University of
California, and is
currently a Ph.D.
degree Candidate at
Oregon State
University.

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH

Interdisciplinary research is a special subset to
multidisciplinary research. It is research which results in the development, and possibly the testing,
of hypotheses which cannot be deduced from the
theoretical framework of a single discipline. Interdisciplinary research is comparatively rare at
present. When successful on a sustained basis, a
new discipline— biochemistry, for example, will
emerge.'
Ernery N. Castle, Priorities in Agricultural Economics, Oregon
Agricultural Experiment Station, Corvallis, 1970, p. 9.
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"One
technique

...

Exhibit 1
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION IN A SINGLE
DISCIPLINE FRAMEWORK

is the use of
the Venn
diagram."

NOTES:
Circle A

represents real world phenomena.

Circle B

represents demands for explanation s an d so lu tion s.

Circle C

represents real world phenomena that is exp lain ed
by the researcher's discipline.

Area I

represents real world phenomena wh ich can be exp lain ed
by the existing state of the art.

Area 11

is outside the present domain of the accou nting d isciplin e
and requires pure rather than applied research .

Area II I

is within the present dom ain of the acco u ntin g disciplin e
and dem ands can be met through edu cation .

Area IV

represents phenom ena which are incon sisten t with demand s
for explanations and with the research ers discip line.

Single Discipline Approach
In both multidisciplinary research and interdisciplinary research the relations and problems which
must be dealt with are highly complex and there
are numerous ways which might be used to analyze
them. One technique which is both simple and
effective for systematically treating problem identification is the use of the Venn diagram .2 Using
Exhibit 1, let us initially pursue the analysis of
problem identification in a simplistic manner by
considering a single discipline.
DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS

Circle A represents the set of real world phenomena perceived by the researcher in terms of his disciplinary (accounting) knowledge. Circle B represents the existing demands of clients and society for
explanations of and solutions to those phenomena.
Circle C represents that part of real world phenomena explained by the researcher's discipline.
ISOLATION OF PROBLEM AREAS

Area I represents no problem, social or intellectual. That part of the real world phenomena
which requires explanation and /or solution can be
satisfied by the existing state of the art. For example, there is a desire on the part of business
firms to handle flows of raw financial data. This
50

is accomplished in a satisfactory manner with the
double entry bookkeeping system of the accounting
discipline.
Area I1 represents societal demands which fall
outside the present domain of the accounting discipline. There is no need on the part of the researcher to explain or solve the demands, but there
is an intellectual problem for the researcher who
is interested in expanding his discipline so as to
satisfy those demands. It is an area concerned with
pure rather than applied research. In this case, there
is an increasing demand for the valuation of human
resources. Given the existing constraints imposed
upon the financial accounting model, there has
been a limited concern about such a valuation concept. Pure research which will expand the existing
model would characterize Area II.
Area III represents a more difficult but not an intellectual problem. It is a problem of education not
pure research. Current demands coincide with what
the discipline has accomplished, and the researcher
can explain the observable phenomena in terms of
his discipline. An example would be the need for a
standard cost system that can be satisfied by the
existing state of the arts. It is, thus, an educational,
not a research process.
Area IV represents phenomena which are inconsistent with both the accounting discipline and the
demands of society. The problems which are classified in this category may represent to the researcher either a specific need, an intellectual problem, or a combination of both. For example, the
accounting discipline has traditionally concerned itself with the economic attributes of a firm, and currently, there is also a substantial trend of interest
in the measurement of non - economic factors within
the total information system.
Two Discipline Approach
The second stage for a problem classification system is accomplished by superimposing two additional sets so as to represent a second discipline.3
The definitions of these two added parameters are:
Circle D which represents the set of phenomena
perceived by a researcher in terms of the disciplinary knowledge of a discipline other than accounting, and Circle E which represents that part
of the observed real world phenomena explained by
this added discipline.
Exhibit 2 indicates the added complexities for
problem identification which are created by multidisciplinary situations. In our examples we will incorporate the discipline of psychology,{ and it is
a Ve n n o r s et d ia g r a m s w e r e in v e n t e d b y m a t h e m a t ic ia n J o h n V e n n
in o r d e r to aid in th e u n d er st an d in g of th e alge b r a of sets.
s Th is ap p r o ac h is n e it h e r n ew n o r u n iq u e to th is wr it e r . Se e, fo r
ex a m p le : Alb ert N . H a lt e r , " T h e Id e n t if ica tio n of Pro b le m s in
Agr ic u lt u r al Eco n o m ics R e s e a r c h , " Jo u rn a l of Fa rm Ec o n o m ic s,
Vo l. 42, No . 5, De c e m b e r 1960. I a m in d e b ted to D r . Em e r y
Cas tle of Or e g o n S t a t e Un ive rsity fo r his o rig in al wo rk with th e
subJ'ect of Pr o b le m Id e n tific atio n a n d h a ve o u trag eo u sly u su rp e d ,
with p erm issio n , la rg e am o u n t s of m a te r ia l in co rp o ra te d in his
ag ricu lt u r al eco n o m ics rese arch m eth o d o lo gy co u rse. An y er ro rs
arisin g fro m m o d ificatio n an d an a ly s is with resp ect to th e ac co u n t in " d iscip lin e m u st, of necessity, be m y fu ll resp o n sib ility .
Th e read ers m igh t fin d it re w a rd in g to d ev elo p ex a m p les co n cu r r e n t with th e ir pro fessio n al re a d in g . A n o t e wo r t h y e x am p le fo r
ac co u n tin g an d th e b eh a vio ral sciences is Ed w in Ca p la n ' s M a n a g e me n t Acco u n t i n g an d Beh avi ora l S ci e n ce, Ad d iso n & Wesley Pu b lis h in g C o ., M e n lo P a rk , C a lif . , 1971.
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multidisciplinary educational effort. In this example,
total performance measurement for the firm should
include the informal, non - quantitative measures as
well as formalized, highly - quantified measures of
performance. A joint educational effort could make
significant contributions in systems installation.
Areas XI and XII represent problem sectors
similar to that of Area IV in Exhibit 1. Single disciplinary research would appear to be in order. The
researchers would be concerned with different probExhibit 2
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION IN A TWO
DISCIPLINE FRAMEWORK
n

NOTES:
represents demands for explanations and solutions

Circle C

represents real world phenomena that is explained
by the researcher's discipline.

Circle D

represents real world phenomena perceived by a researcher
other than the accountant.

Circle E

represents part of the real world phenomena explained by
the added discipline.

Area I

indicates that the two disciplines, jointly or individually,
can satisfy demands for explanations.

Area I I

represents a challenge for the accountant but not for
the other researcher.

Area 111

includes problems which are solved for the accountant
but present a challenge to the other researcher.

Area IV

represents a specific need that is not satisfied by either
discipline.

Area V

is within the present domain of the other researcher's
discipline and demands can be met through education.

Area VI

is within the domain of the accounting discipline and
demands can be met through education.

Area VI I

indicates that research is required by both disciplines
and may be accomplished by single or multidisciplinary effort.

Areas VI I
IX

represent an interesting departure from Areas V
VI
with a potential for joint educational exercise.

Area X

indicates a clear cut potential for multidisciplinary
educational effort.

Areas XI
XI I

are areas for single disciplinary research. Problems,
even if similar would be perceived and formulated
differently by each discipline.

&

represents real world phenomena.

Circle B

&

Circle A

&

hoped that this will lend credence to the argument.
However, it should be noted that the emerging taxonomy can be applied to any two or more disciplines. In this case the emerging problem areas
are identified as follows:
Area I represents no problem to the researchers.
The two disciplines, jointly or individually, can satisfy the demands for an explanation. For example,
individual or group behavior initiated by the budgeting process may be explained by accountants and
psychologists either jointly or individually.
Areas II and III are similar to Area I in Exhibit
I in that they represent appropriate areas for single
disciplinary work. For the accountant, Area II represents a challenge while for Area III the problems
are solved. For the non - accounting researcher, the
converse is true. In this case, the accounting discipline can provide the solution for processing voluminous data flows, whereas psychology, on the
other hand, has developed the concept of motivation theory—an understanding of the needs, drives,
and goals which are the major determinants of behavior.
Area IV represents an intellectual challenge
where there is the possibility for multidisciplinary
"pure" research. There is a specific need which is
not satisfied by either discipline at the time. An example of this would be the behavioral impact resulting from a change of the information system
for a given organizational structure which is a necessary input for the evaluation of total system performance. The joint efforts of psychologists and accountants may provide a quantitative measurement
standard.
Areas V and VI represent problem circumstances
similar to those of Area III in Exhibit I. It con cems a difficult but not an intellectual problem
and the solution lies within the educational process.
In this example, the accountant has his standard
cost system and the psychologist has the capacity
to evaluate potential skill levels for managers —
should the need arise.
Area VII represents a problem area which calls
for research by both disciplines, although the research may be accomplished by either a single or
multidisciplinary effort. There is an intellectual
problem for either or both disciplines. The field
known as cybernetics exemplifies this area since the
development of communication and control models
is a research subject for either or both accounting
and psychology.
Areas VIII and IX represent an interesting departure from Areas V and VI in that the perceptions
of the researchers may be quite different. There is
no intellectual problem as such but the educational
effort has the potential for a joint educational exercise. Research to provide a generalized educational
base would appear appropriate. For example, management training concepts are known to benefit
from broadly based inputs of organizational theory
and quantitative methods. Optimal mixes are, therefore, the result of joint educational efforts by several
disciplines e.g., psychology and accounting.
Area X represents a clear cut potential for a
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"... research-

ers must
become aware
c►f available
alternatives."

lems and, even where the problems might be similar
they would be perceived and formulated differently.
An example would be the measurement of financial
flows which is an endeavor unique to the accounting
discipline. It is further conceded that the behavioral
aberrations resulting from modem assembly line
methods are an exclusive interest of the discipline
of psychology.
Conclusion
An efficient research effort requires some classification technique for the multitude of problems
facing the researcher. One possible approach to classification is the use of Venn diagrams. The major
contribution of this approach is that it provides a
framework for veiwing problems within a multidisciplinary context. The application of these diagrams

permits a few general conclusions: First, the num
ber of multidisciplinary options available to the researcher may be more limited than imagined. Second, given an identifiable problem, it is possible to
speak in specific terms of the need for single, multidisciplinary, and interdisciplinary research and education. Third, although there may be a myriad of
complex problem situations facing the researcher,
there may be more than one course of action
(single or multidisciplinary) for their solution. Finally, the optimum combination of disciplines for
a research effort may not be the optimum combination for an education effort. As accounting research
moves more into problems and away from technique, researchers must become aware of available
alternatives and of the implications of each problem
situation.
❑

LETTERS
Continued from page 7
One assumption which is made is critical; that a taxpayer is
value. The almost immediate result of my request was 123
suggestions ranging from $800 to $5,000 in savings. However, in the 48 percent tax bracket. By relaxing that assumption, the
I did not fully appreciate what I had done until much later. result changes. In our case, the taxpayer has a history of a cycle
We eventually accomplished 105 of these suggestions having of one year of profit followed by two years of losses. The result
on- going annual savings of slightly over $125,000 at an out of changes but the methodology doesn't.
pocket cost of $38,000. But the real story is in how we did it
It was a very good article and I encourage future articles writand the ultimate effect on many of the employees.
ten in that manner.
Many of the suggestions would not stand on their own merits if acted upon singly, but we realized that they were imporRoy A. Pentilla
tant to the workers who suggested them. We overcame the
Lansing- Jackson Chapter
standard objection, i.e., "don't spend a dollar to save a dime," Lansing, Mich.
in several ways. For example, some of the projects were accomplished by buying the needed material and letting the worker
effect his cost reduction while he was on the job or on standby. Everyone Talks About the Weather
Other projects were assigned to the maintenance crew to be
Will Rogers once said, "Everyone talks about the weather
combined with maintenance or repair projects. Still other projbut
no one does anything about it." Today, everyone talks
ects we.it to the sanitary and cleanup crews since they pertained
about
rising hospital costs but someone is doing something
to sanitary pipes, valves, fittings, etc. Some of these small projabout
it.
ects we :-e also combined with larger projects.
Mr. Isaac S. Smalls' timely article, "Hospital Cost Controls,"
The effect on employee morale was the real eve opener to
March
1973, points out some of the things that can and should
me. They not only participated in our cost reduction effort, but
be
done.
He refers to the use of the flexible budget but the exin seeing some of their pet peeves eliminated, they were recepplanation
and the example he gives would indicate that the
tive to further cost reduction programs. In my opinion, the inbudget
was
static and had not been adjusted to reflect changes
crease in employee morale doubled the effect of the tangible
in: occupancy, rendition of ancillary and outpatient services, resavings.
S. Ralph Brincklow vised procedures, or other significant occurrences that affect cost.
Past President In my opinion, if the budget is not adjusted to reflect signifiFlorida West Central Chapter cant changes it ceases to be a useful management tool. It fails
to measure actual cost against output and is therefore only a reLake NyVales, Fla.
cording of historical happenings. In addition, the inclusion of
fixed cost ( taxes, insurance, interest and depreciation) assigns
responsibility for cost control to the department head who has
Result Changes but not Methodology
little or no control over such costs.
The article "Selecting a Useful Life for the Investment
James F. Steiger, CPA
Credit," by Allen Ford, April 1973, was very helpful, and I
Baltimore Chapter
have used it in discussing the proper life for depreciable perWoodbine, Md.
sonal property.
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Books

FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

A SURVEY OF BASIC ACCOUNTING

HUMAN RESOURCES AS THE WEALTH OF NATIONS

R. F. Salmonson, Roger H. Hermanson and
James Don Edwards

Frederick H. Harbison

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632, 1959,176 pp.,
clothbound, $7.95.
The author provides a program flexible enough to meet the
challenge of change, vital enough to stimulate creative output,
and comprehensive enough for self - development regardless of
age, position, or kind of work.

Oxford University Press, 200 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd., Homewood, Ill. 60430, 10016, 1973, 173 pp., paperbound, $2.50, clothbound, $6.50.
1973,411 pp., clothbound, $12.00.
This volume presents an approach to national development
This book is designed for use primarily by those who wish to based upon the concept that human resources are the ultimate
obtain a basic understanding of the accountant's approach to basis of the wealth of nations.
measuring and reporting upon economic activity, resources, and
obligations of a business and how this information might be
useful in decision making. No prior knowledge of accounting THE MANAGEMENT OF TIME
on the part of the reader is assumed.
James T. McCay

Eleventh Edition
C. Rollin Niswonger and Philip E. Fess
South - Western Publishing Co., 5101 Madison Rd., Cincinnati,
Ohio 45227, 1973, 868pp., clothbound, $10.95.
This edition includes some rearrangement to improve the sequential order of subject matter. More use has been made of
diagrams, charts, etc. There is a discussion of the increasing need
for the measurement of social costs and benefits, and a new
chapter has been added on responsibility accounting.
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING
An Organizational Approach
Third Edition
Norton M. Bedford, Kenneth W. Perry and Arthur R. Wyatt
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.
10016, 1973, 948 pp., clothbound, $14.95.
This revised edition reflects the expanding concepts and scope
of application of advanced accounting in such areas as accrual
accounting, more complex methodology, and narrowing of
alternative principles.

MANAGING AND ACCOUNTING FOR
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
J. E. Cooke and D. H. Drury
The Society of Industrial Accountants of Canada 154 Main St.
E., Hamilton, Ont., Canada, 1972, 234 pp., clothbound, Members $6.75,Non - members $8.75.
This study presents a picture of current practice among Canadian firms in the planning and control of data processing. It
presents a possible accounting system for data processing control and shows how firms can measure the overall effectiveness
and profitability of their data processing activities.
MANAGER'S GUIDE TO MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Robert V. Head

THE UNIFORM CODED CHART OF ACCOUNTS
A Coding Dictionary
Alton fee Jr., C.P.A.
Quintus Cyntania, P. O. Box 1634, Newport Beach, Calif.
92663, 1967,269 pp., clothbound, $22.50.
A coding system designed to be used in coding the chart of
accounts of any organization, it provides a complete listing of
all possible account titles and uniform coding thereto.

Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632,1972,176 pp.,
clothbound, $12.00.
This book is dedicated to exploring the question of more
sophisticated applications of computers to the management of
an organization. Its purpose is to delineate, in non - technical
language, the concepts and principles that have begun to
coalesce under the general designation of Management Information Systems.

ACCOUNTING, LEGAL AND TAX ASPECTS
OF CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS

INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT

Joseph R. Guardino
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1973, 320 pp., clothbound, $19.95.

Produced by Informatics, Inc.
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632, 1972, 122 pp.,
clothbound, $7.95.

The author incorporates and reviews the tax, legal and accounting aspects of each type of reorganization, especially with
respect to Section 368 of the Internal Revenue Code. He includes checklists, tax planning suggestions, charts, forms, and
numerous illustrations.

The fifth of an annual series of proceedings of symposiums
jointly sponsored by Informatics, Inc. and UCLA. It offers the
written versions of 12 speeches providing opinions on the current status of management information systems and predictions
as to the future.
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Fred Gruenberger, Editor
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TAX SHELTERS AND TAX -FREE INCOME
FOR (EVERYONE
First Edition
William C. Drollinger
Epic Publications, Inc., 931 South State St., Ann Arbor, Mich.
48104, 1972, 338 pp., clothbound, $11.95.
Provides descriptions of the various industries involved, detailed examples of specific programs, and the benefits, risks, and
tax aspects of these programs. Part of the book is devoted to
the fundamentals for understanding tax shelters.

ADVERTISING COST CONTROL HANDBOOK
Ovid Riso
Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 450 W. 33 St., New York, N.Y.
10001, 1973, 387 pp., clothbound, $17.95.
This book analyzes advertising practices which result in high
costs and shows how to control or reduce them. It stresses the
need for evaluation and efficiency as cost control factors, over
and above budgets. It is based on the practical experience of
contributors.

EDP PROJECT MANAGEMENT CONTROLS
ESTATE PLANNING DESK BOOK
Third Edition
William J. Casey
Institute for Business Planning, Inc., Two New York Plaza,
New York, N.Y. 10004, 1972, 365 pp., clothbound, $25.00.
A useful reference source for those who are involved in planning, administering and accounting for an estate.

M. D. Wadsworth
Prentice -Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 07632, 1972, 228
pp., clothbound, $19.95.
This book presents a master plan for controlling EDP projects
to ensure that they are implimented on time, within costs and
in a profitable manner. It illustrates the controls that would be
prepared at each step of the project study, evaluation, implimentation and operation.

MIS: MANAGEMENT DIMENSIONS
REAL ESTATE FINANCIAL REPORTING
ULI -the Urban Land Institute, 1200 18th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, 1972, 40 pp., paperbound, Members $10.00,
Nonmembers $12.50.
This publication provides a reference work rather than a directive or manual in the real estate industry. Its objective is to encourage general acceptance of recommended terms, definitions,
and reporting practices which will bring about uniformity of
reporting among real estate companies.

Raymond J. Coleman and M. J. Riley
Holden -Day, Inc., 500 Sansome St., San Francisco, Calif. 94111,
1973, 703 pp., paperbound, $9.95.
In this book the authors focus on informational needs and the
design of management information systems to meet them
rather than on how to do it techniques in computer science.
It contains a collection of readings of recent contributions to
the field of MIS.

INPUT - OUTPUT TECHNIQUES
A STUDENT'S GUIDE TO FLOW CHARTING
Thomas F. McInerney and Andre J. Vallee
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632, 1973, 136 pp.,
clothbound $9.95, paperbound, $6.50.
This book gives a self instruction course in flowcharting for
computers by starting with a simple problem and expanding it
chapter by chapter. For convenience a quick review of computer
fundamentals is also included.

DESIGN OF SEQUENTIAL FILE SYSTEMS
Thomas R. Gildersleeve
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.
10016, 1971, 47 pp., paperbound, $4.95.
This publication is part of the Wiley Communigraph Series on
Businesa Data Processing. The objective of the Series is a succession of publications providing succinct treatment of specialized subjects to enable readers to gain an understanding of the
subject with a modest investment of time. Covered here is the
design of files and strategies for sequential storage media.
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A. Brody and A. P. Carter, Editors
American Elsevier Publishing Co. Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10017, 1972, 600 pp., clothbound, $38.50.
A compilation of the papers presented at the fifth International
Conference on Input- Output Techniques in Geneva in January
1971. The latest developments stress the extension of structural analysis to social and environmental areas including demography, occupational transitions, social climate, urban problems and pollution.

THIRTY -THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF
STOCKHOLDERS ACTIVITIES AT
CORPORATION MEETINGS DURING 1972
Lewis D. and John J. Gilbert
Corporate Democracy, Inc., 1165 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
10028, 1973, 274 pp., paperbound, $5.00.
An annual review of corporate practices discussed at stockholder meetings, it covers such matters as pensions, options
and executive compensation, cumulative voting, pre - emptive
rights, conduct of meetings, and auditing.
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We've been told by experts
in the field — people just
like you —that these booklets contain some of the
most helpful and factual in4y
formation they have read.
Not generalities, but specific
profit pointers that can be of help to you...
and your firm.
Perhaps that's because the booklets are
based on practical experience gained from
working with all types and sizes of businesses for nearly 25 years. ADP is the
nation's largest processor of payrolls, accounts receivable, accounts payable, general ledger /financial reports. We service

more then 20,000 clients, and
., we're listed on the New York
Stock Exchange.
We can P rovide you and Your
company with all the benefits
our other customers enjoy.
Savings in time and overhead.
Increased efficiency, speed and accuracy. Instant cash flow and working capital reports.
Plus meaningful management information
to help you control your business better.
Details on how we do it are contained in
the booklets. And any or all of them are
yours FREE. Just clip and fill in the coupon
below and mail it to the address shown.
There's absolutely no obligation.
.ti

t

Gentlemen:
I certainly want to know more. Please send me
the free booklets checked below explaining how
you could process some, or all, of our bookkeeping
chores.
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
General Ledger /Financial Reports
Payroll Preparation
Please have an ADP representative call for
an appointment.

Name
Title
Firm
Address

❑

❑

❑

❑

.

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
Dept. M-4,405 Route 3
Clifton, New Jersey 07015
(201) 472 -2222

.

❑

City
State

Zip Code

I
.

.Automatic Data Processing

CLIP
AN D M AI L
HIS COOK
FR E E B OO K L

Be in Detroit when ifs really exciting...
NAAs Annual International Conference,
June 23 -26.
This year's Annual International Conference is
off the drawing board and into production.
Detroit '74 offers more exciting options than
ever before. Dine on an island ... visit the
Henry Ford Museum ... a great technical
program ... a shopping tour in Canada ...
plus an exciting contest with many chances to
win. W e'll tell you more about these and all the
other reasons to reserve June 23 -26, 1974 for

DCTROIT
(D

17

M

National Association of Accountants

LEAP -AN UPDATE
Now four years old, the Local Education Activities Program permits
members to attend quality courses and seminars in their own hometown.
The need for professional updating to remain cur- The results were "very encouraging," according to
rent with the state of the art is a problem which Delmer M. Furrow, director of professional develchallenges every professional or technical manager. opment. He called the course, attended by 17 memWhatever the field, the professional finds it requires bers, ideal for "honing up on management accounta kind of self - discipline to keep up with his disci- ing skills." A number of chapter members have
pline.
asked for future courses, he added.
NAA, whose major purpose is education, has
Response to the same course in another area
concentrated much of its resources in this area. brought this comment: "NAA should broaden the
Nationally, it conducts a series of programs in major publicity for this course. Corporations are not
cities as part of the Continuing Education Program. aware of the benefit that would be derived by perIt has also given much thought and consideration mitting a large selection of personnel to attend."
to the members who find it —for one reason or
There are many problems encountered by chapanother —too much of an inconvenience to travel ters in planning and conducting a LEAP course or
to one of the locations of the CEP program.
seminar. This is not unusual because, in most cases,
One solution was to develop and design educa- chapter officers and directors have had little experitional materials for chapter use in holding pro- ence in planning professional development meetfessional development meetings at the local level. ings of this type. The NAA educational staff gives
This program is named the Local Education Activi- detailed guidelines for the planning and conduct
ties Program (LEAP). It consists of workbooks, of such programs to ensure the professional quality
readings and problems for use in both courses and of the product. Planning guidelines, for example,
seminars. Introduced in 1969, the program was have to be followed rigorously or the program will
greeted enthusiastically by chapter officers, directors suffer and it will be that much more difficult to
and members.
attract members to future programs.
Since its inception the LEAP programs have been
Many things can go wrong. One chapter neglectheld by many chapters in the U.S. and by a number ed to make a telephone follow -up of initial publicity
in South America. With the addition of three new on the program and registrations severely lagged,
courses and five new seminars in recent months, a forcing the cancellation of the program. Meeting
total of 12 LEAP courses and 9 seminars are now facilities can be too cramped or too noisy, arrangeavailable.
ments for parking may not have been made, or
Most chapters have achieved success with the reading material sometimes does not reach regisprogram but it requires diligent planning and hard trants in time for adequate preparation for the
work. The Texas Council has been an enthusiastic program.
booster of the LEAP program since its creation. At
Probably the most important ingredient of a
a recent one -day course, "Effective Inventory Man- successful LEAP program is a professional instrucagement," 20 NAA members and seven nonmem- tor. Other things, such as facilities, meals, audio
bers attended, according to Ellen B. Coulam, past visual equipment, are still essential but are less
president of Dallas Chapter. Dr. Germain B. Boer, important than the instructor. As a rule, instructors
current NAA director, was the instructor.
in the LEAP programs — usually drawn from neighMrs. Coulam said that the registrants thought boring universities or colleges —have been outthe instruction was very good and most believed standing.
they had obtained quite a bit from the course. One
When a program is well planned and conducted,
person had never attended a LEAP course before it can be very rewarding. After one member attended
and she was very impressed. The course drew a "Data Processing —Basic Computer Concepts and
number of people from outside the Dallas area.
Techniques," he remarked, "During the past five
Comments of members from other chapters con- years, I have planned to go to night school to pick
firm the popularity of this course. One member up this necessary information but never bothered.
noted, "I think that classes of this nature should be I appreciate the fact that NAA made this course
held on a weekly basis or semi - weekly." Another available to me. I feel the material and explanation
said, "I was pleasantly surprised to find I have been of this material will help me in my every day conusing some of the techniques of 'scientific' inven- nection with data processing."
tory control without really knowing they were a
Every chapter has in its files a 24 -page catalog
part of a scientific system. I felt I had been using describing the courses and seminars available in the
strictly a 'seat -of- the - pants' system."
Local Education Activities Program. If you're inI.n September, Portland - Willamette Chapter terested, let your vice president for education or
scheduled its first LEAP course, on "Basic Concepts your director of professional development know so
and Techniques for Management Accounting," that he can start planning now.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION

National Association of Accountants

To register for any Course listed.fill,out and return the
registration form together with your check to:

■

National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

�

Att: CEP Registrar (212) 759 -3444 Ext. 261

-

-
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Ti t l e

me
Division, Plant or Office

Company
i t

Street Address

Ci ty

State

Zip Code
� )

Firm's Prircipal Product or Service

1�

Business Phone No
�

NAA Member (C hapter)

11

(Ac count No.)

Please register me for the following Courses:
Print or tyre com plet e name
of each Course

2.

Dates

Continuing
Program
Education

•Developing�and�Using�Standard�Costs�(Mon.�/Tue.)

The fee fir NAA Courses inc ludes daily lunc heons ,
refreshments , c omprehensive workbooks
and tec hnic al materials.
-

P

Feb. 11 -15 /Sheraton Biltmore Hotel

Fees 2 Day Courses $200 3 Day Courses $300

-

E

Location

Fee

$

-

•Accounting�for�Foreign�Operations�(Mon.�/Tue.)
•Management�Accounting�for�Hospitals�(Mon.�/Tue.)
•Management�Accounting�for�Insurance
Companies (Mon. /Tue.)
•�Fundamentals�of�Management�Information
Systems Design (Mon. /Tue.)
•�Data�Processing�—�Concepts�&�Information
Systems Design (Mon. /Tue./Wed.)
•�Flexible�Budgeting�&�Performance
Reporting (Wed. /Thu. /Fri.)
•Direct�Costing�&�Contribution�Accounting
(Thu. /Fri.)
•�Economic�Evaluation�of�Capital�Expenditures
(Thu. /Fri.)
•�Planning,�Programming,�Budgeting�for�Local
Governments & Nonprofit Institutions (Thu. /Fri.)
•�Marketing�Fundamentals�for�the�Management
Accountant (Thu. /Fri.)

THE COURSE OF MIGHTY MANAGEMENTS HANGS IN
THE BALANCE WHEN ABSORPTION MAN AND DIRECT
NW N DUEL OVER POLICY: AN ACCOUNTING FABLE
(TONGUE- IN- CHEEK)FOR ALL THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN

THROUGH THE BATTLE, RED INK, BRUISED EGOS AND ALL.

By David Morgen
"policy-

choosing" meeting of a large
The annual
manufacturing firm was about to begin in the
corporation's new boardroom, which featured two
very large picture windows, when a Gaped man with
a big green "A" on his chest burst through one of
the windows, spewing glass all over the shag carpet.
He flew straight up to the officer in charge of
internal management reporting and announced, "I,
Absorption Man, am here to help reinstate your
policy of absorption costing as you have always
followed in the past." He winked at the executive's
secretary, Lois Undercostermarket, and continued,
"As we well know, absorption costing is the super
way to costl Now, any questions ?"
As if in answer, another big crash was heard as
another caped mighty man with a big green "D"
on his chest burst through the other picture window.
He flew straight up to the executive and announced,
"I, Direct Man, am here to help you adopt direct
costing instead." He winked at Lois, "As we all
know, direct costing is the superior way to cost.
Now, any questions ?"
While the committee members stood in dumb foundment at the appearance of these apparitions,
Direct Man spoke, "As is well known, my strongest
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

feature is how well I can point out the specific
relationship between the actual volume of products
manufactured and the actual profits received as a
result of this volume. This is a most important segment of management knowledge that you should
be involved with. In order to improve upon budgeting or pricing, for example, you must be able to
differentiate between fixed costs and variable costs
very clearly. You must have these 'separate entities'
broken down for purposes of analysis, as opposed
to absorption costing which lumps —"
"Now hold it right there!" interrupted Absorption Man. "How dare you separate costs into
'separate entities'? Entities, schmentitiesl That's
the trouble with you, Direct Man. You split up
manufacturing concerns into separate little pieces.
But that's very dangerous because it encourages part
of management to lose sight of the entirety of the
firm. That's what I, Absorption Man, stand for —
'entirety'l The most important purpose of a firm is
to sell its products —and costs are costsl No one
cost has priority. By your method, management can
tend to become very 'marginal income - minded,' by
concentrating on variable costs and thus undermine
DAVID MORGEN is an accounting student at York
University in Toronto, Canada. He has received a
B.A. degree in psychology from York.
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"...

Direct
costing is
easier for
[managers] to
understand . . . "

the great importance of fixed costs, which it would
not normally have done when it was 'cost-of- goodssold- minded.' Managers will lose the entirety of the
firm's purpose, which is to make high profits and
maintain low costs —all costs!"
Direct Man countered, "Oh, Absorption Man—
you know that's a weak point. You make it sound
like firm executives could be very easily confused by
separation of variable and fixed costs. But we both
know that it wouldn't be that way."
"Wouldn't it ?" Absorption Man exclaimed. "I'm
not so sure. When management becomes involved
with marginal income theories, trying to figure out
exactly who is responsible for the contribution of
what, then it may start to judge foremen, for example, on how well they were controlling variable
costs and neglect their responsibility for control of
fixed costs."
"Might not a foreman," continued Absorption
Man, "be tempted to care less about how much
heat or light he is expending because he knows that
management will promote and merit him concerning how he controls variable costs —not heat and
light costs which are supposedly out of his control.
But these costs are only semi -fixed, and he does have
some control, but since emphasis concerning his job
will be placed on the marginal income, then he will
lose the concept of the business as a whole making
money —not just his invariable section of it."
Mixing'Schmapples and Shmoranges'
"As you know," sneered Direct Man, "foremen
are held accountable for traceable direct costs." He
went on from that point. "I still think you are
underestimating management ability. But if you
are so concerned about facilitating the managers'
work, then allow me to point out that direct costing
is easier for them to understand and hence saves
valuable executive time in trying to separate various
costs. It's a simpler and more precise system. You
have a group of product costs: material, labor and
variable overhead. And you have a group of period

so

costs: fixed overhead. These period costs should be
incurred as expenses for the year. They are based on
time —not on volume of sales or production. I still
say it doesn't make sense to lump them all together.
It's like mixing apples and oranges."
"Apples and oranges! Schmapples and shmoranges!" replied Absorption Man. His cape rippled
as he spoke. He was beginning to dislike Direct
Man.
Direct Man made another point. "And as far as
your argument that separating fixed costs from
variable costs could be harmful to management in
the sense that holding individuals responsible for
particular variable costs would lead to a loss of
'entirety,' I wholeheartedly disagree, Absorption
Man. Allocating costs to the responsibilities of certain individuals can be very powerful as a controlling
mechanism. What more accurate way is there to
budget? I also think it's a great way to promote
members of the organization. Your minor problems
concerning semi -fixed or semi - variable costs could be
ironed out." And with that, Direct Man again
winked at Lois.
It occurred to Absorption Man for the first time
that he might lose face in front of Lois, as well as
this argument, if he didn't act fast.
He tried a new approach. "But, Direct Man, you
continue to be theoretical. Let's look at the practical
side of things, shall we? You are always speaking
from the assumption that fixed costs and variable
costs change very much from time to time, and
that with me, the firm constantly over- absorbs in one
month and under - absorbs in another. But face facts,
Direct Man! That only applies to those firms that
run at varying capacities. But many, many firms run
at 90 -100 percent full capacity, and so I am never a
problem. The fact remains that I have worked with
excellent results for generations of firms. So there!"
Absorption Man was getting his confidence back.
He winked at Lois and continued. "And another
practical advantage of me: whom are you going to
compare your company reports with, Direct Man,
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if at this time practically everyone else is using me
instead of you? Even if you wanted to compare
your results with your owls results of prior periods,
what would you do— revise all the earlier books of
your company over again your way? And," Absorption Man added with a smug face, "What about all
the tax problems you'll run into with all your newfangled ideas ?"
Direct Man answered, "A mere trifle, Absorption
Man —a mere trifle. But how can you speak of
practicality? Do you have any idea how long and
tedious it is to retrace absorbed costs to pinpoint
for management the exact reasons why the P. & L.
statement was below budget? Remember, accounting services alone can add up to a big overhead."
Absorption Man wasn't going to take this lying
down. "Well," he said, "It looks like I'll have to
get picky. You're too sure of yourself, Direct Man,
in concluding how much simpler you are. I still
maintain —and this may sound somewhat extreme —
that no one cost is 100 percent fixed. It's not, as
you say, 'a minor problem concerning semi -fixed
costs!' When you assume a number of fixed costs,
you risk sizeable distortion of the complete cost
picture."
Once -in -a -Blue -Moon vs. Now
Direct Man was quick to counter. "All right,
Absorption Man, you may have an occasional good
point about you over a long -term basis. Perhapsl
But management doesn't meet only once in a blue
moon to see how things look; it wants to know
results and effects now, now, now! And for now,
I can give you the clearest possible picture of just
where management stands! Your picture is too
vague, Absorption Man. Only I can expose all the
elements that go into making a 'cost' decision. You
claim that because I'm too specific, I make too
many assumptions about costs that may or may not
come true. But one must be reasonable! You'll
never get it perfect, and it's better to try and separate costs for a specific analysis than to try and
study a messy, confusing and all- overlapping report
that you try to hand them, Absorption Man. You
might be nice for decorating management's wall but
not much good for any specific decision. Face it,
Absorption Man, you're so vague one can barely
make out the sheet of paper you give them, let
alone the reported elements you write on it." Direct
Man winked at Lois.
Absorption Man was beginning to lose his temper. "I hope you realize," he began, "the problem
that you would be placing in the hands of seasonal
firms. If a motorboat manufacturer, for example,
does 90 percent of its sales in June, July and
August then you would report the winter as a big
loss and the summer as a big gain. You don't
honestly believe that your figures in this case
would be able to assist them at all, do you? And if
you refuse to consider the minority of cases, Direct
Man, then consider this — something which affects
all firms, not just a majority: insurance! If a flood
or fire destroys a whole set of inventories which
were ready for the last stage of production, your
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"... no one
cost is 100
percent fixed."
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insurance company would have a real laugh if you
could only claim your inventory on its variable
worth, and not fixed costs as well. But aside from
that, the point brings us once again to the true
concept of what a cost is: all costs."
"You're not current, Absorption Man," Direct
Man sneered, "if you were you would know that it's
possible to use direct costing effectively in a seasonal firm once you understand how to properly
assign period costs. As for insurance," he quickly
went on before the other Mighty Man of Accounting could interrupt, "that's a ridiculous argument.
You don't give first consideration to an insurance
company in making such an important decision."
Absorption Man didn't like being called ridiculous. He was becoming furious and started moving
toward Direct Man, clenching his fists as he went.
Direct Man was getting ready for a fight as well.
But just then the officer in charge of internal
management reporting spoke for the first time.
"There is only one thing I'd like to know," he
said. "You both broke the lovely windows of
this brand new, very expensive boardroom —how do
I account for that ?"
"Well," said Absorption Man, "if I had it entirely my way, I would try to absorb the cost of
replacement over the products as well. After all, it's
an expense of doing business, and no one expense
should be given priority over another."
Direct Man exclaimed, "That's the stupidest
thing I've ever heard! How can you possibly relate
the breaking of those windows to the production of
the actual products? You're crazyl"
This remark infuriated Absorption Man who
promptly punched Direct Man in the nose. Direct
Man threw a punch at Absorption Man and the
two of them started fighting ferociously. As they
did so, they flew upward and crashed right through
the roof of the boardroom, and as the Two Mighty
Men of Accounting flew away fighting, the whole
boardroom was left in shambles.
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Study Group on Objectives of Financial Statements at public hearing in May 1972.

THE TRUEBLOOD
COMMITTEE REPORT
Report of the AICPA Study Group on Objectives of Financial
Statements would broaden traditional concepts of financial statement purposes to encompass forecasts, social impact statements,
and current values.

Early in 1971, the American Institute of CPAs set
up two blue ribbon groups, one on the establishment of accounting principles and the other on the
objectives of financial statements. The report of
the first committee swiftly led to a restructuring of
the standards- making function into a new three tier structure, which included a full -time, salaried
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) .
After two years of study, research and extensive
discussion with representatives from all sectors of
the accounting field, the second committee —Study
Group on Objectives of Financial Statements —has
just released its report. The impact of the report,
which represents an accommodation of many different viewpoints, is more likely to be long range
rather than immediate.
(NAA was one of a number of organizations and
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individuals who supplied the massive input used as
the base for the study group's work. E. W. Kelley,
chairman of Consolidated Cigar Corp., delivered the
MAP Committee statement on objectives of financial statements for external users during two days of
public hearings in May 1972.)
In submitting the 71 -page report to AICPA
President LeRoy Lavton, the study group stated that
it did not believe its conclusions were of the kind
to be accepted or rejected by the members, the
AICPA Council or the Board of Directors. "Rather,
the report should be regarded as a carefully considered contribution to the profession's literature
which must stand or fall on its own merit."
The nine - member group headed by Robert M.
Trueblood, chairman of Touche Ross & Co., does
not consider its final report the definitive statement
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on objectives of financial statements. In the group's
opinion, "...significant efforts should be made to
continue progress on the development of objectives
from this point on. The objectives of financial
statements are not and should not be static, just as
the business and financial environment in our country is not static."
What are the study group's conclusions? What is
the likely impact on financial statements? For those
accountants and financial executives who followed
the deliberations of the Trueblood Committee,
there are few surprises in the final report. The conclusions of this report from a prestigious group,
however, will probably serve to expand the extent
and kind of disclosure in financial statements. The
group expressed "the desire that the FASB will
view these report findings as a major effort in the
establishment of objectives, to be used as guidelines in judging and testing proposed accounting
standards." The FASB, the body delegated to establish standards, is not bound by the final report of
the Trueblood study group.
In the study group's report the relationship between objectives, standards, and practices is clearly
defined. The report concludes "Objectives should
identify the goals and purposes of accounting. Standards should follow logically from objectives, and
should provide guidelines for the formulation of
accounting practices compatible with the desired
goals. All three levels of the system should be
linked rationally to the needs of users. Otherwise the
development of objectives becomes a sterile activity
which cannot be justified."
A summary of the objectives of financial statements as determined by the AICPA blue ribbon
group is listed below. The report endorses disclosure
in three controversial areas: forecasting, current
values and social impact of the corporation. In addition, the study group believes that changes in the
values reflected in successive statements of financial
position should be reported but separately from the
conventional net figure.
It does not attempt to deal with specific reporting
problems involved in such disclosures. The report
frankly admits that members of the study group
could not agree "on whether value changes that
meet the qualitative criteria discussed in this report
should be included in earnings. Some believe the
objective should be to reflect current value changes
in earnings. Others believe that inclusion of unrealized value changes in earnings may be desirable
but is not now practicable. Still others believe that
their inclusion is neither desirable nor practicable."
Obviously, the implementation of a number of the
objectives will require more research and actual experience in practice.
Objectives of Financial Statements
"The basic objective of financial statements," ac.
cording to the report, "is to provide information
useful for making economic decisions." Other objectives are to:
* "serve primarily those users who have limited
authority, ability, or resources to obtain information
and who rely on financial statements as their prinMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1973

cipal source of information about an enterprise's
economic activities."
* "provide information useful to investors and
creditors for predicting, comparing, and evaluating
potential cash flows to them in terms of amount,
timing, and related uncertainty."
* "provide users with information for predicting,
comparing, and evaluating enterprise earning
power."
* "provide factual and interpretive information
about transactions and other events which is useful
for predicting, comparing, and evaluating enterprise
earning power. Basic underlying assumptions with
respect to matters subject to interpretation, evaluation, prediction, or estimation should be disclosed."
* "supply information useful in judging manage.
ment's ability to utilize enterprise resources effectively in achieving the primary enterprise goal."
* "provide a statement of financial position useful for predicting, comparing, and evaluating enterprise earning power. This statement should provide
information concerning enterprise transactions and
other events that are part of incomplete earnings
cycles. Current values should also be reported when
they differ significantly from historical cost. Assets
and liabilities should be grouped or segregated by
the relative uncertainty of the amount and timing
of prospective realization or liquidation."
* "provide a statement of periodic earnings useful for predicting, comparing, and evaluating enterprise earning power. The net result of completed
earnings cycles and enterprise activities resulting in
recognizable progress toward completion of incomplete cycles should be reported. Changes in the
values reflected in successive statements of financial
position should also be reported, but separately,
since they differ in terms of their certainty of realization."
* "provide a statement of financial activities useful for predicting, comparing, and evaluating enterprise earning power. This statement should report
mainly on factual aspects of enterprise transactions
having or expected to have significant cash consequences. This statement should report data that
require minimal judgment and interpretation by
the preparer."
* "provide information useful for the predictive
process. Financial forecasts should be provided when
they will enhance the reliability of users' predictions."
* "provide information, for governmental and
not - for -profit organizations, useful for evaluating the
effectiveness of the management of resources in
achieving the organization's goals. Performance
measures should be quantified in terms of identified
goals." .
* "report on those activities of the enterprise
affecting society which can be determined and described or measured and which are important to
the role of the enterprise in its social environment."
Those NAA members who are members of the
American Institute of CPAs may obtain a free copy
of "Objectives of Financial Statements" upon request of the Institute. Others can obtain copies at
the list price of $4.00.
❑

"Financial
disclosure is
endorsed in
three
controversial
areas."
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HACKER
OR
PRO?
Rolls- Royce, Lockheed, Penn - Central —why did they fail? New
book analyzes the mistakes of corporate managers and stresses
management principles that separate the "bogey shooters" from
the "sub -par" players.

• Corporate Management in Crisis: Why the Mi`Aty FaII by
Joel E.N.Ron
d Michael J. K ami, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs,
J.ss47.95.
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overnight through violation of one or more hallowed
principles of responsible management.
One further caveat not so excusable: the authors
tend not only to repeat the points but also to repeat
illustrations or quotations buttressing the points.
For example, Henry Ford's view that "The average
man won't really do a day's work unless he is
caught and can't get out of it," surely does not
have to be repeated.
Viewing the woes of some of our major industrial
companies in the context of management principles, the authors simplify by comparing and identifying the well managed companies versus those
which were managed into a hole. Those who fell
down on the job violated one, or more, of ten commandments of management, the authors insist.
The Rolls- Royce- Lockheed disaster is used as an
illustration of the violation of Commandment II:
"If you want to achieve plans, programs, and policies, then overall controls and cost controls must be
established." Rolls -Royce did not maintain control
over development costs and part of the reason why,
the authors suggest,
that companies involved in
new technology naturally favor the engineer or the
technical manager to the neglect of finance, marketing and production. Although some will say that
this is an oversimplification of the misfortunes that
have befallen aerospace companies, the authors'
point that "Accounting and other controls are essential to achieve a plan," remains pertinent whether
a business is making wickets or SST's and whether
the company is financing its work under a government contract or a bank loan.
Penn Central ( "bad guy ") is contrasted with
Union Pacific ( "good guy ") . The authors concede
that there is no single reason why the gigantic railroad collapsed but they point out a number of bad
management practices which undoubtedly contributed to the road's bankruptcy. Unwise diversification, divided leadership at the top and a board of
directors that did not seem to know what was going
Continued on page 68
is

The echo of the collapse of several giant corporations in recent years is still reverberating in the
financial and business world. Rolls- Royce, Penn
Central, Ling- Temco- Vought —all once solid, profitable businesses — unexpectedly found themselves
facing disaster, and as their stock took a nose dive,
businessmen pondered the reasons why and surveyed their own companies uneasily, searching for
telltale signs of trouble.
In a new book two authors tell why in a series
of case studies analyzing the rise and fall of a number of corporate giants. They then proceed to dispense straight- from - the - shoulder advice on how
other managements can avoid the same mistakes.
The book, Corporate Management in Crisis: Why
the Mighty Fall, was written by Joel E. Ross and
Michael J. Kami.*
The emphasis here is on scientific management,
a not unusual approach considering the authors'
backgrounds. Joel Ross is director of graduate programs in business at Florida Atlantic University,
and Michael J. Kami has held top planning positions with both IBM and Xerox. The authors do,
however, refer to corporate functions which involve
the management accountant; one chapter titled
"Accounting Manipulation: You Can't Fool Everybody For Long," speaks directly to the corporate
accounting function.
Those readers expecting a technically detailed
examination of the rise and fall of great corporations in the Sixties will be disappointed. The writing is succinct, breezy and pointed, a joy to some
of us who have had to wade through the turgid
prose of management jargon, only to lose the point
somewhere along the way. The authors of this book
bludgeon you with their points again and again.
But they cannot be faulted on that score: most of
the "lessons" have to be learned again and again
by those managements whose fortunes have turned
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the By -Laws is to recognize the debt which the Association owes to
members of long standing.
of

J. M A C C A R O N I ,

RON ALD

Sattle r, a n d P re si d e n t Ly a l H e r zo g .

JOSE

J.

BASU LTO, SR ., N e w

York,

pas t

pre s i c e n t .

F R E D E R I C K R . S W A N S O N , M o h a w k V a l l e y.

C.

N . W E S T O V E R , Salt Lak e Ar ea.

A.

GL I N E S ,

M AR V I N W O OD , Oak l a nd C ou nt y.

St. Louis.

JAME S

N. C.

be e n

named

M OFFAT T ,
se ni or

Bail ey M ortgage

Promotions and New Positions

DALE K. BOYL E S, Ann Arb or .

WI LLI AM

ELME.R

mo te d to t re as urer o f t he F irst R ai lroad &

ne ss a n d

Banking

ne s s e e — C h at t a n oo ga .

E.

BURGESON, Y o u n g s t o w n , p a s t

presi dent.
E D WARD B. BU SHN E LL, Hartford.

E. D O W N T O N , S e a t t l e .
KE N N E T H E. D U N N , M o h a w k V a l l e y .

GLE N N

HAD LE Y N . E N SI GN , Akron.

E. T. F I T C H , P i t t s b u r g h , p a s t
M . R. FRE N CH, M e m b e r - a t -

Ge or gi a.

FREDERICK A . D O WN E Y , B r i d g e p o r t , h a s

JOSEPH
elected

to t h e Mid - Atlantic Re -

gi o n a l a d v i s o r y b o a r d o f A r k w r i g h t - B o s t o n
and Machinery Insurance C ompani es. He

L a r ge , C a n -

is e x e c u t i v e

vice

presiden t— admi nistra-

ti on and fi nance of W arnaco, Inc.

JO S E P H H. HO F F M A N , N e w Y or k .

RONALD

RA LP H R. J ON E S , D e s M o in e s .

be e n

R. M A R K , W a t e r l o o - C e d a r
W. J. MASSEY, P e n i n s u l a - P a l o
BE N

presi dent.
M ON R OE H. M E AD E R, San Jo se .

66

R.

HE LE N BROOK,

ap p o i n t e d

as s i st a n t

Bu ffalo ,

has

tr e as u re r

and

Falls.

c o m p t r o l l e r of P e t e r C o o p e r C o r p . . . .

Alto, past

CHE S T E R

C. SYPUT

Is n o w

ch ie f

of

fi-

REx

PRI CE ,

named

a

Charlotte

part ne r

wi th

Gol d,

has

Touche

FL Y , K n o x v i l l e , h a s

finance at

C. S C H U L T Z ,

University

be e n

Ross

&

of

be e n

of

Te n-

Milwaukee, has been

c o r p o r a t e se c re t ar y

of

American

J.

H . CRU N E WA LD , M i n n e a p o l i s N o r t h -

st ar , h a s b e e n n a m e d c o n t r o l l e r of P a k o
Corp.
ROBE RT GU I LLE BE A U , M o n t g o m e r y , h a s
be en na m e d

vice p r e s i d e n t in c h a r g e of

retai l ope ratio ns fo r Hud son - T hom pson.
ROBE RT

O.

AM I C K,

n a m e d co n t ro l l e r for

nance at Audubon N ew Communit y.

Jack so n, has
pre sident

Bio- Synth e ti cs.

Manufacturers Mutual and M utual Boiler
president.

H.

II I,

vi c e

n a m e d a s s o c i a t e vi c e c h a n c e l l o r f o r b u s i -

be en appoi nt e d

ad a.

HAROLD L. M I ZI SI N , Akron.

EM E RSON

FU QU A, A u g u s t a , w a s p r o -

Co. o f

was

Co.

WILLIAM D. BOU T ON , Brid g e p o rt.

D.

Indianapoli s,

e l e ct e d p re s id e nt of St e wa r t - C a re y, I nc .

JOHN L. ZI M M E RM AN , Louisville .

CLA RE N C E A . BO RCH E L T ,

JAM E S

Morristown,

Was

Penney

Co.,

J. C.

Inc., i n Pi tts bu rgh, P a.
CHAR LE S

G.

M OORE ,

Nashville,

has
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joined Third National Corp., as secretary treasurer.
KE N N E T H

L.

CHU T E ,

New Hampshire,
has been promoted to administrative vice
president of Emil Hanslin Associates. He
is also controller.

ica. J. H. LERSCH was promoted to assistant controller- --cost and revenue, and
E . C . LIG H TH IS ER w a s p r o m o t e d

ager -- cost accounting.
Two Racine- Kenosha members have been
named at Western Publishing. CHARLES
F . HAR TMA NN h as b e e n n a m e d c o n t r o lle r

Two New Haven members have been
named at Sargent & Co . ROBE RT A.
HAVERSAT is now vice president—materials, and V I N CE N T J . T I M M I N S w a s

of the Racine plant, and EUGENE B. LUTZ
was named controller of the Poughkeepsie, N. Y., plant.

n a m e d tr e a s ur e r . . . . WI L L I A M A. L U C A ,

G.

to vice president of
JR., was a promoted
n d M I C H A E L LAN GA N,
finance,

JR., controller, at International Silver Co. . . .
J O H N S . P A V L I K w a s n a m e d a p a r t n e r , and
L E W I S S . M A T Z K I N , principal, at Haskins
& Sells.... FRANK A. HULL was named
treasurer, University of New Haven....
G E R A L D M . S T E V E N S is now director Of
cor por a te au d i ti n g, INS ILCO Cor p .. . .
V I N C E N T T . V E N I C E w a s named controller, Flexi -Van, Inc.
F R E D M O N D S H I N E , New York, has been
elected vice president— finance at United
Audio Products, Inc.... HARRY H. NESS
has been appointed vice president of
Standard Research Consultants, a division
of American Appraisal Associates, Inc....
S T A N L E Y R U F F E T T w a s appointed trea-

surer of Applied Devices Corp.

P H I L I P B U N N , Raleigh- Durham Area,
has joined Kildaire Farm Co., as vice
president — accounting.
JAMES

D.

WAGNER,

Roanoke, is now
treasurer of Times -World Corp.

J O H N J . SAV AGE , JR., Rochester, has been
appointed manager of corporate taxation,
Bausch & Lomb.
D O M I N I C A . I N TR A V I A ,

San Francisco, has
been appointed assistant treasurer for
Oximetrix, Inc.
ALAN E. IRISH, Southwest Los Angeles
County, has been named president of
Pacific Holiday Resorts of Newport
Beach.
MARV I N W . SLO M K E , Southern West
Virginia, has joined Kenney Music Co.,
as controller -office manager, Huntington,
W. Va. He is a past president of Port
Huron Chapter.
G E O R G E R. FROST, Syracuse, has been
appointed operations manager at Edward

Joy CO.
W .

G L IN E S
In d i a n a p o l i s
CHARLES

M C L A U G H L IN
Ph i la d el p hi a

S T R A C U ZZ I ,

Norwich, was pro.
moted to comptroller at the Iona Company of Manchester.
Parkersburg- Marietta,
has been promoted to group controller,
Marbon Div., Borg - Warner.

R.

KLIPPEL,

Waukesha Area president, was promoted to controller of
Springfield Cast, Div. of Koehring Co.,
Springfield, Mass.
DOUGLAS SHA RP,

Wichita, is now associate dean of the College of Business
Administration at Wichita State Unive rs it y .

RI CH A RD L. SM I T H ,

W I L L I A M J. MCLAUGHLIN,

Philadelphia,
has been promoted to executive vice president of construction and manufacturing
for Valley Forge Corp.
JAMES

D. HUBBARD, Piedmont-Greensboro, is now budgeting manager of Tully

Corp.

. . . CHARLES H .

WHICHARD was

promoted to treasurer of Richardson
Corp.
JOSEPH

E.

CAMP,

In Memoriam
RI C HA R D L . BE R G E R O N ,

66, New Hampshire, past president, 1948.
G E R A LD J . D O UG H ER TY ,
54
, Syracuse,
1954.
W A R R E N W . H A R M O N , 40, Hawaii, 1971.
W I L L I A M H O R N , 4 2 , Akron, 1959.
JOHN E. KoCOUR, 49, Wichita, 1968.
BER THOL A. LUEDEMANN, 52

, Columbus,

1951.
JEROME

Piedmont Winston Salem, was promoted to area manager —
Latin America, Wachovia Bank & Trust
C o . . . . G A L E D. EIDSON was named a
partner, A. M. Pullen & Co.

1963.

Two Pittsburgh members have been
named at Aluminum Company of Amer-

ROBER T
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SOUTHERN
OPPORTUNITIES

to ma n-

RALPH

We are recruiting management- oriented
Accounting, Financial and EDP personnel for the rapidly growing Southern
Market. Immediate career opportunities
for Controllers, Planning Manager, Asst.
Treasurer, Financial Analysts, Acctg.
Managers, Cost Accountants, Auditors,
Gen. Accts., Systems Analysts, Programmer /Analyst, DP Managers and others.
Salaries to $25,000.

• CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE
Yo ur p r e s e n t p o s i t i o n w ill i n n o w a y b e
je op ar di ze d. W e h a ve h a d o v e r 1 2 ye ar s
exp er i en c e i n t h e pl a c e m e n t o f pro fe s s i o na l pe r s o n ne l .

• OUR FEES ARE PAID BY
MANAGEMENT
Pleas e s e n d y o u r re s u m e w i t h c u r r e n t
s a l a r y , o r w r it e f o r o u r Pr o fe s s i o na l
Re s u m e Ki t .

CHARLES EDWARDS, CEC, Mgr.
Accounting Division

Mlin W11
World's L

a

V

ETOftrmm

W h e r e N e w F ut u r e s B e g i n

Box J -2000, Columbia, S.C. 29201
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REYNOLDS,

75

, Columbus,

DAVID

G. SCHWARZ,
Emeritus Life Associate.
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SIMP SON,

Greensboro, 1973.
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WILLIAM W. STINSON, 66, Columbus,
1962.
A. R. VOICT, 46, Detroit, 1965.
ERNEST M. VON TILIUs, 80, Denver,
1935. ELA.
ALEXANDER WOOD, JR., 39, Member -atLarge, USA, 1969.

Time Off

HACKER OR PRO?
Continued from page 64

68

"I'm worried about overhead costs!"

The tendency for a bureaucracy —any
bureaucracy —to become top heavy
was pointed up by a recent Tax Foundation feature. There are now more
generals, admirals, lieutenant generals,
vice admirals, colonels, captains, lieutenant colonels and commanders in
the military than at the height of
World War II —and ten million
fewer men!
Taxes bug you? Well, there is a
way to escape the state income tax in
Montana. All you have to do is enroll
in an Indian tribe and obtain your
total income from within the reservation of the tribe in which you are enrolled. In addition, you must live on
the reservation.
Every once in a while there emanates from Washington a cheerful note,
lightening the gloomy figures of a
rocketing deficit and the increasing
cost of living. Such was the news

story from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare when Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger ( "Cap
the Knife ") ordered a 77 percent reduction in the 1,200 -man public affairs staff and elimination of 275 publications. In announcing the slash, the
HEW secretary said the $20 million
savings resulting from the elimination
in "government puffery" could be better spent on programs to reach the
poor, the aged and the infirm.

Selecting Bridal Gown:
A Taxing Business
The bride's gown, courtesy of the Internal Revenue Service? Sounds implausible but it happened in Milwaukee when the IRS closed a bridal
shop for nonpayment of withholding
taxes; then had to reopen the shop
and man it for two days to allow prospective brides to pick up their gowns.
The IRS, it was reported, declined to
make alterations or hold fittings and
insisted on cash
❑

About Generals and Indians..
And 'Cap the Knife'

only.

on are some of the waystops on the track
leading straight to disaster for the Pennsy.
Scattered over the corporate landscape
are many other such companies which
faced a life -or -death crisis in the Sixties.
Chrysler, for example, is singled out as a
company which ignored, to its sorrow,
changing trends in the automobile market. Ford, on the other hand, read the
market correctly and produced a successful line of sporty, cars and economy cars.
AT &T, for decades a Blue Chip stock,
furnishes an example of a corporation
whose management became complacent
and found themselves at the eleventh
hour desperately trying to make up for
past shortcomings.
These corporate experiences are all grist
for the mill in this book as the authors
tell why their managements are sadder
but wiser. The accounting manipulations
which corporations used extensively, but
not wisely, to jack up the price /earnings
ratio come in for their share of the blame
for business fiascos during the last decade.
The authors suggest that manipulative
accounting is contagious and it can lead
to art epidemic. Sooner or later, the appearance of profitability however, is succeeded by the reality and "'Creative
bookkeeping' comes home to roost." The
lesson is aptly capsuled by the authors:
"Remember —a dollar borrowed from future earnings must be paid back."
The management game is like the game
of golf with 18 holes roughly corresponding to 18 tenets of management. First
and most important in the authors' view
is strategy. Golfer- managers are subject to
penalties from traps such as "creative
bookkeeping," "hardening of arteries,"
"conglomeration," "one man rule," and
inadequate "capital structure."
You'll have to buy the book to find out
what it takes to shoot par and how to
rate your own company, but the authors'
examples are instructive, although equivocal, concerning the virtues of an accountant as chief executive officer. ITT's
Genc:en, a former accountant, gets best
score, while Chrysler's Lynn Townsend,
another former accountant, shoots over
par.
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RONALD

books for

MODERN
INTERNAL
AUDITING

accountant s .. .

ACCOUNTANTS'
HANDBOOK

AN OPERATIONAL
APPROACH
Victor Z. Brink, CPA, Columbia University; James
A. Cashin, CPA, Hofstra University; and Herbert
Witt, CPA, Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. Third Edition of this standard guide puts
at your disposal the conceptual and practical tools
needed by today's internal auditor. Fully reflecting the requirements of- modern management,
emphasis is placed on measuring and reporting
functional departmental efficiency as well as traditional financial activities. 3rd Ed., 1973.
795 pp.
$17.50

Editorial Consultants: Rufus Wixon, University of
Pennsylvania; Walter G. Kell, University of Michigan; and Norton Bedford, University of Illinois.
28 major sections supply practical help and authoritative opinion across the entire field of commercial and financial accounting. 5th Ed., 1970.
1,630 pp.
$20

PROFITABILITY
ACCOUNTING
Robert Beyer, CPA and Donald J. Trawicki, CPA —
Partners, Touche Ross & Co. Here is a guide to
improved methods designed to integrate all accounting operations into one dynamic information
system — s implifying the tas k of gathering and reporti ng data on every f ac tor that inf luen c es p rof -

INVENTORIES

its. 2nd Ed., 1972.

CONTROL, COSTING, AND
EFFECT UPON INCOME AND TAXES
Raymond A. Hoffman, CPA and Henry Gunders,
CPA, Partners of Price, Waterhouse & Co. Explains
proven procedures for optimum inventory management, not only presenting principles and
theory but also describing specific applications,
showing how each may be judged and utilized.
2nd Ed., 1971. 444 pp.
$15

SEC ACCOUNTING

403 pp.

$13.50

FINANCIAL HANDBOOK
Edited by Jules I. Bogen, late of New York University Graduate School of Business Administration;
with a Board of 27 Contributing Editors. One volume financial library covers hundreds of topics
of prime concern to the business organization.
4th. Ed., Rev. Print., 1968. 1,208 pp. $17.50

SEND FOR THE
RONALD CATALOG

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Louis H. Rappaport, CPA, Retired Partner,
Coopers & Lybrand. Leading ref erenc e in the field
pres ents up -to -date guidanc e on every aspec t of
SEC work, Covers important rec ent developments
including the first major revision of Regulation S -X
in twenty years . 3rd Ed., 1972.
1,260 pp. $25

SAMPLING IN AUDITING

Full details on all of the above
books and many other guides of
professional value to accountants will be found in the catalog
— available on request.

TO ORDER or request descriptive
information, write to Dept. 100 .. .

Henry P. Hill, CPA, and Joseph L. Roth CPA—

,

both Partners, Price, Waterhouse & Co.; and
Herbert Arkin, Ph.D., The City College of the City
University of New York. Provides a full set of
statistical tables needed by auditors plus instruct i o n s f o r u se . 1 9 6 3
169 pp.
$6
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Use Robert Half
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or a change

[ ] I

Searching for competent Financial or Data Processing talent?
Looking for a better position?
ROBERT HALF offers personalized, intensive coverage . . . l o c a l l y ,

regionally, nationally or internationally.
ROBERT HALF IS GOOD FOR A CHANGE.
W orld's Largest Financial & EDP Personnel

LONG
L AND
420
Jeric
ISho
Turnpike

Sp e c i a li s t s . O f f i c e s :

Jericho
(516) 622 -8080

AL E XANDR I A
5001 Seminary Rd.
(7031 9313600
AL L ENTOW N
Hotel 439-15 Building
(215) 439 -1506
AT L ANT A
3379 Peachtree Rd. N.E.
(404) 233 -2416
BAL TIMORE
The Quadrangle —Cross Keys
(301) 323 -7770
BOSTON
140 Federal St.
(6171 423 -8440
CHARL OTTE
4801 E. Independence Blvd.
(704) 535 -3370
CHI CAGO
333 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 782.6930
CI NCI NNATI
606 Terrace Hilton

(513) 621 -7711

CL EVEL AND
1367 E. 6th St.
(216) 621 -0670
DAL L AS
2001 Bryan Tower
(214) 742 -9171
DENVER
1612 Court Place
(303) 244 -2925
DETROI T
670 Honeywell Center
Southfield
(313) 354 -1535
HARTF ORD
111 Pearl St.
(203) 278 -7170
HOUSTON
(713 Central Nat'I. Bank Bldg.
1713) 228 -0056
I NDI ANAPOL I S
g North Illino is St.
(317) 638 -5441
KANSAS
127 West CI
CI th
TYStt.
MO.

LOS ANGELES
3600 W ilshire Blvd.
(213) 386 -6805
LOUISVIL L E
(5 0 South 4th St.
(502) r 89 -6857
MEMPHIS
12 S. Main St.
(901) 523.8950
MI AMI
1190 N.E.163 St.
North Miami Beach
(3051 947-0684
MI LW AUKEE
777 East
Ave.
(414)
271Wisconsin
-9380

(816) 474 -4583
LANCASTER
8 North Queen St .

MI NNEAPOLI S
80 South 8th St.
1612) 336 -8636
NEW ARK
1180 Raymond Blvd.
(201) 623.3661
NEW YORK
330 Madison Ave.

(717) 299 -5621

(212) 986 -1300

OMAHA
7101 Mercy Rd.
(402)397 -8107
ORANGE, CA.
South Main St.
(714) 835 -0103
(71
PHI L ADEL PHI A
(215) Center Plaza
(2151 568 -4580
PHOENI X
1517 Del Webb TowneHNUSe
(602) 279 -1688
PITTSBURGH
Gateway Towers
(412 ) 471 -5946
PORTLAND, OR.
610 S.W . Alder St.
(503) 222 -9778
PROVI DENCE
400 Turks Head Bldg.
(401) 274-8700
ST. LOUIS
7733 Forsyth Blvd.
Clayton
(314) 727 -1535
SAN FRANCI SCO
111 Pine St.

(415) 434 -1900

SAN JOSE
675 North First St.
(408) 293 -9040
SEATTL E
1215 Fourth Ave.
(206) 624 -9000
111 Pro RD
Prospect Ct.
(2031325 -0158
(20
TAMPA
(8 11 N. 6 4 1 9 1ore Blvd.
(813) 876 -0191
W ASHINGTON, D.C.
7316 Wisconsin Ave. N.W.
(301) 652 -1960
W I LMI NGTON
1102 West St.
(302) 652 -3244
LONDON , E C 2, England
17 Finsbury Square
01-636-4394
TORONTO,
5 TQrNT sCanaeda
(4161 868 -1314
M 1 1 1 I M L P
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